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Abstract

Modeling, Simulation, and Optimization of Variation-Aware Runtime-Reconfigurable
Optical Interconnects
by
Yuyang Wang
The explosive growth of data volume brought by the pervasiveness of artificial intelligence (AI) applications is calling for interconnect technologies that enable higher bandwidth capacity at a lower cost. In particular, optical interconnects based on silicon photonics are considered a promising substitute for electrical ones, given their cost-effectiveness
and scalability enabled by a CMOS-compatible fabrication process. However, as the optical interconnects further penetrate the shorter-reach regime, several issues arise from the
growing complexity of system integration and pose challenges to their design quality, including 1) inadequate support from design automation methodologies for the modeling
and simulation of the optical interconnects, 2) oversimplified characterization of process
variations, resulting in variation alleviation techniques with limited effectiveness, and 3) the
lack of runtime reconfiguration strategies for the optical interconnects under traffic dynamics, leading to unoptimized energy efficiency. This dissertation is devoted to addressing the
above issues by solutions proposed at the device, link, and system levels, paving the way
to the quality design of variation-aware runtime-reconfigurable optical interconnects with
optimized energy efficiency.
The first part of this dissertation focuses on device-level methodologies for electronicphotonic design automation (EPDA), including compact models developed for lasers and
modulators and a novel hierarchical spatial variation model characterized for silicon microring resonators. Extensively validated by measurement data, the library of device-level
ix

models enables accurate circuit-level simulation of optical links and variation-aware estimation of the link power budget, serving as the fundamentals of the optimization techniques proposed at the link and system levels.
The second part of this dissertation proposes three link-level techniques to improve the
energy efficiency of the optical interconnects under wafer-scale process variations. The
three techniques exploit, respectively, 1) sub-channel redundancy of carrier wavelengths,
2) a combination of electrical and thermal tuning mechanisms, and 3) optimal mixing and
matching of a batch of fabricated transceivers, achieving significant reductions in the energy required for transmitting a single bit of data.
The third and final part of this dissertation proposes two strategies at the system level
that further improve the energy efficiency of the optical interconnects under traffic dynamics by reconfiguring the link power at application runtime. The two strategies incorporate
assistance from 1) traffic adjustment enabled by task mapping exploration and 2) traffic
adaptability enabled by traffic prediction, respectively, and achieve substantial improvements in energy consumption with minimal overhead to application execution time, notably outperforming existing strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optical interconnects enabled by silicon photonics are promising to solve the communication bottleneck in future data center networks (DCNs) and high-performance computing
(HPC) systems, a problem with growing prominence due to the rapid expansion of data volume in the era of artificial intelligence (AI). However, the practical application and broad
adoption of optical interconnects in short-reach datacom solutions rely on methodologies
and techniques for addressing the issues that arise from the increasing complexity of system integration, notably including 1) inadequate support from photonic design automation
methodologies, 2) limited effectiveness of techniques for alleviating process variations, and
3) deteriorated energy efficiency under runtime traffic dynamics. This dissertation aims to
tackle these issues by solutions proposed at the device, link, and system levels, paving the
way to the quality design of variation-aware runtime-reconfigurable optical interconnects
with optimized energy efficiency.
By briefly introducing the background of optical interconnects and identifying the challenges posed to their design automation and optimization, this chapter describes the motivation and the scope of this dissertation.
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Background of Optical Interconnects

1.1 Background of Optical Interconnects
1.1.1 Evolution Toward Shorter Reach
Optical interconnects offer potential benefits of higher bandwidth capacity, lower propagation delay, and greater tolerance of electromagnetic interference compared to electrical ones [1]. As the optical communication technologies continuously evolve over the past
few decades to become more energy-efficient, the substitution of traditional electrical interconnects by optical ones gradually unrolls from the long-reach telecom regime to the
short-reach datacom regime [2]. As of today, optical interconnects have dominated the data
communication solutions above the rack-to-rack level in data centers and HPC systems, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
In recent years, the explosive growth of data-intensive AI applications has stimulated advances in computational capability through hardware parallelism and specialization, which
further shifts the performance bottleneck of parallel computing infrastructures from computation to communication [3]. For avoiding data-starved computation nodes, the peak

Figure 1.1: Evolution of optical interconnects toward shorter reach (courtesy of Intel Corporation).
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bandwidth requirement provisioned for DCNs and HPC interconnects has exceeded hundreds of Gb/s, a data rate at which traditional electrical interconnects become uneconomical even for short distances within a rack [4]. On the other hand, short-reach optical links
leveraging dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) have demonstrated an aggregated data rate of 400 Gb/s [5], and technologies toward the Tb/s class are under active investigation [6, 7]. In the foreseeable future, optical interconnects are expected to continue
their penetration into the intra-rack regime to provide high-throughput and cost-effective
communication solutions at the board-to-board, chip-to-chip, and ultimately core-to-core
levels [8].
The evolution of optical interconnects toward shorter reach is inevitably accompanied
by the need for addressing greater integration complexity. According to data from [9], the
number of devices integrated on a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) grows exponentially
over the years, as summarized in Fig. 1.2, often referred to as the Moore’s Law for photonics [10]. To this end, silicon photonics has drawn particular attention, among various
enabling technologies for optical interconnects, for its cost-effectiveness and scalability
achieved by a CMOS-compatible fabrication process [11, 12, 13]. The plasma dispersion effect of the silicon material enables the implementation of electro-optical (EO) modulators
in silicon without the need to modify the CMOS process [14]. Although it is hard to implement light emitting or amplifying devices in silicon due to its indirect bandgap, several solutions have emerged using wafer-bonded or directly grown III-V materials on silicon [15, 16].

1.1.2 Overview of Optical Devices and Interconnect Architectures
An optical network is a collection of optical links that provide data communication between various processing nodes. The basic building block of an optical network is the optical transceiver (TRx), which, in turn, comprises several essential components, including
4
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Figure 1.2: Number of photonic devices integrated on a PIC over the past decades for three
technology platforms of integrated photonics (data from [9]).

lasers, modulators, photodetectors (PDs), and the medium for light propagation, namely
waveguides and optical fibers. The adoption of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
has become a standard practice for better bandwidth capacity, which transmit multiple
wavelengths in the same medium concurrently [17].
From the perspective of laser integration, optical interconnects can be categorized by
using either off-chip or on-chip lasers, the latter gaining in popularity for less coupling
loss, better energy proportionality, and greater layout flexibility [18]. In terms of the multiplexing architecture, optical interconnects can be distinguished by using either an array of
single-wavelength lasers multiplexed by an external multiplexer [19] or a quantum-dot (QD)
comb laser that generates a group of evenly-spaced comb lines from a single device output [20,21]. As for the modulation scheme, optical interconnects may opt for either directlymodulated lasers (DMLs) or continuous-wave (CW) lasers modulated by external modulators [22]. Some of the popular modulators implemented in silicon photonics include the
electroabsorption modulator (EAM) [23], the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) [24], and
the silicon microring modulator [25].
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Figure 1.3: Architectural illustration of a silicon microring–based optical transceiver.

In recent years, optical transceivers based on QD comb lasers and silicon microring
resonators have drawn increasing attention for its (de)multiplexer-free architecture that
achieves DWDM within compact footprints [26,27,28,29]. Fig. 1.3 illustrates the architecture
of a microring-based optical transceiver, showing cascaded microrings deployed alongside
a shared waveguide. At the transmitter (Tx) side, each microring modulator modulates a
specific wavelength at its resonance. At the receiver (Rx) side, a corresponding microring
filter couples the signal out for detection. Optical interconnect architectures based on other
types of lasers and modulators have also been reported [30].

1.2 Scope of Challenges to be Addressed
Despite the legacy of the well-developed CMOS process that is partially reusable for reducing the production cost of silicon photonics, new challenges still emerge with the increasing number of devices that require close integration, as well as the growing complexity
of traffic patterns in modern computing infrastructures, manifesting themselves in the design difficulty and the energy efficiency issues of the optical interconnects.
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1.2.1 Compact Modeling and Simulation
The first and fundamental challenge is the insufficient support for the design automation of PICs, especially the compact modeling and simulation methodologies that are indispensable for the co-design of photonic devices and their electronic driving circuitry. According to the 2020 Integrated Photonic Systems Roadmap on electronic-photonic design
automation (EPDA) [31], the modeling and simulation of photonic devices and circuits are
at the foundation of the EPDA framework, among other essential methodologies like layout and verification of curvilinear structures, collaboratively envisioned by task forces from
both academia and industry, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Therefore, it is desirable for the modeling and simulation methodologies for optical interconnects to build upon the successful
experience of the electronic design automation (EDA) community by incorporating support
for photonic features, such as optical power and phase, into existing EDA toolsets. In addition, the development of link- and system-level optimization techniques for optical interconnects also relies on credible models and simulation methodologies validated by actual
measurement data of fabricated devices.
Specification
Circuit Simulation

Component Simulation & Layout
Circuit Layout

Verification

Maskfile

Figure 1.4: Design automation methodologies required for designing a PIC, as envisioned
by [31], where the modeling and simulation methodologies for photonic devices and circuits are at the foundation.
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1.2.2 Variation Characterization and Alleviation
Another major challenge posed to optical interconnects stems from their particular vulnerability to process variations. Due to the relatively large ratio between the device size
and the operating wavelength, photonic devices are inherently more sensitive to geometry uncertainties than electronic ones, even leveraging the same fabrication process. For
wavelength-critical devices, such as microring resonators (MRRs) [25], post-fabrication tuning mechanisms are mandatory for rectifying the deviation of the resonance wavelengths of
the MRRs caused by the process variations. In a microring-based optical transceiver as illustrated in Fig. 1.3, each microring is typically fabricated with a resistive thermal tuner that
can be electrically heated up to shift its resonance wavelength. As the power consumption for variation rectification can take up over half of that of a point-to-point (P2P) link
(as shown in Fig. 1.5) [32], the energy efficiency of optical interconnects strongly depends
on the effectiveness of link-level variation alleviation techniques, which, in turn, calls for
accurate characterization of the variation patterns of fabricated devices.
< 1%
16%

27%

Laser
MRR tuning
Driver
TIA

55%

Figure 1.5: Energy decomposition of a microring-based optical link reported in [32] showing the shares of the laser, MRR tuning (for variation rectification), electronic drivers, and
transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs).
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1.2.3 Runtime Power Reconfiguration
A third critical challenge arises for optical interconnects in terms of deteriorated energy
efficiency when operating in real-world systems under runtime traffic dynamics. Despite
recent advances in device technologies [33, 34, 35] that are pushing the best-case energy
efficiency of an individual link toward ∼1 pJ/b, the effective energy efficiency of an interconnected network is often worse by orders of magnitude due to traffic dynamics [36], if
without proper power reconfiguration for photonic devices at application runtime. Moreover, failure to properly manage the link power during idle or low-utilization periods is devastating to the energy proportionality of the network [37]. As the traffic patterns in modern
DCNs and HPC systems are both temporally and spatially non-uniform [38,39], much different from the relatively steady patterns found in long-haul communication [40], the optical
links in short-reach application scenarios frequently switch between idle and various utilization levels, intensifying the demand for traffic-adaptive power management. As a result,
the need for system-level runtime reconfiguration strategies has become unprecedentedly
imminent for developing energy-optimized optical interconnects.

1.3 Clarification on Energy Efficiency
As described in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, both the link-level variation alleviation techniques and the system-level runtime reconfiguration strategies aim to tackle the energy efficiency issues of the optical interconnects, nevertheless, from two different dimensions.
This section thus clarifies the terminologies for describing the energy efficiency of optical
interconnects.
The energy efficiency of optical interconnects is usually measured in pJ/b. However, in
most literature, this metric is computed as mW/ (Gb/s), a unit equivalent to pJ/b as 1 W =
1 J/s, reflecting the power required to attain a target data rate. In this dissertation, we refer
9
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to this power-oriented metric as the nominal energy efficiency (NEE) to distinguish it from
the effective energy efficiency (EEE), the latter measuring the actual energy consumption
associated with data movement.

Definition 1.1 (nominal energy efficiency, NEE). The nominal energy efficiency
describes the power consumption of an individual optical link required to communicate at a target data rate while maintaining the bit error rate (BER) below a
given threshold (e.g., 10−12 ).
Thus, reducing the power consumption of various link components, such as the circuitry
for variation rectification, is beneficial to the NEE of the optical link.

Definition 1.2 (effective energy efficiency, EEE). The effective energy efficiency,
on the other hand, measures the actual energy consumed by the optical interconnects, which may comprise multiple links, to transfer a total number of bits
during the entire timespan of application execution.
In the presence of traffic dynamics, optical links without proper power management may
still consume energy when they are idle, causing the EEE of the optical network to be orders
of magnitude worse than the NEE of individual links. Therefore, traffic-adaptive runtime
reconfiguration strategies are imperative for improving the effective energy efficiency of the
optical interconnects.

1.4 Dissertation Outline
For developing energy-optimized optical interconnects with the increasing complexity
of system integration, this dissertation is devoted to resolving the three critical needs of
10
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Dissertation Outline

Figure 1.6: Overview of the solutions proposed in this dissertation.

optical interconnects identified in Section 1.2, namely 1) validated methodologies for photonic modeling and simulation, 2) effective techniques for variation characterization and
alleviation, and 3) runtime power reconfiguration strategies for traffic adaptability. Fig. 1.6
summarizes the solutions proposed in this dissertation and categorizes them into the device, link, and system levels, detailed in Parts II, III, and IV, respectively.
Part II focuses on device-level EPDA methodologies, including compact models developed for lasers and modulators (Chapter 3) and a novel hierarchical spatial variation model
characterized for silicon microring resonators (Chapter 4). Extensively validated by measurement data, the library of developed models enables accurate circuit-level simulation of
optical links and variation-aware estimation of the link power budget, serving as the fundamentals of the optimization techniques proposed at the link and system levels.
Part III introduces three link-level techniques for improving the energy efficiency of the
optical interconnects under wafer-scale process variations. The three techniques exploit,
respectively, 1) sub-channel redundancy of carrier wavelengths (Chapter 5), 2) a combination of electrical and thermal tuning mechanisms (Chapter 6), and 3) optimal mixing and
matching of a batch of fabricated transceivers (Chapter 7), achieving significant reductions
11
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in the nominal energy efficiency of optical links.
Part IV further proposes two strategies at the system level that improve the effective
energy efficiency of optical interconnects under traffic dynamics by reconfiguring the link
power at application runtime. The two strategies incorporate assistance from 1) traffic adjustment enabled by task mapping exploration (Chapter 8) and 2) traffic adaptability enabled by traffic prediction (Chapter 9), respectively, and achieve substantial improvements
in energy consumption with minimal overhead to application execution time, notably outperforming existing strategies.

1.5 Permissions and Attributions
This dissertation has the following permissions and attributions:
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Chapter 2
Prior Work
This chapter summarizes some prior studies that address the challenges in the design automation and optimization of optical interconnects by device-, link-, and system-level tools,
methodologies, and techniques.

2.1 Device-Level Design Automation and Optimization
The design of photonic devices for photonic integrated circuits (PICs) involves iterations
between physical simulation of device specifications and optimization of design parameters. With the ever-growing number of devices to be integrated, both steps require support
from design automation methodologies for improved design efficiency. Meanwhile, highlevel characterization methodologies, including device compact modeling and process variation characterization, are also needed for efficient and accurate prediction of system performance when many devices are integrated.

2.1.1 Simulation Tools and Methodologies for Device Physics
Simulators for electromagnetic propagation are heavily used by photonic device designers and have been well developed [41, 42] based on methodologies such as the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method, finite-element method (FEM), eigenmode expan14
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sion (EME) method, and beam-propagation method (BPM). A comprehensive review of
these numerical methods is conducted in [43]. Additional methods for numerical simulation of photonic devices have also been extensively investigated, including the time-domain
traveling-wave (TDTW) method [44, 45], split-step method (SSM) [46], and coupled-mode
theory (CMT) [47], as well as the discontinuous Galerkin time-domain (DGTD) method, volume integral equation (VIE) methods, surface integral equation (SIE) methods, and rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) as summarized in [48]. A trade-off often explored by the
simulation methodologies for device physics is the between efficiency and accuracy. Some
novel methodologies, such as [49] and [50], achieve significant improvement in simulation
efficiency with comparable accuracy to traditional methods through carefully designed approximations.

2.1.2 Physical-Level Device Optimization
The optimization of photonic devices draws particular research attention due to the
need for high-performance devices with compact footprints. The optimization targets of
photonic devices often vary with intended applications and require different optimization
techniques.

Optimization of Active Devices
The design optimization of active devices requires knowledge of the unique properties
of the active region and the electro-optical (EO) effects involved. For lasers, trade-offs are
often explored between several optimization targets, including but not limited to a faster
modulation speed, a higher wall-plug efficiency (WPE), a smaller threshold current, a narrower linewidth, a lower level of noise, and better temperature stability. Through the usage
of a hybrid III-V active layer, the distributed feedback (DFB) laser reported in [51] demon15
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strates a direct modulation rate of 25.8 Gb/s and an energy efficiency of 0.5 pJ/b. A hybrid
quantum-dot (QD) laser for on-off keying (OOK) modulation has reported a record high direct modulation rate of 15 Gb/s with 1.2 pJ/b at up to 70 °C [52]. In [53], a detailed model
is developed based on a novel measurement technique for the gain characteristics of QD
laser material with different growth methods. The model has been demonstrated to provide
useful guidance on the design of complex laser cavities, such as distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers and mode-locked lasers, resulting in several device designs with recordbreaking performances [54].
Physical models for EO modulators are also developed and continuously refined for
guiding the optimization of modulator design in terms of energy efficiency, bandwidth, and
insertion loss [55, 56, 57]. Common optimization trade-offs explored for the design of optical modulators are between the modulation speed, the driving voltage, and the device footprint. In [58], a modulator with semiconductor hybrid polymer integration suitable for operation at 40 Gb/s is demonstrated with a phase-shifting efficiency smaller than 0.5 V·mm
and an energy efficiency of 0.4 pJ/b. Recently, a silicon microring modulator with integrated
thermal-optical (TO) resonance tuning has been proposed in [59] with a data rate up to
128 Gb/s and energy efficiency of 18 fJ/b. In addition, similar trade-offs have been explored
for the design optimization of other active devices, such as between the speed and the sensitivity requirement of photodetectors (PDs), a state-of-the-art result shown in [60].

Optimization of Passive Devices
The optimization of passive devices is also vital to the improvement of bandwidth and
the reduction of crosstalk and losses in optical interconnects. However, the room for optimization is usually limited if starting from existing templates of device geometries. Recently, advances in computational inverse-design approaches, i.e., algorithmic techniques
for exploring optical structures to satisfy the desired functionalities, have demonstrated
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groundbreaking success in discovering non-standard geometry designs for passive optical
devices to achieve exceptional performance enhancement/novel functionalities with tiny
footprints [61, 62, 63]. Addressing the non-convex solution space, approaches to the inverse design of passive devices are often formulated as an optimization problem [64] and
employ algorithmic solvers based on simulated annealing (SA) [65, 66], evolutionary [67,
68], objective-first [69], and adjoint-variables [61, 70]. As these algorithms are inherently
computational-intensive and the numerical simulation of the electromagnetic-wave equations at each iteration renders the problem evaluation-expensive, the authors of [71, 72, 73,
74] propose machine learning–based algorithms to assist the evaluation of candidate geometry designs and accelerate the inverse design process.

2.1.3 Device Compact Modeling
For the accurate modeling and simulation of integrated photonics, two fundamental
building blocks are indispensable, namely 1) the compact models for photonic devices and
2) the simulation tools for PICs comprising a collection of electronic and photonic devices.
This section reviews some prior work on device compact modeling, while the circuit-level
simulation methodologies are revisited in Section 2.2.1. In contrast to physical models that
are primarily used for device design and optimization, compact models for photonic devices target circuit designers and aim to enable efficient and accurate circuit-level simulation of PICs.
The compact modeling of photonic devices can take different approaches, such as using
scripting languages for numeric computing, e.g., MATLAB [75], using open-source modeling tools like the Python-based Caphe [47] and openEPDA [76], using platform-specific
scripts for model description specified by photonic design automation (PDA) software vendors, e.g., Lumerical INTERCONNECT [77], Synopsys Rsoft Optsim Circuit [78], IPKISS by
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Luceda Photonics [79], and VPIcomponentMaker™ Photonic Circuits by VPIphotonics [80],
or using a standard analog hardware description language (HDL) like Verilog-A [81]. In particular, the Verilog-A method has drawn increasing attention for its SPICE-compatibility [82]
that enables the co-simulation of photonic device models with their electronic driving circuitry by well-developed mixed-signal simulation engines, such as Cadence Spectre [83].
Examples of Verilog-A models for photonic devices include vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers (VCSELs) [84, 85], traveling-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs) [86], carrierdepletion/injection–based microring modulators [87, 88, 89], and multiple devices forming
an optical link [90, 91, 92, 93]. Some photonic foundries and fabless design houses have also
developed their Verilog-A models for photonic devices, such as imec [94], CEA-Leti [95], and
Luxtera [96].

2.1.4 Process Variation Characterization
Due to the immature fabrication process of nanophotonics, photonic devices often suffer from significant process variations that lead to the degraded performance of integrated
circuits and systems. Therefore, the variation patterns must be characterized for process
optimization and variation alleviation.
Process variations of semiconductor manufacturing can exist in hierarchies. Spatial
variations often manifest as a combination of wafer-level, intra-die, and inter-die patterns,
while temporal variations may present at wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot levels [97]. Limited
by the fabrication quantity, prior studies on variation characterization of photonic devices
have mainly focused on sub-wafer levels. The methods proposed in [98, 99, 100] extract
wafer-level variation patterns by modeling the variation magnitude as a function of the device location on the wafer. However, these methods only capture a smooth trend of the
variations across the wafer and leave high-frequency components in the residuals that may
18
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not be entirely random. As the measurement data reported in [101, 102, 103] indicate that
the variation magnitude between two devices on the same wafer is roughly proportional
to their physical distance, the authors of [104] and [105] accordingly propose to characterize the intra-die and inter-die variations separately. Nevertheless, the limited number of
dies per wafer and devices per die in these studies prohibited further extraction of location
dependencies of the variations. Instead, they assume independent Gaussian distributions
for both the intra-die and inter-die variations, resulting in oversimplified variation models.
In [106] and [107], variation characterization methods encompassing both the wafer-level
and intra-die components are presented but still limited by the small number of fabricated
devices.
On the other hand, there have been extensive studies on the variation characterization
of electronic manufacturing by leveraging mass fabrication and rich measurement data.
The extraction of spatial variation models can take approaches that roughly fall into two
categories, using either decomposition-based methods at various levels [108, 109, 110, 111,
112, 113, 114] or estimation-based methods characterizing the entire wafer [115, 116, 117,
118,119,120]. However, the effectiveness of these methodologies requires a large number of
devices per wafer. As the photonic devices tend to be bulkier than electronic ones and thus
less can be fabricated on a single wafer, they are usually less effective if directly applied for
characterizing the process variations of photonic wafers.

2.1.5 PDK Availability
Process design kits (PDKs) provide the fundamental building blocks for enabling efficient PIC design. These are libraries of optimized photonic devices developed by the
foundries for integration with electronic-photonic design automation (EPDA) tools. Ultimately, a photonic PDK is expected to include accurate compact models for electronic19
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photonic co-simulation, parameterized mask layouts for automated generation of device
layouts with customizable geometry, detailed design rules that ensure manufacturability of
user-submitted design, as well as statistics on process variations for quantification of performance uncertainty. Nevertheless, existing photonic PDKs are still immature and often
only carry a limited amount of fixed device layouts and primitive design rules [121]. Examples of available photonic PDKs include those provided by AIM Photonics [122], imec [123],
Tower Semiconductor [124], Advanced Micro Foundry [125], and CompoundTek [126] for
silicon photonics, LIGENTEC [127] and LioniX International [128] for silicon nitride photonics, Fraunhofer HHI [129] and SMART Photonics [130] for InP/III-V photonics, as well as
others listed in [131, 132, 133, 134].

2.1.6 Limitations Addressed in This Dissertation
At the device level, this dissertation addresses some limitations of existing methodologies for compact modeling and variation characterization of photonic devices. Specifically,
existing compact models for photonic devices are usually developed based on a fixed device
design and provided as black boxes for enabling circuit-level simulation. However, the lack
of customizable parameters restricts the models from being used for design space exploration (DSE) and design optimization. Besides, many of the existing models are only validated by measurement data at the device level, and the results of circuit-level simulation
may not be accurate by simply connecting these models. To this end, this dissertation includes compact models for crucial components of optical interconnects, validated by both
device- and circuit-level measurement data, providing fundamentals for the optimization
techniques proposed at the link and system levels. As for variation characterization, this
dissertation addresses the limitations of prior work in terms of limited fabrication quantity
and oversimplified variation models by developing a novel hierarchical model for the spa20
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tial variations of photonic devices, characterized from the measurement data of a record
number of fabricated microring devices.

2.2 Link-Level Design Automation and Optimization
The design and optimization of optical interconnects involve substantial effort put into
the development of efficient methods for designing optimized optical links. Solutions at
the link level include design automation methodologies for photonic integrated circuits,
as well as techniques for analyzing and managing the impact of process variations on the
performance and yield of fabricated optical links.

2.2.1 Electronic-Photonic Design Automation
Built upon the successful experience of CMOS electronic design, researchers and developers of the EPDA framework have focused on methodologies for circuit-level simulation, layout generation, and verification of PICs by adding support for photonic properties
to existing electronic design environments. Other important features such as schematicdriven layout (SDL), automatic placement and routing (including phase-sensitive waveguides), layout versus schematic (LVS) checking, post-layout thermal effect simulation, and
parasitic extraction (loss, coupling, reflection, etc) are also under active investigation and
projected for future incorporation [31].

Electronic-Photonic Co-Simulation
Due to the extensive experience in electronic simulation possessed by electronic design automation (EDA) companies from the industry, the development of circuit-level EO
co-simulation methodologies is mainly led by traditional EDA software vendors, e.g., Cadence [135], Synopsys [136], and Mentor Graphics (now part of Siemens [137]), by adding
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interoperability with emerging PDA tools, including those from Lumerical (now part of Ansys [138]), Luceda Photonics [139], and VPIphotonics [140]. For frequency-domain simulation, the interactions between electronic and photonic devices are typically computed by
S-parameters [141]. For time-domain simulation, however, the optimal time steps for simulating electronic and photonic responses can be drastically different. A workaround is to
simulate the electronic and photonic components in dedicated engines (e.g., electronics in
Cadence Spectre and photonics in Lumerical INTERCONNECT) with different time steps
and periodically synchronize data between the two engines [142].

Curvilinear Layout Generation and Verification
The curvilinear shape of photonic components poses another challenge to electronicphotonic design automation in terms of both layout generation and verification, as the layouts of traditional electronic components are snapped to a fine Cartesian grid and comprised of Manhattan-style shapes. Algorithms are thus explored for efficiently representing curvilinear shapes within a Cartesian grid without affecting the desired optical properties. Options include approximating the curvilinear shapes with either many-vertex polygons [143] or rectangles [144]. To ease the burden of manual layout, parameterized cells
(PCells) are made for photonic devices and circuit blocks to enable a hierarchical layout
process [145]. PCells are usually implemented in a scripting language, such as SKILL in
Cadence Virtuoso [146], AMPLE in Mentor Graphics Pyxis (now part of Siemens) [147], SPT
in PhoeniX OptoDesigner (now part of Synopsys) [148], or a standard language (e.g., Python)
as used in IPKISS by Luceda Photonics [79] and KLayout [149]. There are also standalone
layout tools developed for improved efficiency, such as the Python-based PHIDL [150] and
the C#-based VANDAL [151]. Recently, methodologies for schematic-driven layout are being
actively investigated for further improving the productivity of PIC design [152, 153]. Originated from analog electronic design, SDL refers to the circuit schematic and populates the
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layout with PCells and indicative connections between optical ports. Tools for automatic
waveguide creation have also emerged, which can either calculate the waveguide shape between two ports without violating the design rules or generating the shape from the desired
path drawn by the user [154].
Design rule checking (DRC) for photonic circuits also becomes challenging due to the
curvilinear shapes. Standard DRC algorithms tailored to electronic design often result in
false positives when directly applied to photonic layouts. To this end, recent developments
with new DRC rules specially designed for curvilinear structures and all-angle polygons
have been continuously improved for addressing this issue [155]. Another direction is to develop DRC algorithms with knowledge of the design intent [156]. For example, the linewidth
of a discretized waveguide polygon is compared to the desired linewidth over the entire
length of the waveguide, and excessive width variations are reported. Another level of verification is layout versus schematic checking, which verifies that the functional behavior of the
layout is consistent with the schematic design. A preliminary step toward comprehensive
photonic LVS has been initiated, which targets methodologies for automatically extracting
the photonic netlist from the layout and verifying proper waveguide alignment [157]. More
advanced LVS techniques, such as those for identifying unintentional waveguide crossings,
are still under investigation. Furthermore, methodologies for parasitic extraction, such as
coupling or reflection caused by the proximity of components, are also projected for future
incorporation [158].

2.2.2 Process Variation Analysis and Management
Techniques at the link level for addressing the process variation challenges of optical interconnects are mainly proposed for 1) predicting the performance uncertainties and the
yield of fabricated circuits and 2) mitigating the power consumption required for post-fab23
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rication rectification of the process variations.

Uncertainty Quantification and Yield Prediction
Sensitivity analyses are required to predict the performance uncertainties and the yield
of fabricated photonic circuits based on the process variation models characterized for individual devices. The Monte Carlo method has been considered a golden standard for yield
prediction and uncertainty quantification, which requires a large number of circuit simulations with device variations randomly drawn from their modeled distributions [159]. However, the computational complexity of circuit simulations renders the Monte Carlo method
evaluation-expensive, and the time required for simulating an adequate amount of samples
may be prohibitive when there are many random variables. For electronic design, a simplified method called corner analyses can be used to reduce the number of required simulations, which only considers the best/worst case of individual devices. However, some
photonic properties, such as the resonance wavelength, do not have an intrinsic good or
bad value. To this end, novel techniques for uncertainty quantification and yield prediction
of PICs have focused on reducing the required number of circuit simulations while keeping the prediction confidence comparable to the Monte Carlo method. The authors of [160]
propose to use stochastic collocation, which builds a surrogate model of the performance
metric of interest from a small set of circuit simulations, achieving accurate estimation of
the performance uncertainties within a significantly less amount of computation time. Furthermore, the authors of [161, 162] propose to use polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) to
model the performance metric of interest with a higher-order polynomial and determine
the polynomial coefficients with a small number of circuit simulations. These methods have
been successfully applied to photonic circuits for assessing the sensitivity of circuit performance to device-level variations [163,164,165,166]. In [167,168,169,170,171], the algorithm
for coefficient computation is further accelerated with the adoption of techniques such as
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tensor completion, which requires an even less number of circuit simulations.

Link-Level Variation Alleviation
Variation alleviation techniques aim to reduce the cost of post-fabrication rectification
of process variations and are particularly important to the nominal energy efficiency (Definition 1.1 in Section 1.3) of microring-based optical links. Through device-level engineering, Liang et al. have demonstrated microring resonators that are hyper-sensitive to thermal
changes and a theoretical reduction in thermal tuning power by orders of magnitude [172].
However, the feedback control of such sensitive devices becomes challenging in practice.
There are more solutions proposed at the link level for variation alleviation. Techniques
based on channel shuffling [173,174] and sub-channel redundancies [175,176] are proposed
to reduce the expected power for thermally tuning the resonance wavelengths of the microrings. Another work by Wu et al. proposes an optimal pairing scheme for a batch of fabricated
transceivers, which reduces the average tuning power required for each pair of transceivers
formed from the batch [105]. Nevertheless, all of the above studies are based on oversimplified models for process variations characterized from outdated devices, and none have
addressed the inherently low energy efficiency of resistive thermal tuners.

2.2.3 Limitations Addressed in This Dissertation
At the link level, this dissertation focuses on energy efficiency optimization for silicon
microring–based optical interconnects by proposing multiple techniques for variation alleviation. These techniques are proposed to address the limitations of existing ones in terms
of a limited design space, the inherently low efficiency of thermal tuners, and the inadequate exploitation of wafer-scale fabrication, all of which have restricted the room for energy optimization. Link-level simulation methodologies with variation awareness for ana25
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lyzing the power budget of microring-based optical interconnects are also investigated for
supporting the development of variation alleviation techniques.

2.3 System-Level Design Automation and Optimization
Challenges faced by optical interconnects at the system level come not only from the
need for optimized devices and links but also from the runtime interaction and reconfiguration of system components as required by the running application. In other words, unlike
that of device and circuit levels, system-level simulation and optimization solutions for optical interconnects are usually application-specific.

2.3.1 Simulation Tools and Methodologies for Optical Interconnects
The simulation of optical interconnects requires a higher level of model abstraction for
photonic devices and switching fabrics, in pursuit of a balance between simulation speed
and accuracy. Existing tools and methodologies for system-level simulation of optical interconnects roughly falls into two categories:
Configuration-based estimation The first category aims to provide estimations of various
static properties of an optical network, such as the area, optical loss, crosstalk noise,
link power budget, and link latency, based on a user-defined network configuration.
For example, DSENT [177] is developed for fast area/power evaluations of up to hundreds of different network configurations, allowing for quick identification of optimal
ones. Similarly, OEIL [178] is proposed for evaluating the energy efficiency, bandwidth density, crosstalk noise, and latency of an optical network based on its specific configuration. There are also system-level simulators dedicated to estimating
the crosstalk noise [179] or thermal effects [180] of a given network configuration. In
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addition, computational-efficient models for photonic devices are proposed in [181]
for accelerating the evaluation of the propagation loss, interference, and phase shift
in complex optical networks.
Event-driven simulation The second category further incorporates the capability of simulating traffic patterns or workload traces, thus providing access to some dynamic
properties of the optical interconnects, such as the instantaneous power consumption and utilization of optical links at any time during the simulation. These tools are
typically developed on top of existing event-driven simulators for (not necessarily optical) networks by adding power and latency models for optical components. Examples include PhoenixSim [182] based on the OMNeT++ framework [183], LioeSim [184]
based on Orion [185], JADE [186] based on GEMS [187], and others reported in [188,
189, 190]. Besides, some architectural simulators, such as gem5 [191], Graphite [192],
and Multi2Sim [193], as well as simulation frameworks for large-scale distributed data
centers and computer networks, such as SimGrid [194] and CloudSim [195], can also
be modified to simulate the dynamic properties of on-chip and off-chip optical interconnects driven by task execution.

2.3.2 Runtime Reconfigurable Optical Interconnects
Runtime reconfiguration strategies are indispensable for the effective energy efficiency
(Definition 1.2 in Section 1.3) of optical interconnects under traffic dynamics. As the traffic
patterns are significantly different for on-chip and off-chip communication scenarios, the
reconfiguration strategies proposed so far are specially tailored to either optical networkon-chips (ONoCs) or off-chip optical networks for data center network (DCN) and highperformance computing (HPC) applications. The authors of [196] provide a comprehensive
survey of reconfigurable optical networks in terms of the enabling technologies, algorithms,
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and implementation considerations.
For ONoCs, several techniques are proposed to switch off the lasers for idle links at
application runtime [197, 198]. However, due to the turn-on delay of the lasers (up to ∼
100 ns [18]), the energy wasted during the turn-on period may completely offset the energy
saved by turning them off, and the application execution time may also be prolonged. Lan
et al. address this issue by proposing a fine-grained strategy called Dynamic Laser Power
Scaling (DLPS), which includes more power states for the lasers in addition to simple on
and off [199]. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of DLPS is only observed for a small subset of
traffic patterns, resulting in limited practicality.
As in ONoCs, the inter-arrival time between data transmission requests usually ranges
from nanoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds [200, 201], much smaller than the thermal
time constants of microring tuning (∼ 1 µs to ∼ 1 ms [202, 203, 204]), the power reconfiguration for the microring tuning circuitry has been deemed unnecessary. On the contrary,
in off-chip scenarios like DCNs and HPC interconnects, where the optical links can often
stay idle for milliseconds to seconds [38], such reconfiguration capability becomes imperative for the effective energy efficiency of the network. However, strategies that include the
microring tuning circuitry as a reconfiguration target are still lacking due to the long stabilization time required for microring tuning.
Another line of work focuses on reconfiguring the connectivity of the optical network
at application runtime, which reduces the need for bandwidth overprovisioning by letting
busy links borrow bandwidth from idle ones [205, 206]. These techniques also help to improve the network energy efficiency but are orthogonal to the runtime power reconfiguration strategies.
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2.3.3 Limitations Addressed in This Dissertation
At the system level, this dissertation first develops simulation methodologies that support multiple power states of optical devices with variable reconfiguration time, a feature
that is lacked by all existing simulators for optical interconnects. Then, this dissertation
further proposes runtime power reconfiguration strategies for both on-chip and off-chip
optical interconnects for further optimizing their effective energy efficiency.
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Chapter 3
Compact Modeling for Lasers and
Modulators
Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) fabricated on a heterogeneously-integrated silicon platform have demonstrated record levels of integration and bandwidth capacity. As PICs become more complex, the design and optimization of them demand modeling and simulation methodologies implemented in emerging electronic-photonic design automation
(EPDA) platforms. In this chapter, the development of compact models for typical building
blocks of optical network-on-chips (ONoCs) is introduced. These models are implemented
in both SPICE-compatible electronic design automation (EDA) tools and dedicated photonic circuit simulators. Model validation is conducted at both device and link levels by the
measurement data of a fabricated ONoC, allowing circuit designers to study the impact of
individual device design on the overall link performance, paving the way to model-based
design optimization of photonic integrated circuits.

3.1 Introduction
The ever-increasing demand for bandwidth capacity in telecommunication infrastructures has pushed the replacement of electronic transmission technologies by optical ones
in links exceeding 10 m over the past decades [2]. In recent years, the explosive growth of
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data-intensive computing applications and the tremendous advances in photonic integration technologies have driven the adoption of optical links based on photonic integrated
circuits for short-reach datacom solutions [13]. Analogous to electronics, the integration
density of PICs grows exponentially over time, often referred to as the Moore’s Law for photonics [10]. The fast growing complexity of PICs calls for photonic design automation (PDA)
tools [102]. A number of link- and system-level analyses for optical interconnects have been
reported [174,207,208,209,210]. However, due to the analog nature of photonics, these studies depend on accurate modeling and simulation methodologies for integrated photonics at
both device and circuit levels. Compact models for a variety of photonic devices have been
reported, e.g., vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [84], Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs) [86], and carrier-depletion/injection–based silicon microring resonators
(MRRs) [87, 88, 89]. However, the lack of customizable parameters restricts these models
from being used for design space exploration (DSE) and design optimization. Moreover,
many of the existing models for photonic devices are only validated by measurement data
at the device-level, and the results of circuit-level simulation may not be accurate by simply
connecting these models.
In this chapter, we develop accurate compact models for key components of an ONoC,
including lasers and modulators of multiple types. The models are implemented in formats
that can be handled directly by traditional EDA tools (e.g., Cadence Virtuoso [211]) as well
as dedicated photonic simulators (e.g. Lumerical INTERCONNECT [77] and Synopsys Rsoft
Optsim Circuit [78]). We then validate the modeling methodologies by simulating each individual devices and an ONoC comprising multiple of them. The accuracy of the simulation
results are extensively verified by measurement data at both device and circuit levels. Our
proposed modeling and simulation approach enables the co-design of PICs and their electronic driving circuitry, which has to be designed separately in the past. Additionally, the
enriched library of photonic devices paves the way to a process design kit (PDK) for our
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heterogeneously-integrated silicon photonics platform. The methodologies introduced in
this chapter allow an EDA-style design process for PICs and electro-optical (EO) systems.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we present the compact
modeling, parameter extraction, and model validation for individual devices. In Section 3.3,
we introduce the architecture of a fabricated ONoC and further validate our developed models by circuit-level simulation of the ONoC. In Section 3.4, we demonstrate the application
of our modeling and simulation methodologies for design space exploration and design optimization. And finally, in Section 3.5, we draw the conclusion of this chapter.

3.2 Device Characterization and Model Implementation
3.2.1 Compact Modeling for Lasers
An on-chip laser operating with a single wavelength and a high wall-plug efficiency
(WPE) is crucial for a cost-efficient wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) system [2].
The heterogeneously-integrated III-V on Si platform has been shown to offer several onchip single-frequency laser solutions with progressively lower threshold and higher directmodulation bandwidth [212, 213]. This section presents our compact models developed
for lasers of multiple types, namely distributed feedback (DFB), distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR), and microring lasers.

Distributed Feedback Laser
The DFB laser model is developed based on the one reported in [214]. The carrier and
photon density of a diode laser, in both continuous-wave (CW) or directly-modulated oper-
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ation modes, are governed by the coupled rate equations [22, 215]:
¢
∂N η i I ¡
=
− B N 2 +C N 3 − g v g Np ,
∂t
qV
Np
∂Np
= Γg v g Np − Γβsp B N 2 −
,
∂t
τp

(3.1)
(3.2)

where g = g 0N ln (N /Ntr ). The DC electrical characteristics follow the Shockley diode equation:

I = I 0 exp

q (V − I R)
.
nkT

(3.3)

As the target application scenario of the developed model is for simulating on-chip optical links shorter than 1 cm, and the desired spacing of the multiplexed channels is much
larger than the laser chirp, the current laser model does not include chirp or phase change
caused by direct modulation. In addition, we further assume that the laser bandwidth is
RC-limited and neglect the transit time effect. The model is based on the effective mirror
mode, instead of a traveling-wave analysis, for simulation efficiency. Longitudinal variations of carrier (hole burning) is also not included. A list of the laser parameters included in
the model is shown in Table 3.1. The numerical values are extracted from various sources
including laser design parameters, material gain experiments, and laser light-current (LI)
and current-voltage (IV) tests. Fig 3.1 shows the LI and IV curves of an on-chip DFB laser
with a 400 µm–long cavity, a 26 textmu m mesa width, and a 1 µm Si waveguide.
The laser model as described by Eqs. (3.1)–(3.3) is implemented in Verilog-A [81], a standard hardware description language (HDL) language. The format is supported by traditional
EDA tools for co-simulation of active photonic devices jointly with their electronic driving
circuitry. The same set of laser parameters are also passed as inputs to the built-in laser
models in specialized photonic circuit simulators, such as Lumerical INTERCONNECT and
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Table 3.1: DFB laser parameter list.
Parameter

Symbol
ηi
q
V
B
C
g 0N
Ntr
vg
Γ
βsp
τp
I0
R
n

Current injection efficiency
Electron charge
Active region volume
Radiative recombination factor
Auger recombination factor
Gain coefficient
Transparent carrier density
Group velocity
Active region confinement factor
Spontaneous emission factor
Photon lifetime
Reverse saturation current
Series resistance
Ideality factor

Value
0.5
1.6 × 10−19
3.36 × 10−11
4.29 × 10−10
3.5 × 10−30
1.96 × 103
1.08 × 1018
7.5 × 109
5.6 × 10−2
1 × 10−4
4.98 × 10−12
8.05 × 10−11
5.77
2

Unit
C
cm3
cm3 /s
cm6 /s
cm−1
cm−3
cm/s

s
A
Ω

Synopsys Rsoft Optsim Circuit. Having device models in the photonic circuit simulators
helps accommodate the need for an accurate description of both active and passive components in an optical link. The simulated eye diagrams of a directly-modulated laser (DML)
match the measured results in terms of modulation depth as well as overall eye shapes
(Fig. 3.2). The agreement across different platforms supports the conclusion that the laser
parameter extraction techniques are robust as the laser rate equation is implemented dif-
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Figure 3.1: Measured and simulated LI and IV curves of the DFB laser (light output is from
one facet).
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Figure 3.2: Eye diagrams of a 12.5 Gb/s directly-modulated DFB laser [214]: (a) measurement; (b) simulation in Cadence Virtuoso; (c) simulation in Synopsys Rsoft Optsim Circuit;
and (d) simulation in Lumerical INTERCONNECT. The modulation depth is 3 dB in all four
eye diagrams. In both the experiment and simulation setups, the laser is biased at 2.14 V
and driven by a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) signal with 0.75 Vpp. The eyes
share the same axes.

can accurately simulate the static and dynamic behaviors of the DFB lasers.

Distributed Bragg Reflector and Microring Lasers
Compact models for DBR and microring lasers are also characterized and implemented
based on the measurement data of the laser diodes reported in [216] and [217]. The models are also implemented in Verilog-A other platform-specific scripts for supporting simulations in Cadence Virtuoso, Synopsys Rsoft Optsim Circuit, and Lumerical INTERCONNECT.
Fig. 3.3 shows the comparison of measured and simulated eye diagrams for lasers of multiple types in all three design automation platforms. The agreement of eye shapes between
the measured and simulated results further confirms the robustness of our compact modeling methodology for hybrid III-V on Si lasers.
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Figure 3.3: DFB, DBR, and microring laser models simulated in multiple design automation platforms.

Thermal Effects of Lasers
Our compact models for lasers account for the thermal effect and can simulate the
degradations in laser performance caused by self-heating. First, the thermal coefficients
for the threshold current and the slope efficiency [22] are extracted by fitting the following
equations to the measured LI curve that shows a clear thermal roll-over (Fig. 3.4a):

I th = I th0 · e ∆T /T0 ,

(3.4)

η d = η d0 · e −∆T /Tη .

(3.5)

Then, the thermal dependencies of the transparent carrier density and the loss can be derived as:

Ntr (T ) = Ntr0 · e ∆T /TN ,

(3.6)

αtot = 〈αi 〉 + αm = αtot,0 (1 + ∆T /Tα ) ,

(3.7)
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Figure 3.4: Laser thermal effects modeling: (a) extraction of thermal-dependent coefficients from measured LI roll-over; and (b) simulated degradations in the eye diagram.

where

Tα = Tη ,

(3.8)

2
2g th 1
1
+
·
= .
TN g 0N Tα T0

(3.9)

Finally, the degradations in the laser eye diagram with thermal effects can be simulated by
substituting the thermal-dependent carrier density and loss into the laser models described
in this section. Fig. 3.4b shows the simulation of the previously modeled DFB laser under
the thermal effect, where T0 and Tη are derived to be 41.5 K and 50 K, respectively, and other
model parameters the same as listed in Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Compact Modeling for Modulators
For application scenarios where a higher modulation speed is required, an architecture
that employs CW lasers and high-speed external modulators becomes more desirable. To
this end, we present the compact modeling methodology for silicon modulators developed
based on an electroabsorption modulator (EAM) fabricated as part of an ONoC reported
in [30].
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Electroabsorption Modulator
A lumped EAM, relying on a strong quantum-confined stark effect (QCSE), has the advantages of a smaller footprint and lower energy consumption compared to traveling-wave
EAMs MZMs. Lumped EAM design on the heterogeneous Si platform has demonstrated
significant improvement in modulation bandwidth from 10 GHz to 30 GHz [23, 218]. The
3-dB bandwidth of an integrated DFB-EAM transmitter (Tx) on Si fabricated by quantum
well intermixing has achieved 2 GHz [213]. The EAM modeled in this chapter is similar to
the one described in [23]. The device is 100 µm–long and has 12 quantum wells centered at
1485 nm [30].
For DC optical transmission characteristics of the EAM, the dependence of the transmission spectrum on bias voltage can be described by a logistic equation:
Ã
¡ ¢
Topt Vj = L

!
1−b
¡ ¡
¢¢ + b ,
1 + exp −k Vj − V0

(3.10)

where Vj is the voltage on the PIN junction; L is the insertion loss; V0 is the transition voltage;
and b is the residual optical transmission at a large bias voltage. Fig. 3.5a shows a close fit
between measured spectrum and the proposed model. Similar curves are observed from
1550 nm to 1580 nm, reflecting a wide optical bandwidth. By applying a bias around V0
and a modulation driving signal, the EAM can perform on-off keying (OOK) modulation of
the optical signal. The EAM modeled in this chapter achieves a bias voltage lower than 2 V,
which is more energy-efficient than the previously reported bias voltage of 3.5 V in [23].
The electrical characteristics of the EAM can be described by the equivalent quasi-static
circuit model shown in Fig. 3.5b, where C p is the parasitic capacitance introduced from
the metal pads, R sm the device series resistance, L m the device series inductance, C im the
junction capacitance, Vj the junction voltage that determines the optical absorption and
transmission in Eq. (3.10), I p the photocurrent generated by the absorbed optical power
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Figure 3.5: (a) EAM transmission characteristics plotted as a function of bias voltage;
(b) quasi-static circuit model for the EAM; (c) real part of the EAM load impedance as a
function of modulation frequency; and (d) S21 (EO) response of the EAM.

and fed back into the electrical circuit, and R p = dVj / dI p the equivalent resistance of the
photocurrent source [219, 220]. The circuit parameters can be extracted from static and
high-speed measurements under different bias conditions. A lightwave component analyzer (LCA) is used for collecting the high-speed scattering parameters. The extracted values
for a 150 µm–long device are shown in Table 3.2.
The alternating current (AC) in the junction is composed of the displacement current,
related to the junction capacitance C im , and the AC photocurrent, generated from optical
absorption [219]. At a very low modulation frequency and under high optical power, the
EAM behaves principally as a photodetector (PD), which sources current. Such behavior
manifests as a negative real impedance. At a higher frequency (1/(ωC m ) ≪ R p ), almost
all the AC current passes through the junction capacitance C im , making the EAM appear
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Table 3.2: EAM parameter list.
Symbol

Value

L
b
k
V0
Cp
R sm
Lm
C im
Rp

30
2.54 × 10−2
2.63
−1.41
15
17
21
71
27.5

Unit

Source

dB

Transmission curve (fitting Eq. (3.10) to Fig. 3.5a)
Transmission curve (fitting Eq. (3.10) to Fig. 3.5a)
Transmission curve (fitting Eq. (3.10) to Fig. 3.5a)
Transmission curve (fitting Eq. (3.10) to Fig. 3.5a)
Metal pad test structure
ZL at high frequency under forward bias
ZL at high frequency under forward bias
ZL at high frequency under reverse bias
Slope of IV curve under reverse bias

V−1
V
fF
Ω
pH
fF
kΩ

as a voltage-controlled device whose impedance has a positive real component. The EAM
impedance as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 3.5c.
As the displacement current dominates the AC current at moderately high frequency,
the transit time effect, which only affects the AC photocurrent, will have little impact on the
microwave property of the EAM. As a result, the EAM performance is mainly RC-limited and
the extracted electrical parameters can be used for predicting the EO response (S 21 ) of the
EAM, as shown in Fig. 3.5d. The 3-dB modulation bandwidth of this EAM is estimated to be
30 GHz.
The EAM compact model is constructed by implementing both the equivalent circuit
and the optical transmission characteristics. When a modulating voltage is applied to the
EAM, it is first filtered by the circuit network. The resulting voltage across the junction is
then used by Eq. (3.10) for calculating the optical transmission Topt (Vj ). The validity of this
model is supported by the close agreement between the measured and simulated curves in
Fig. 3.5.
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3.3 Link-Level Simulation and Model Validation
Besides the compact models developed for the lasers and modulators described above,
we also characterized and implemented compact models for other photonic devices that are
key to ONoCs, including traveling-wave MZMs based on the method described in [86], silicon microring modulators based on the method described in [88], as well as PIN photodetectors, arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs), and silicon waveguides based on the method
described in [221]. The modeling effort leads to an enriched library of photonic devices,
which enables circuit-level simulation of integrated photonic links and networks. In addition to individually validate the compact models at the device level, simulation of optical
links comprising the modeled devices could further validate the modeling methodologies
by circuit-level measurement results. In this section, we demonstrate the simulation of an
ONoC fabricated on a heterogeneous Si platform, as reported in [30], using the compact
models developed for individual devices.

Overview of the Target ONoC
As illustrated in Fig. 3.6, the fabricated ONoC consists of eight WDM transceiver (TRx)
nodes connected by a reconfigurable ring bus, with eight high speed TRx channels in each
node. Within each WDM node, on the Tx end, there are eight single-mode DFB lasers,
eight high-speed EAMs, and eight monitoring photodetectors (MPDs), one for each channel. On the receiver (Rx) end, there are eight InGaAs/Si PIN PDs, one for each channel.
Some of the receivers use semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs). AWGs are used for signal (de)multiplexing (MUX/DEMUX) at the Tx and Rx ends.
Although each optical link works at a different wavelength, the building blocks share
similar designs. Among them, the EAM and the PD are broadband, while the lasing wavelength of the DFB laser can be effectively tuned. Because the crosstalk between channels is
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Figure 3.6: (a) Target ONoC architecture; (b) enlargements of a Tx and a Rx; and (c) microscopic image of the fabricated ONoC including 8 TRx nodes.

below −25 dB, provided by the AWG, the characterization of a single-wavelength optical link
can be used for evaluating the overall network performance.

Full-Link Simulation and Analysis
An end-to-end single-channel transceiver link is simulated based on our compact device models. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates the schematic view in Cadence Virtuoso environment,
which follows the measurement setup. The EAM is driven by a PRBS source swinging between −1 V and −2 V. The PD is biased at −3 V. The broadband switches have a wavelength
operation range from 1550 nm to 1570 nm (2.5 THz). For this reason, an insertion loss is introduced for the switch without imposing any bandwidth limitation on the link. In addition,
optical dispersion is not simulated for this on-chip link, as our laser model does not include
chirp, and the waveguide model featured in [221] only captures the propagation loss.
First, the dynamic performance of the full transceiver link is studied. The frequency
response of the link can be obtained by multiplying the individual frequency responses of
the bandwidth-limiting components, namely the EAM, PD and AWGs. In Fig. 3.8, the simulated frequency response reasonably captures the link behavior indicated by the measure43
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Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the transceiver link in Cadence Virtuoso. The 50 Ω resistors
in the EAM driver and after the PD represent the internal resistance of the pattern generator and the oscilloscope.
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Figure 3.8: Simulated and measured frequency responses of the modeled single-channel
transceiver link. The pink line represents the predicted frequency response of the transceiver link integrated with broadband AWGs.

ment data. Next, transient simulations are performed to obtain the eye diagrams of the
received signal. In the experiment reported in [30], the data transmission test was applied
with a 40 Gb/s pattern generator and (27 −1) bits of PRBS signal, which is reproduced in our
simulation setup. The simulated eye diagram in Fig. 3.9c is in reasonable agreements with
the measurement shown in Fig. 3.9a. The quantified eye characteristics are summarized
in Table 3.3. The discrepancies between the simulated eye and the measured eye can be
explained by the additional noise introduced by the electronic components in the measure-
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Figure 3.9: (a) Measured eye diagram of the single-channel transceiver link at 40 Gb/s;
(b) noise-free full-link eye diagram simulated in Cadence Virtuoso at 40 Gb/s; (c) full-link
eye diagram simulated in Lumerical INTERCONNECT at 40 Gb/s, where the power spectral
density (PSD) of the noise source at the laser and the modulator are set to 1 × 10−17 W/Hz,
and the PD thermal noise variance is 3.328 × 10−22 A2 /Hz; (d) simulated noise-free transceiver link eye diagram at 60 Gb/s in Lumerical INTERCONNECT with the AWGs removed,
where the software-calculated extinction ratio is the same as the noise-free eye diagram
with AWGs at 40 Gb/s.
Table 3.3: Characteristics of measured and simulated eye diagrams of the TRx link.
Data source
Measurement (Fig. 3.9a)
Simulation (Fig. 3.9c)

Eye width (ps)

Rise time (ps)

Fall time (ps)

∼10
10.1

∼11
10.8

∼11.5
11.2

ment setup. These electronic components, such as the function generator, transimpedance
amplifiers (TIAs), as well as coaxial cables and connectors, are not included in the simulation.
If the ONoC is integrated with its driver electronics, the nominal resistance can be customized to be smaller than 50 Ω. In this case, the RC-limited bandwidth of the EAM and
PD can be improved, leaving the AWGs as the major bandwidth-limiting components. For
this reason, the impact of the spectral filtering effect, introduced by the AWG transmission
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spectrum, on the overall speed of the transceiver link needs to be investigated. This is accomplished by removing the AWGs from the transceiver link in the simulation. The data rate
is then gradually increased so that the software-calculated extinction ratio is the same as in
a simulated full transceiver link. The extinction ratio is chosen as the figure of merit because
it directly reflects the eye openness. Based on this procedure, the transceiver having sufficiently broadband AWGs is predicted to have the same eye openness at 60 Gb/s, shown in
Fig. 3.9d, as the simulated eye with AWGs at 40 Gb/s, shown in Fig. 3.9b. Such improvement
in the AWG performance will scale the transmission capability of the ONoC up to 3.84 Tb/s.
The energy consumption of the transceiver link is calculated by adding up the power
usage of individual active components. DC power is found by calculating the product of the
bias voltage and bias current. The DFB laser and PD consume direct current (DC) power
only, while the EAM consumes both AC and DC power. The energy E dissipated in an EAM
in 1-bit cycle is expressed as:
2
E = CVPP
/4 + I avgVbias /B,

(3.11)

where C is the junction capacitance; VPP is the peak-to-peak voltage swing; and B is the bit
rate. For the EAM, C is ∼70 fF and the voltage swing is 1 V. The first and second summands
in Eq. (3.11)) correspond to the AC and DC power, respectively. For this EAM modulated
at 40 Gb/s, the AC power is 18 fJ/bit. The power consumption of the entire transceiver link
is 678 fJ/bit, 90 % of which is from the on-chip laser. To make the ONoC competitive as an
off-chip interconnect, it is necessary to reduce the photonic device energy further to the
order of tens of fJ/b [2, 222]. Such a tight power budget for an on-chip transmitter calls for
a different type of laser with lower threshold while still being temperature– and surfacerecombination–insensitive when the device is made sufficiently small. Quantum-dot (QD)
lasers grown or bonded on Si have shown promising results in each aspect [15, 223].
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3.4 Model-Based Design Optimization
In this section, we demonstrate the application of our validated device models for ONoC
design space exploration and optimization.

3.4.1 Design Space Exploration of PD Design
The fabricated photonic chip includes a large variety of PD test structures with different
device lengths and widths, only a subset of which are used in the modeled transceiver links.
Table 3.4 shows the key parameters of several PD designs, where PD #1 is used in the full
transceiver link introduced in Section 3.3. The bandwidth (BW) is calculated by (R +50 Ω)·C ,
considering a 50 Ω receiver. The optical modulation amplitude (OMA) is calculated as I 1 −I 0 ,
where I 1 and I 0 are current for detected 1 and 0 levels of the eye diagrams in link simulation.
Device parameters are extracted at −3 V bias.
Due to the nature of the waveguide photodetector design, the responsivity increases
while the bandwidth decreases with the device length. From Table 3.4, PDs #2–4 have a
higher responsivity but a lower bandwidth than PD #1. Therefore, it is possible to replace
PD #1 with each of PDs #2–4 to trade bandwidth for responsivity to obtain a higher OMA.
Then, PD #1 is swapped with each of PDs #2–4 in the full link simulation to get the corresponding link eye diagram at 40 Gb/s. From these eye diagrams, the OMA values are extracted as shown in the last column in Table 3.4. The simulation results show that PD #4
Table 3.4: PD design space and simulated OMA.
PD #

Width
(µm)

Length
(µm)

Resp.
(A/W)

Cap.
(fF)

Res.
(Ω)

BW
(GHz)

OMA
(µA)

1
2
3
4

4
2
2
2

30
50
75
100

0.45
0.48
0.56
0.66

38.9
38.6
54.8
71.5

38.9
52.0
36.0
29.4

46.0
40.4
33.8
28.0

29.3
30.6
34.4
38.3
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leads to the highest OMA mainly because of its high responsivity. A higher OMA will result
in a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and, in turn, a lower bit error rate (BER). This study of
PD designs demonstrates that, with these models, the designers can now explore photonic
device designs for link and system optimization.

3.4.2 Optimization of EAM Driving Voltage
In the preceding link simulations, the driving voltage for the EAM is set at 1 VPP , which
saves energy but compromises the OMA. Such phenomenon can be seen from the EAM
transmission curve in Fig. 3.5a, where 1 VPP swing is not enough to reach the maximum and
minimum of the optical transmission. The EAM driving voltage swing is then increased, and
the eye-diagrams are re-simulated at 40 Gb/s. The extracted OMA and modulation energy
consumption are plotted in Fig. 3.10. Other device parameters and driving conditions are
the same as those in Section 3.3. The simulation results show that the OMA could be enhanced by increasing the EAM driving voltage swing at the cost of consuming greater transmitter power. A higher OMA reduces the requirement for the receiver sensitivity, which in
turn reduce the receiver power consumption [224]. Therefore, with these photonic models and simulation methodologies, the transmitter and receiver could be co-optimized for
minimizing the overall power consumption while meeting the transmission quality requirement.

3.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, accurate circuit-level models for silicon photonic devices are developed
based on their electrical and optical properties. These models have been validated in multiple aspects based on the measurement data from fabricated devices and circuits. The models are described in standard hardware description languages suitable for SPICE-compatible
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Figure 3.10: OMA and modulation energy consumption w.r.t. different EAM driving voltages, the black circles indicating the operating points of the EAMs in the measured and
simulated ONoC.

simulators as well as in commercial photonic circuit simulators. In both cases, the simulation results of a full optical transceiver link has demonstrated reasonable agreement with
the measurements. These simulation results provide insights to the overall performance of
the link in terms of both speed and energy efficiency. Most importantly, the models assist
and guide future PIC design through design space exploration and optimization. Ultimately,
the modeling and simulation methodologies enable EO co-simulation, allowing designers
to co-optimize photonic devices with electronic circuits seamlessly.
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Spatial Variation Modeling for Microring
Resonators
Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) suffer from large process variations. Effective and accurate characterization of the variation patterns is a critical task for enabling the development of novel techniques to alleviate the variation challenges. In this chapter, we present a
hierarchical approach that effectively decomposes the spatial variations of silicon microring–based optical transceivers into wafer-level, intra-die, and inter-die components. We
then demonstrate that the characterized variation model can be used for generating credible synthetic data of silicon microring–based optical transceivers, which are indispensable
for the development and validation of link- and system-level solutions for variation alleviation. We further demonstrate the utility of our variation characterization method for
accurate yield prediction based on partial measurement data.

4.1 Introduction
Integrated silicon photonics has emerged as a promising alternative to traditional CMOS
electronics [11, 12]. To substantially improve the bandwidth capacity and energy efficiency
of future high-performance computing (HPC) systems, optical interconnects have been proposed to host the increasingly intensive communication traffic [1, 13]. However, due to the
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intrinsically high sensitivity of silicon photonic devices to fabrication imperfection, optical interconnects have been suffering from large process variations and relying on postfabrication compensation techniques to alleviate the variation challenges [105,173,174,175,
176,207,225,226]. Therefore, effectively and accurately characterizing the variation patterns
is a critical task for enabling the development of link- and system-level solutions for variation alleviation [227].
Process variations of semiconductor manufacturing can exist in hierarchies. Spatial
variations often manifest as a combination of wafer-level, intra-die, and inter-die patterns,
while temporal variations may present at wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot levels [97]. Limited
by the fabrication quantity, prior studies on variation characterization of photonic devices
have mainly focused on sub-wafer levels. The methods proposed in [98, 99, 100] extract
wafer-level variation patterns by modeling the variation magnitude as a function of the device location on the wafer. However, these methods only capture a smooth trend of the
variations across the wafer and leave high-frequency components in the residuals that may
not be entirely random. As the measurement data reported in [101, 102, 103] indicate that
the variation magnitude between two devices on the same wafer is roughly proportional
to their physical distance, the authors of [104] and [105] accordingly propose to characterize the intra-die and inter-die variations separately. Nevertheless, the limited number of
dies per wafer and devices per die in these studies prohibited further extraction of location
dependencies of the variations. Instead, they assume independent Gaussian distributions
for both the intra-die and inter-die variations, resulting in oversimplified characterization.
In [106] and [107], variation characterization methods encompassing both the wafer-level
and intra-die components are presented but still limited by the small number of fabricated
devices.
On the other hand, there have been extensive studies on the variation characterization
of electronic manufacturing by leveraging mass fabrication and rich measurement data.
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The extraction of spatial variation models can take approaches that roughly fall into two
categories, using either decomposition-based methods at various levels [108, 109, 110, 111,
112, 113, 114] or estimation-based methods characterizing the entire wafer [115, 116, 117,
118,119,120]. However, the effectiveness of these methodologies requires a large number of
devices per wafer. As the photonic devices tend to be bulkier than electronic ones and thus
less can be fabricated on a single wafer, they are usually less effective if directly applied for
characterizing the process variations of photonic wafers.
In this chapter, we present an effective method for accurately characterizing the spatial
variations of silicon microring–based optical transceivers, and to explore its applications to
link- and system-level design optimization. We propose to adopt a hierarchical approach
incorporating domain-specific knowledge, spatial-frequency analyses, and low-rank tensor
factorization methods to decompose the variations of optical test items into wafer-level,
intra-die, and inter-die components. We also provide analyses on the residuals from each
step to evaluate their randomness. Wafer-scale measurement data of 66 transceivers containing 3000+ microrings are used for validating our variation characterization method.
We then demonstrate that the characterized variation model can be used to generate
credible synthetic data of microring-based optical transceivers for the development of novel
variation alleviation techniques. The synthetic data generated by our approach closely resemble the actual data and can estimate the system performance with substantially higher
accuracy than existing methods. We further explore the utility of our variation characterization method for yield prediction, and demonstrate that a reasonably accurate prediction of
the transceiver yield can be achieved with only 60 % of measurement data of a wafer.
The rest of this chapter will be organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce the
fabricated microring-based optical transceivers, and describe the preprocessing steps to extract the variations of individual test items from raw measurement. In Section 4.3, we provide implementation details of our variation characterization method and residual analyses.
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In Section 4.4, we demonstrate the applications of our variation characterization method for
credible synthetic data generation and accurate yield prediction. And finally, in Section 4.5,
we make the concluding remarks.

4.2 Overview and Data Preprocessing
4.2.1 Background of Microring-Based Optical Transceivers
A silicon microring resonator (MRR), as illustrated in Fig. 4.1a, is a highly wavelengthselective device that can modulate or filter optical signals at its specific resonance wavelength [25]. The transmission spectrum of an MRR can be modeled as a Lorentzian function
parameterized by three key properties, namely λr , ER, and Q:

T (λ) = 1 −

1 − 1/ER
1 + (2Q · (λ − λr )/λr )2

,

(4.1)

where λr , ER, and Q are the resonance wavelength, extinction ratio, and quality factor of the
spectrum (Fig. 4.1b). A silicon microring–based optical transceiver (TRx) achieves dense
wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) by deploying cascaded MRRs alongside a com-

Figure 4.1: Illustrations of the typical (a) geometry design and (b) thru-port transmission
spectrum of a microring resonator, where FWHM denotes the full width at half maximum.
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mon waveguide [26,228,229]. At the transmitter (Tx) side, voltages applied to the microring
modulators can slightly shift their resonance wavelengths to perform on-off keying (OOK)
modulation of the optical signal. At the receiver (Rx) side, corresponding microring filters
can couple the signal out for detection. The overall transmission spectrum of a Tx/Rx can
be modeled as the product of all transmission functions of individual microrings:

Tn (λ) =

n
Y
i =1

Ã
1−

1 − 1/ERi

!

¡
¢2 ,
1 + 2Qi · (λ − λr,i )/λr,i

(4.2)

where n is the number of DWDM channels, which is also the number of microrings in the
Tx/Rx.
The variations of λr , ER, and Q have a significant impact on the energy efficiency of
the TRx. First of all, the resonance wavelengths of the Tx/Rx channels must be actively
tuned to align with the carrier wavelengths of the laser source, and this tuning power is
non-trivial [230]. Besides, variations of both ER and Q affect the loss and crosstalk noise of
the optical link, and thus the optical power required to attain a specific data rate will vary.
Therefore, we focus on these three key parameters in this chapter for variation characterization.

4.2.2 Overview of Fabricated Devices
Comprehensive measurement data of the transmission spectra of 24-channel microringbased transceivers are collected from a fabricated wafer containing 66 of them (Fig. 4.2a).
The fabrication was carried out by a commercial foundry (STMicroelectronics [231]) on
a 300 mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. Each die consists of a TRx block (marked in
Fig. 4.2b). In each TRx block (Fig. 4.2c), a 24-channel Tx and a 24-channel Rx were measured for optical transmission spectra. Thus, the total number of microrings involved is
66 × 2 × 24 = 3168. Each group of 24 microrings starts with a 5 µm radius and ramps up
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Figure 4.2: Organization of measured devices: (a) a wafer of 66 dies; (b) each die consisting
of one TRx; and (c) each Tx/Rx consisting of 24 microrings.

to 5.046 µm radius with a step size of 2 nm. All microrings share the same drop-port gap
width (G d ) of 200 nm. The thru-port gap widths (G t ) differ for Tx and Rx microrings and are
175 nm and 200 nm, respectively.

4.2.3 Model-Based Data Preprocessing
We preprocess the measured transmission spectra to extract the values and variations of
λr , ER, and Q for each microring.
Extraction of λr , ER, and Q
The resonance wavelengths are extracted by detecting significant peaks of the measured spectra. In practice, a resonance peak may split into two adjacent ones due to backreflection in the microring [232]. Techniques suggested in [233] are employed to effectively
recognize the peak splitting as a single resonance. Then, ER and Q are extracted for all
microrings by fitting Eq. (4.2) to the measured spectra via nonlinear least squares (an example shown in Fig. 4.3). We plot the extracted values of λr , ER, and Q in three wafer
maps (Figs. 4.4a–c). Each wafer map is 16 × 240, in which each 2 × 24 block corresponds
to a die. Odd rows are for Tx and even rows are for Rx. The ranges of the color bars are
obscured to protect the manufacturer. Note that some microrings are found without signif55
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Figure 4.3: Measured and fitted transmission spectra of a 24-channel transceiver.
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Figure 4.4: Wafer maps for the (a–c) actual values, and (d–f ) variations of λr , ER, and Q.

icant resonance and represented by blank pixels in the wafer maps.

Computation of Nominal Values
The variations of λr , ER, and Q can be computed as the actual values subtracted by the
nominal values. However, the nominal values are related to the microring geometry, and
thus are different for microrings with various radii and gap widths. Figs. 4.4a–c clearly depict the incremental resonance wavelengths within each transceiver, and the differences
between Tx/Rx rows for ER and Q.
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Models for microring resonators [92] specify that
2πn eff
· r = c 0 · r,
m
¶
µ
δt + δ d 2
ER =
,
δt − δ d
2πλr
Q=
,
FSR · (δt + δd )
λr =

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)

where FSR = 13.09 nm is the average free spectrum range for these fabricated microrings,
and

δt = c 1 · exp (−c 2 · G t ) + c 3 ,

(4.6)

δd = c 4 · exp (−c 5 · G d ) + c 6

(4.7)

are the coupling ratios of the thru port and the drop port, respectively. We define an auxiliary
function




∗

 λr − c 0 · r 


 δt = c 1 · exp (−c 2 · G t ) + c 3

´
³
2
 ∗
δ
+δ
t
d
.
y =  ER −
 , where
δt −δd




δd = c 4 · exp (−c 5 · G d ) + c 6


2πλ∗r
Q∗ − FSR·(δt +δ
)

(4.8)

d

Here, λ∗r , ER∗ , and Q∗ are the actual values extracted from the measured spectra, and r ,
G t , and G d are the design values of the microring radii and thru/drop-port gap widths. The
³
° °2 ´
coefficients c 0 –c 6 can then be solved as arg min ° y °2 using existing nonlinear minimization algorithms [234]. The nominal values of λr , ER, and Q for each microring can then be
computed based on Eqs. (4.3)–(4.7).
Figs. 4.4d–f plot the variations of λr , ER, and Q in three wafer maps after subtracting the
nominal values from the actual values. The color bars are also shifted to have zero mean.
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In the next section, we describe our hierarchical characterization method for the spatial
variations of λr , ER, and Q.

4.3 Hierarchical Variation Characterization
We present our method for effectively decomposing the spatial variations of microringbased optical transceivers into wafer-level, intra-die, and inter-die components. As categorized in [110], wafer-level variation components capture a low-frequency trend of the variations across the wafer. They are usually assumed to be related to the fabrication process
and independent of the layout. Intra-die components capture the device variations within
a die and manifest themselves as repetitive patterns across the wafer. Inter-die components
further capture the die-to-die differences that still appear more systematic than random.

4.3.1 Wafer-Level Variation Components
The authors of [98] decompose the spatial variations of optical devices into leveling and
radial components. The two basis functions are written as

f leveling (x, y) = a 1 x + a 2 y,
¶
µ q
2
2
f radial (x, y) = a 3 · cos a 4 x + y + a 5 ,

(4.9)
(4.10)

where x and y are the coordinates of the device on the wafer. We further introduce two
basis functions, namely wafer-edge and wafer-center, to capture the different behavior of
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dies located near the edge/center of the wafer [113]:

f edge (x, y) =

f center (x, y) =



 a 6 , (x, y) ∈ E

 0, otherwise


 a 7 , (x, y) ∈ C

 0,

,

(4.11)

,

(4.12)

otherwise

where E and C are predefined sets of edge dies and center dies, respectively. The coefficients are derived by robust regression [235] that fits the sum of the basis functions to the
spatial variations. It is noteworthy that some alternating patterns between the Tx and Rx
rows can be observed in the variation wafer maps for ER and Q (Figs. 4.4e and f), and the
authors of [114] suggest extra basis functions dedicated to those. However, we assume that
the alternating patterns largely relate to the different thru-port gap widths (G t ) of Tx/Rx microrings, but that the wafer-level variation components are layout independent. Later we
show that these alternating patterns can be effectively extracted as part of the intra-die variation components.
In our analysis, we first remove some outliers from the wafer maps by identifying those
more than 1.5 interquartile ranges [236] above the 75 % quartile or below the 25 % quartile.
This method works generally well when the data are not normally distributed. We then
scale the variations into the range of [−0.5, 0.5] before decomposition. Fig. 4.5 shows the
scaled variations for λr with the outliers removed and the wafer-level decomposition results.
For simplicity, the three components corresponding to Eqs. (4.10)–(4.12) are merged into a
single plot for the radial component. The significance of each component is computed as
the variance of the component divided by that of the total variations. It can be observed
that over 40 % of the variations are left in the residuals where systematic patterns still exist,
despite the extracted wafer-level components.
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Figure 4.5: Wafer-level variation components for λr .
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Figure 4.6: Analyses of wafer-level residuals for λr .

We provide two analyses of the wafer-level residuals for λr . First, we compare the distribution of the residuals to a standard normal distribution using a quantile-quantile plot
(QQ-plot). As shown in Fig. 4.6a, the quantiles of the wafer-level residuals fall below a normal distribution at both high and low ends. This can also be verified by the histogram of the
residuals which has a heavier tail to the left (Fig. 4.6b). We further investigate the autocorrelation of each row/column of the wafer-level residuals. Fig. 4.6c plots the autocorrelation
of a center row and the 95 %–confidence intervals for a white noise process. Major peaks
can be observed at every period of 24. For columns, a period of 2 is also observed. These
findings indicate that a repetitive pattern with the size of a die (2×24) exists across the wafer.
Wafer-level decomposition is conducted for variations of ER and Q as well, and the existence of repetitive variation patterns is also confirmed among the wafer-level residuals.
We summarize the wafer-level decomposition results for λr , ER, and Q in Table 4.1 for later
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revisit. Next, we demonstrate the decomposition of intra-die variation components.

4.3.2 Intra-Die Variation Components
In this chapter, we employ a spatial-frequency-domain analysis proposed in [108] to
extract the intra-die variation components. In contrast to [106] which simply takes an average of all dies as the intra-die variation pattern, this approach leverages the periodicity
observed from the wafer-level residuals. Specifically, we convert the wafer-level residuals
into the frequency domain using a 2-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT). The transformed matrix has the same size as the input matrix, i.e., 16 × 240. Theoretically, a periodic
pattern in the spatial domain with the size of 2 × 24 will correspond to frequency-domain
elements at every 16/2 and 240/24 intervals in the y- and x-directions. Therefore, the intradie variation pattern can be extracted by first downsampling the frequency-domain matrix
at these intervals, followed by an inverse FFT.
In Fig. 4.7, we show the intra-die variation patterns extracted for λr and the analyses of
the residuals (hereinafter the intra-die residuals). Visually, the high end of the QQ-plot is
closer to a standard normal distribution than that of the wafer-level residuals. The peaks in
the autocorrelation plot are also reduced and mostly fall within the 95 %–confidence intervals for a white noise process.
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Figure 4.7: Intra-die variation patterns and residual analyses for λr .
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within a die. The two rows in a die correspond to a Tx and an Rx. We also plot the extracted
intra-die variation patterns in thick lines. We observe that the extracted patterns closely
follow the general trends of the data groups. The differences between the Tx and Rx rows
are also captured by the intra-die variation components (Fig. 4.8b), accounting for the alternating patterns mentioned in Section 4.3.1. The significance of the intra-die variation
components to the total variations are also summarized in Table 4.1 for λr , ER, and Q.

4.3.3 Inter-Die Variation Components
Discontinuities at die borders can still be observed from the intra-die residuals, which
is more likely due to systematic than random cause. We propose to further extract inter-die
variation components from the intra-die residuals. Previous methods such as the one proposed in [110] are based on the availability of multiple wafers. In this chapter, however, we
present a method based on low-rank tensor factorization for inter-die variation characterization.
Tensor factorization is a generalization of matrix factorization, which decomposes a tensor into another tensor of a smaller size and several factor matrices [237]. Existing applications of tensor factorization, however, have been focusing on data compression or accurate
reconstruction of data with missing entries. Algorithms developed for these purposes usu-

Figure 4.8: Intra-die variation patterns for Q.
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Figure 4.9: Inter-die variation characterization and final residual analyses for λr .
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Figure 4.10: Final residual analyses for ER and Q.

ally leverage the low-rank properties of the data [238, 239, 240, 241], but cannot guarantee
their effectiveness if the data are inherently not low-rank. For extracting the inter-die variation patterns, on the other hand, we aim to learn the hidden low-rank factors of the data
disregarding the noise. In this context, we force a very low maximum rank to be explored by
the algorithm in order not to capture the noise into the systematic variation components.
We first reshape the intra-die residuals into a tensor by splitting the wafer map at die
borders and stacking all dies in a third dimension. Then, we apply tensor factorization to
approximate the tensor with a low-rank version. This low-rank tensor is reshaped back to
a matrix as the inter-die variation pattern, and the approximation errors are the final residuals of our whole decomposition workflow. In practice, we find that several existing tensor factorization algorithms all work considerably well with a maximum rank as low as 5.
Fig. 4.9 shows the inter-die variation component for λr extracted by smooth parallel factor
(PARAFAC) decomposition [240] and the final residual analyses. The linearity of the QQ63
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Table 4.1: Summary of spatial variation decomposition.
Wafer-level

Test
item

Leveling

Radial

λr
ER
Q

43.03 %
0.04 %
1.59 %

16.61 %
1.60 %
2.31 %

Intra-die

Inter-die

Residual

Residual
distribution

5.12 %
32.67 %
29.47 %

27.45 %
18.61 %
21.72 %

7.79 %
47.08 %
44.91 %

N (0, 0.0407)
N (0, 0.0891)
N (0, 0.0940)

plot indicates the resemblance of the residuals to a standard normal distribution within the
range of ±2 standard deviations. The flat autocorrelation curve also confirms the successful
extraction of periodic variation components. The residual analyses for ER and Q (Fig. 4.10)
reach the same conclusion.
In Table 4.1, we summarize the hierarchical variation components extracted for λr , ER,
and Q. We observe that the resonance wavelengths of the microrings are more prone to
wafer-level variations, while ER and Q present more significant intra-die (layout-dependent)
patterns. Considerable amounts of inter-die variations exist for all three test items. Overall,
the variations of ER and Q appear more random than that of λr .

4.4 Applications of the Variation Model
In addition to the implications of variation sources, we further explore the applications
of our characterized variation model for credible synthetic data generation and accurate
yield prediction for microring-based optical transceivers.

4.4.1 Synthetic Data Generation
Synthetic data are often used to complement measurement data for the development
and validation of link- and system-level variation alleviation techniques [105,225,227]. However, inaccurate synthetic data generated by oversimplified variation models may result in
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the synthetic data generated by our method and the existing
method from [105].

the misestimation of the system performance metrics. We generate synthetic wafer maps
for the variations of λr , ER, and Q by adding a random term to the characterized systematic components. The random terms follow the normal distributions specified in Table 4.1.
As a comparison, we characterize the same measurement data using the method featured
in [105] and generate another set of synthetic wafer maps. In [105], the variations of the
microrings are decomposed into global, local, and Tx-Rx offset terms. All three terms are
directly approximated by independent normal distributions without characterizing their
location dependencies. Fig. 4.11 compares the synthetic data for λr generated by the two
methods. Visually, our synthetic data can better capture the spatial patterns of the measurement data.
We conduct two experiments to further evaluate the credibility of our synthetic data,
namely to simulate 1) the microring tuning power for variation rectification and 2) the energy efficiency of the transceivers. The microring tuning power is the power required to
thermally shift the resonance wavelengths of the Tx and Rx toward a common set of laser
wavelengths, and is related to the variations of λr . The tuning efficiency assumed in the
experiments is 0.15 nm/mW [242]. Fig. 4.12a plots the average tuning power per channel
in ascending order computed for all measured and synthetic transceivers. Ten synthetic
wafers are generated using either our method or the method from [105]. The results clearly
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Figure 4.12: Simulations of tuning power and link energy efficiency show better quality of
our synthetic data compared to that of [105].

indicate that our synthetic data closely resemble the measurement data and can estimate
the tuning power with substantially higher accuracy than that of [105].
The simulation of the transceiver energy efficiency involves variations of λr , ER, and Q.
It is computed as the total power consumption divided by the data rate. Apart from the microring tuning power, the power consumption of electrical driving circuitry has been modeled in [230] as a function of the data rate. As for the laser power, it has to be sufficiently high
to overcome the various power losses within the TRx link and eventually satisfy the receiver
sensitivity requirement:

P laser · WPE ·

Y

PLi ⩾ P sensitivity .

(4.13)

i

Here, the wall-plug efficiency (WPE) is the efficiency with which the laser converts the electrical power into optical power. The various power losses, i.e., PLi in Eq. (4.13), are determined by the variations of ER and Q [243]. Finally, by specifying a target data rate, the
communication energy per bit can be computed for each transceiver with distinct variation
profiles. Fig. 4.12b shows the simulated energy per bit for measured and synthetic transceivers at a target data rate of 20 Gb/s per channel and a laser WPE of 20 %. It is further
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confirmed that our variation characterization method generates more realistic synthetic
data than that of [105]. With credible synthetic data enabling variation-aware analyses of
link power budget, novel techniques for variation alleviation can thus be evaluated with
improved accuracy.

4.4.2 Yield Prediction
Our hierarchical spatial variation model can also be learned from incomplete wafer
maps. We further explore the opportunity for transceiver yield prediction based on a partially measured wafer. We define a working transceiver as one that can achieve a bit error
rate (BER) of 10−12 at a given data rate. We then define the yield as the number of working
transceivers on a wafer divided by the total number of transceivers. The authors of [243]
model the receiver sensitivity requirement for a BER of 10−12 as a function of the target data
rate. Due to the optical nonlinearities of the microrings and the silicon waveguides, there
exists a maximum optical power that can be injected into the transceiver [244]. Based on
Eq. (4.13), a maximum optical power at the receiver end can be computed for each transceiver with distinct variation profiles. If this maximum power at the Rx end is still lower than
the sensitivity required for a BER of 10−12 , the transceiver is considered not working at this
data rate.
In the experiments, we characterize the spatial variation model based on the measurement data of randomly sampled transceivers and predict a complete wafer map (Fig. 4.13a).
Yield is computed based on this predicted wafer map and compared to that of a fully measured wafer. In Fig. 4.13b, we plot the predicted yield for various sampling ratios and target
data rates. The dashed lines correspond to the yield computed from full measurement data.
As can be seen, a sampling ratio too low tends to produce over-optimistic predictions of the
yield, which indicates that the severity of the variations is underestimated. However, a sam67
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Figure 4.13: Predicted yield at various sampling ratio.

pling ratio of 60 % is high enough for the characterized variation model to accurately predict
the yield of the whole wafer. Our variation characterization method can thus be used to investigate the measurement order of the transceivers in order to provide an early estimation
of the wafer yield.

4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we present a hierarchical method for characterizing the spatial variations
of microring-based optical transceivers. The extracted wafer-level, intra-die, and inter-die
variation components effectively capture the location dependencies of the variations. We
demonstrate the applications of the characterized variation model for credible synthetic
data generation and accurate yield prediction. If more fabricated wafers become available
in the future, topics that are worth exploring include calibration of the spatial variation
model, characterization of wafer-to-wafer temporal variations, and broad applications of
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the variation model in system-level variation-aware design optimization for optical interconnects.
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Link-Level Variation Alleviation
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Chapter 5
Redundant Laser Comb Lines for
Microring-Based Optical Transceivers
The comb laser–driven microring-based dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM)
silicon photonics is one of the promising candidates for next-generation high-bandwidth
energy-efficient optical interconnects. However, existing solutions for exploring the powerperformance trade-off of such systems have been restricted to a limited design space and a
naïve channel alignment scheme. These restrictions result from the unnecessary assumptions of using identical spacing for laser comb lines and microring channels and utilizing
consecutive laser comb lines for data transmission. In this chapter, we propose an energyefficient channel alignment scheme that aligns the microring channels to a subset of laser
comb lines that are non-uniformly distributed in the free spectrum range (FSR) of the microrings. The proposed scheme takes into account the device variations in fabricated components and selects the channel wavelengths for alignment with greater flexibility. Based on
a well-established process variation model, our simulations show that the proposed scheme
significantly reduce the microring tuning power in the presence of denser comb lines. The
power saved from microring tuning has the potential to improve the overall link energy efficiency despite some power wasted in unused laser comb lines. Thus, the laser comb spacing
can be added as an additional dimension for exploration in the design space of DWDM sil71
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icon photonics. We further conduct a case study for design space exploration (DSE) using
the proposed channel alignment scheme, seeking the most energy-efficient configuration
in order to achieve a target aggregated data rate.

5.1 Introduction
The continuing traffic growth in data centers and high-performance computing (HPC)
systems calls for the next generation of high-throughput, low-latency, and energy-efficient
optical interconnects [1]. DWDM silicon photonics has been proposed as a cost-effective
and scalable solution to the above applications by taking advantage of large-scale CMOScompatible integration [13]. A promising approach combines innovations in quantum-dot
(QD) comb lasers and silicon photonic microring resonators (MRRs) to achieve concurrent
multi-channel DWDM [228, 229]. A multi-wavelength QD comb laser [21] is preferred to
an array of single-wavelength lasers [19] due to its ease of temperature control, wavelength
tracking and packaging at large scale [245]. Cascaded microring modulators and filters are
one of the promising candidates for short-reach DWDM solutions due to their compact
footprints, low power consumption, and (de)multiplexer-free architecture [26, 27, 28].
In microring-based optical links, the microring radii are typically designed to provide
a set of discrete resonance wavelengths with a constant channel spacing [26, 27, 28, 228,
229]. Due to process variations, the resonance wavelengths of the fabricated microrings
can deviate from the design values for up to ±10 nm across a wafer [173]. As a result, the
resonance wavelengths of the microrings in the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) need
to be actively tuned to align with the carrier wavelengths provided by the laser comb lines.
The microring tuning power has been identified as one of the greatest contributors toward the link power consumption, thus the priority of further optimization [174, 230]. The
authors of [172] provide device-level solutions to low-power wavelength tuning. However,
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the unoptimized quality factor (Q) of the device design hinders it from immediate DWDM
applications. Techniques such as channel shuffling/remapping and sub-channel redundant
microrings [175, 176] are proposed to reduce the average tuning power of a multi-channel
microring-based optical link. However, these studies are based on oversimplified assumptions, such as allocating up to 3 channels per transceiver (TRx), and lack validation from actual measurement data. The solution proposed in [105] mitigates the average tuning power
of microring-based transceivers by optimally assigning Tx-Rx pairs among a number of fabricated devices. However, it only ensures the channel alignment between the Tx and the
Rx, but fails to account for the misalignment of the TRx channels and the laser comb lines.
Moreover, all of the mentioned techniques treat microring tuning as a standalone problem; none have studied the link-level implications of the proposed strategies due to intercomponent interactions within the optical link.
The laser comb lines, as the provider of the carrier wavelengths, are an indivisible part
of the microring tuning problem. The inclusion of laser comb lines into the design space
would intrigue the need for addressing the allocation and alignment schemes of the microring channels and the carrier wavelengths. Recent studies on design space exploration
of DWDM silicon photonics assume comb lasers to provide just enough laser comb lines
for the on-chip microring channels [243, 246]. The spacing of the laser comb lines, on the
other hand, is often left out of the design space. Since the microring channels are designed
to be equally spaced in frequency, it seems intuitive that to utilize a comb laser with the
same spacing as the microrings would statistically lead to the minimum expected tuning
power [173], provided that the laser comb lines used for data transmission are consecutive
(hereinafter referred to as the consecutive channel alignment scheme). However, our simulations based on a well-established process variation model for multi-channel microringbased transceivers show that, in the presence of denser comb lines, a more flexible channel
alignment scheme where the usage of consecutive laser comb lines are not mandatory may
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further reduce the power consumption of microring tuning. Our proposed scheme aligns
the microring channels to a subset of laser comb lines that are non-uniformly distributed in
the free spectrum range of the microrings (hereinafter referred to as the non-uniform channel alignment scheme). The simulations reveal that, despite some power wasted in unused
laser comb lines, the overall link energy efficiency can potentially benefit from the reduction
of the microring tuning power. Our non-uniform channel alignment scheme therefore expands the design space of DWDM silicon photonics to incorporate the laser comb spacing
as one of the design parameters to be explored.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 overviews the architecture
of the target DWDM silicon photonic transceiver and presents the process variation model
used in synthetic data generation. Section 5.3 introduces the power model of the transceiver
link as a function of the link configuration and discusses typical design considerations for
the QD comb laser. In Section 5.4, the mechanism of the proposed non-uniform channel
alignment scheme is illustrated. Simulation results are also provided to show that the proposed scheme allows the utilization of denser comb lines without compromising the link
energy efficiency. In Section 5.5, a case study for design space exploration of DWDM silicon photonic transceivers is conducted using our non-uniform channel alignment scheme,
seeking the most energy-efficient configuration in order to achieve a target aggregated data
rate. Finally, Section 5.6 draws the conclusion of this chapter.

5.2 Overview and Data Preparation
5.2.1 Measurement Data of Microring-Based Transceivers
In order to model the process variations of multi-channel microring-based transceivers, the resonance wavelengths of a batch of fabricated devices are extracted from the mea74
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the fabricated transceivers from which the process variation
model for resonance wavelengths is extracted.

surement data. The fabricated wafer consists of 49 dies, of which nine representative ones
(highlighted in Fig. 5.1) are measured. Each die consists of nine transceivers, where five are
designed with 80 GHz channel spacing and four with 160 GHz. Each TRx is designed with
five high-speed microring modulators on the Tx side for on-off keying (OOK) modulation
and five corresponding microring filters on the Rx side for demultiplexing. The microring
radii are designed to be ∼ 10 µm, and the FSR is measured to be ∼ 13.9 nm, which can accommodate up to 30 channels at 80 GHz spacing or 15 channels at 160 GHz spacing near
1310 nm. Due to the lack of Rx measurement data on Die #9 and the absence of clear resonance dips in one of the 160 GHz transceivers, 40 out of 45 transceivers with 80 GHz channel
spacing and 31 out of 36 transceivers with 160 GHz channel spacing are used for resonance
wavelength extraction. An example of the measured optical spectrum of the transceivers is
shown in Fig. 5.2a, where variations exhibit in the resonance wavelengths of the microrings.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Measured optical spectrum of a five-channel transceiver with 80 GHz channel spacing, and (b) distributions of the variation components and the fitted Gaussian
curves for transceivers with 80 GHz channel spacing.

5.2.2 Variation Modeling and Synthetic Data Generation
The process variation model for resonance wavelengths featured in this chapter is based
on the one proposed in [105], where the resonance wavelength of each microring is decomposed into the design value and several independent variation components. However,
the study conducted in [105] converted the channel spacing of the microrings from the
frequency domain to the wavelength domain (80 GHz ∼ 0.46 nm in the 1310 nm regime).
This approximation is acceptable for small channel count (five in [105]), but the error accumulates as the number of channels increases. A modified version of the process variation
model is used in this chapter. Specifically, the j th channel of the i th transceiver has the
¡ ¢
resonance wavelength λTx/Rx i , j expressed as Eq. (5.1), where i is the transceiver index, j
is the channel index, λ0 is the design value of the first channel, ∆ f is the channel spacing
in the frequency domain, and c is the speed of light. The global variation term (GV) and the
Tx-Rx offset term (TRxV) are shared by all microrings within one transceiver, while the local
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variation term (LV) is independent for each microring:
¡ ¢
c
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(5.1)

Design value

The results of the resonance wavelength extraction show that all of the three variation components follow normal distributions with zero mean, as shown in Fig. 5.2b. The developed
process variation model is then used to generate synthetic data of microring-based transceivers for validating the study conducted in this chapter.

5.3 Power Models and Assumptions
5.3.1 Power Model of the Transceiver Link
The power consumption of a comb laser–driven microring-based optical transceiver can
be broadly decomposed into the laser power, the microring tuning power, and the dynamic
power consumption of the driving circuitry, namely the modulator drivers and the receiver
transimpedance amplifier (TIA). In order to achieve a low bit error rate (BER), the optical
power budget provided by the comb laser must be sufficiently high enough to overcome the
power penalties along the transceiver link and eventually meet the sensitivity requirement
of the receiver. The authors of [246] have proposed a fairly comprehensive model for various
power penalties present in a microring-based DWDM optical transceiver. The power penalties can be data rate–dependent (e.g., the receiver sensitivity), channel spacing–dependent
(e.g., the microring crosstalk), channel count–dependent (e.g., the insertion loss of the microring array), in addition to some constant terms (e.g., losses of the silicon waveguides
and grating couplers), and thus a function of the link configuration. For the study featured
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in this chapter, lookup tables of power penalties are made for different channel spacings,
channel counts, and per-channel data rates, based on the values reported in [246]. The
minimum required laser power is obtained by adding up the power penalties of the optical
link and the sensitivity of the receiver. The minimum power budget of the laser is computed
as 1.03 mW per comb line at 10 Gb/s channel rate, and 2.30 mW per comb line at 25 Gb/s
channel rate, which is consistent with both actual measurements [229, 245] and technology
projections [21, 247]. The power consumption of the modulator driver and the receiver TIA
at different data rates are sampled from [243]. The microring tuning power, as one of the
optimization targets in this chapter, is detailed in Section 5.4.

5.3.2 Design Considerations for the Comb Laser
The multi-wavelength emission capability of the QD comb laser renders it popular for
DWDM silicon photonic applications. Four important characteristics of the QD comb laser
will interact with the design of microring-based DWDM silicon photonic transceivers: 1) the
spacing of the laser comb lines; 2) the spectrum range of the laser optical output; 3) the wall-plug efficiency (WPE) of the comb laser; and 4) the maximum optical power supported by
each comb line. In this section, typical design considerations regarding these characteristics of comb lasers are discussed, and corresponding assumptions are made for simulation
purpose.
The spacing and the spectrum range of the laser comb lines together determine the carrier wavelengths for the transceiver channels to align to. WPE refers to the efficiency with
which the laser diode converts electrical power into optical power. The choice of the laser
comb spacing is a result of the optimization of the laser design, especially in terms of WPE.
In practice, a cavity length of 500–1000 µm (40–80 GHz comb spacing) usually leads to the
optimum, depending on the actual design of the device epi-structure [245]. The spectrum
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range of the comb laser must demonstrate little relative intensity noise (RIN) of each longitudinal mode to achieve a low BER in data transmission [20]. Under certain bias and temperature, the low-noise operating range falls into the 1310 nm (O-band) or the 1550 nm (Cband) regime, which is suitable for fiber optics. In other words, once the QD comb laser is
stabilized at its optimal operating point, further tuning of the comb lines to better align with
the transceiver channels is undesirable for avoiding the introduction of excessive noise into
the operating band. Therefore, in this chapter, the laser comb lines are assumed to be fixed
at their designed wavelengths in each simulation, and the microring channels are unilaterally tuned toward the carrier wavelengths determined by the laser comb lines.

5.4 Channel Alignment Schemes
The refractive index of the silicon microring changes with temperature due to thermaloptical (TO) effects and causes the resonance wavelength to drift [88]. On-chip resistive
heaters are fabricated inside the silicon microrings to thermally tune the resonance wavelengths toward the allocated channels. Due to the nature of thermal tuning, the spectrum of
the microrings can only be shifted in the direction of longer wavelengths (redshift). Fig. 5.3a
illustrates the mechanism of the commonly used consecutive channel alignment scheme,
where the circles represent the resonance wavelengths of the microrings as fabricated, and
the dashed lines represent the allocated channels. The group of consecutive channels are
selected such that the total tuning distance of the microrings is minimized, and each resonance wavelength is only redshifted. Under the consecutive channel alignment scheme,
the utilization of laser comb lines that are denser than the microring channels (as shown in
Fig. 5.3b) would pile the allocated channels to the right in order to satisfy both the consecutive channel allocation and the redshift requirement, thus causing the tuning distance to
increase. As a result, the consecutive channel alignment scheme by default assumes a comb
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laser with the same channel spacing as the microrings to minimize the expected tuning distance.
Restrictions on the design space induced by the consecutive channel alignment scheme
hinder the exploration of more energy-efficient design of DWDM silicon photonics. In order
to eliminate the need for the identical spacing of laser comb lines and microring channels,
we propose a non-uniform channel alignment scheme where the usage of consecutive laser
comb lines are not mandatory. As illustrated in Fig. 5.3c, the proposed scheme aligns each
pair of microrings in the Tx and the Rx to the next available laser comb line to their right. The
result is a non-uniform distribution of the channels which allows the existence of unused
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the tuning distance computed for (a) the consecutive channel alignment scheme with 80 GHz–spaced laser comb lines, (b) the consecutive channel alignment scheme with 50 GHz–spaced laser comb lines, and (c) the proposed non-uniform channel alignment scheme with 50 GHz–spaced laser comb lines. The microring
channels are of 80 GHz spacing with variations added on top.
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laser comb lines.
Fig. 5.4 illustrates the average tuning distance required for each microring at various
channel counts using the traditional consecutive channel alignment scheme and our proposed non-uniform channel alignment scheme. Synthetic data of 1000 transceivers with
80 GHz channel spacing are generated for each channel count configuration to model the
process variations. The simulation results show that, for microring-based transceivers designed with 80 GHz channel spacing, our proposed non-uniform channel alignment scheme
with 40–80 GHz–spaced laser comb lines always reduces the average tuning distance compared to the consecutive channel alignment scheme. It is also observed that the average
tuning distance per microring increases with the number of channels in the presence of
an 80 GHz–spaced comb laser, owing to the redshift-only tuning mechanism. This channel count dependency of the tuning distance can be eliminated by using our non-uniform
channel alignment scheme with denser comb lines. The availability of extra comb lines between channels buffers the variations of the resonance wavelength of individual microrings,
and mitigates their influence on the channel selection of neighboring microrings.
Our non-uniform channel alignment scheme enables greater flexibility in channel allo-
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cation and reduces the required tuning distance of the microrings at the cost of some power
wasted in unused laser comb lines. An interesting trade-off therefore arises in terms of the
overall energy efficiency of the DWDM optical link. A case study of the link energy efficiency w.r.t. different channel counts and laser comb spacings is conducted to demonstrate
the trade-off introduced by the proposed channel alignment scheme. The average tuning
power per TRx is computed assuming 0.15 nm/mW tuning efficiency [242]. Due to the limited range of the laser comb spacing (40–80 GHz), the microring channel spacing is set at
80 GHz in order to compare with the consecutive channel alignment scheme. The power
consumption of each component in the optical link is computed at a 10 Gb/s per-channel
data rate. Finally, the overall energy efficiency of the link is computed as the total power
consumption over the aggregated data rate for each configuration. The energy efficiency is
measured in pJ/b, for which the smaller the value the better.
Fig. 5.5 shows the saving of the overall energy per bit of the link using our proposed
channel alignment scheme compared to using the consecutive one. It is noteworthy that
the proposed scheme with 80 GHz comb spacing is always beneficial to the link energy efficiency regardless of the channel count, as no extra laser comb lines are introduced. With
denser comb lines, both the laser comb spacing and the number of channels play their parts
in the aforementioned trade-off. For a larger channel count (and thus a higher aggregated
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Figure 5.5: Saving of the link energy per bit under different channel counts using the proposed channel alignment scheme compared to using the consecutive scheme.
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data rate), the energy per bit contributed by the laser is reduced, and denser comb lines
can be utilized without compromising the overall link energy efficiency. The biggest energy
per bit saving, however, does not require aggressively dense comb lines. In this particular
example, a comb laser with 70 GHz comb spacing best exploits the proposed scheme in all
channel count configurations for microrings designed with 80 GHz channel spacing.

5.5 Design Space Exploration
Adding the laser comb spacing as a design parameter to be explored, our proposed nonuniform channel alignment scheme expands the design space of DWDM silicon photonic
transceivers by an additional dimension. A case study for design space exploration is conducted in this section, seeking the most energy-efficient link configuration to achieve a target aggregated data rate. As the microrings modeled in this chapter are based on fabricated
devices with a moderate channel spacing of 80 GHz and a 13.9 nm FSR, the purpose of the
exploration is not to push the limit of the highest attainable data rate, but rather to observe the pattern of the optimal design w.r.t. various link configurations and provide useful
guidelines to the designers of DWDM silicon photonics. The laser comb spacing and the
channel count of the transceiver are two of the major design parameters explored in this
chapter. Once the channel count is decided, the per-channel data rate is calculated as the
target aggregated data rate over the number of channels. The microring channel spacing is
fixed at 80 GHz in accordance to the developed process variation model. In addition to the
laser comb spacing and the channel count, this chapter also takes into consideration the
projected future advances in microring and comb laser designs by varying the microring
tuning efficiency and the laser WPE.
Simulations are conducted for various aggregated data rate ranging from 50 Gb/s to
300 Gb/s, and the exploration results for 100 Gb/s and 200 Gb/s are summarized in Fig. 5.6
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Figure 5.6: Design space exploration using our non-uniform channel alignment scheme
with a target aggregated data rate of (a) 200 Gb/s, and (b) 100 Gb/s. The smiley sign in each
subplot stands for the configuration that leads to the lowest energy per bit value.

to demonstrate the pattern of the optimal link configurations. The overall energy per bit of
the TRx link is illustrated with contour plots color coded from yellow (highest pJ/b) to blue
(lowest pJ/b). For each combination of the tuning efficiency and the laser WPE, the contours of the link energy per bit are drawn for different laser comb spacings and TRx channel
counts. The link configuration that leads to the lowest energy per bit value is marked with a
smiley sign in each contour plot.
The first observation made from the plots is that the optimal designs in all cases utilize laser comb lines that are denser than the microring channels. The effectiveness of our
proposed non-uniform channel alignment scheme is therefore validated. Our proposed
scheme scales well with the target aggregated data rate of the TRx link as well as the projected future advances in the microring tuning efficiency and the laser WPE.
As the link configuration changes, the optimal design that leads to the lowest energy
per bit occurs at different combinations of the laser comb spacing and the channel count,
reflected by the coordinate of the smiley sign in each subplot. In order to provide general
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guidelines to the designers of DWDM silicon photonic transceivers, we attribute the various
factors affecting the optimal design to two generalized properties of the optical link, namely
the tuning power dominance and the laser power dominance. A low tuning efficiency of the
microrings is a contributor to the tuning power dominance of the link energy per bit, while a
low WPE causes the link energy per bit to depend more heavily on the laser power. Increasing the target aggregated data rate requires a larger power budget provided by the comb
laser, which also contributes to the laser power dominance of the link. As can be observed
from Fig. 5.6, the reduction of tuning power dominance causes the optimal design to drift to
the upper right, which encourages the usage of a higher channel count (lower date rate per
channel) and a larger comb spacing. On the other hand, the reduction of laser power dominance renders the optimal design to drift down, which encourages a lower channel count
in the TRx design. In short, the case study demonstrates how the addition of laser comb
spacing into the design space can lead to a more energy-efficient design of DWDM optical
transceivers by manipulating the trade-off between the tuning power and the laser power.

5.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we present a non-uniform channel alignment scheme enabled by subchannel redundant comb lines for comb laser–driven microring-based optical transceivers. The proposed scheme reduces the average microring tuning power in the presence
of laser comb lines that are denser than the microring channels. By exploring the tradeoff between the tuning power and the laser power, our proposed scheme is capable of improving the overall energy efficiency of the transceiver compared to the traditional consecutive channel alignment scheme. The utilization of the non-uniform channel alignment
scheme allows the laser comb spacing to be added to the design space of DWDM silicon
photonic transceivers. A case study for design space exploration is conducted to investi85
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gate the most energy-efficient design in order to achieve a target aggregated data rate. The
results of the exploration validate the effectiveness and scalability of the proposed channel alignment scheme. Patterns of the optimal design under various system configurations
are observed and summarized to guide the energy-efficient design of future DWDM silicon
photonic transceivers.
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Chapter 6
Bidirectional Tuning of Microring
Resonance Wavelengths
Microring-based silicon photonic transceivers are promising to resolve the communication
bottleneck of future high-performance computing (HPC) systems. To rectify the process
variations in microring resonance wavelengths, thermal tuning is usually preferred over
electrical tuning due to its preservation of extinction ratios and quality factors. However, the
low energy efficiency of resistive thermal tuners results in nontrivial tuning cost and overall
energy consumption of the transceiver. In this chapter, we propose a hybrid tuning strategy which involves both thermal and electrical tuning. Our strategy determines the tuning direction of each resonance wavelength with the goal of optimizing the transceiver energy efficiency without compromising signal integrity. Formulated as an integer programming problem and solved by a genetic algorithm, our tuning strategy yields 32–53 % savings of overall energy per bit for measurement data of 5-channel transceivers at 5–10 Gb/s
per channel, and up to 24 % saving for synthetic data of 30-channel transceivers, generated
based on the process variation model built upon the measurement data. We further investigate a polynomial-time approximation method which achieves over 100x speedup in tuning
scheme computation, while still maintaining considerable energy-per-bit savings.
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6.1 Introduction
With the benefits in throughput and energy efficiency brought by dense wavelengthdivision multiplexing (DWDM), optical interconnects have been proposed to accommodate
traffic-intensive applications in future high-performance computing systems [1]. Silicon
photonics is emerging as a cost-effective and scalable solution to optical interconnects by
taking advantage of large-scale CMOS-compatible integration [13]. A promising architecture incorporates innovations in quantum-dot (QD) comb lasers [21] and silicon photonic
microring resonators (MRRs) [25] to achieve concurrent DWDM [228, 229].
Microring resonators are highly wavelength-selective devices that can be used to modulate or filter optical signals at their resonance wavelengths [26, 27]. Due to process variations, the fabricated resonance wavelengths can deviate significantly from the design values [173] and thus require active post-fabrication tuning to align with the carrier wavelengths. For p-i-n junction–based, carrier-injection microring resonators [25], the electrooptical (EO) and thermal-optical (TO) effects shift the resonance wavelengths in opposite
directions [88, 248], which provides such devices with inherent capability of bidirectional
tuning. Despite better energy efficiency of electrical tuning as compared to thermal tuning, the increase of electron-hole pair density introduced into the cavity by electrical tuning
results in the degradations of extinction ratios (ERs) and quality factors (Qs) of the transmission spectra [25, 88, 249], which makes electrical tuning less preferable. However, if the
required tuning distance is small and thus the degradations of ER and Q are limited, such
degradations can be compensated by the increase of laser power to maintain the transmission quality, if the overall power consumption of the transceiver (TRx) is still lower than that
of thermal tuning. Nevertheless, such opportunities have not been explored in microringbased DWDM applications which are currently dominated by thermal tuning schemes [28,
250, 251, 252, 253].
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One of the greatest challenges faced by thermal tuning schemes is the nontrivial power
consumption [230]. Techniques based on channel remapping [173, 174] and sub-channel
redundancies [175, 176, 225] are proposed to mitigate the expected tuning power. Waferlevel variations are also exploited in [105] to further reduce the average tuning power when
a large number of transceivers are available. However, the inherently low energy efficiency
of resistive thermal tuners limits the effectiveness of these techniques as long as all-thermal
tuning schemes are adopted.
In this chapter, we present a hybrid tuning strategy for carrier-injection microring-based
transceivers which involves both thermal and electrical tuning. Our strategy accounts for
the potential degradations of ER and Q induced by electrical tuning and determines the
tuning direction of each resonance wavelength with the goal of optimizing the overall energy efficiency of the transceiver link. We solve for the optimal tuning scheme using a genetic algorithm (GA) and a polynomial-time approximation method. Tuning schemes given
by both methods are evaluated on measurement data from a batch of 5-channel transceivers, as well as synthetic data, generated based on the process variation model built from
the measurement data, of 5–30-channel transceivers, showing considerable savings of the
overall energy per bit.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 overviews the architecture
of the target multi-channel microring-based transceivers and the process variation model.
Section 6.3 introduces the transceiver link power models and assumptions. In section 6.4,
we formulate the problem of bidirectional tuning and adapt it to a genetic algorithm–based
optimizer with linear constraints. Section 6.5 evaluates the proposed strategy on measured
and synthetic data of multi-channel transceivers. In Section 6.6, a polynomial-time approximation method is introduced to speed up the tuning scheme computation. Finally, Section 6.7 draws the conclusions of this chapter.
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6.2 Overview and Data Preparation
6.2.1 Measurement Data of Microring-Based Transceivers
Our bidirectional tuning strategy targets the optical transceivers made of p-i-n junction–based carrier-injection microring resonators. The transceivers that we used for variation characterization were fabricated by CEA-Leti [254] on a 200 mm silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafer. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1, each fabricated transceiver consists of five high-speed
microring modulators in the transmitter (Tx) for on-off keying (OOK) modulation, and five
corresponding microring filters in the receiver (Rx) for demultiplexing. The channel spacing of the transceiver is designed to be 80 GHz in the 1310 nm regime (O-band). The free
spectrum range (FSR) of the microring is measured as ∼13.9 nm, which can accommodate
up to 30 multiplexed channels. In total, 45 transceivers located on 9 dies were sampled
for measurement, in which 5 transceivers showed no clear resonance dips, and another 6
transceivers failed in either Tx or Rx. Thus, 34 transceivers were successfully measured and
characterized.
Monitoring photodetectors

Microring modulators

Tx

Microring modulators
Silicon waveguides

Rx

Microring filters
Microring filters
(a)

Receiving photodetectors
(b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Microscopic image and (b) architectural illustration of a 5-channel microring–based transceiver fabricated by CEA-Leti.
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6.2.2 Variation Modeling and Synthetic Data Generation
The optical signal travels through the through port of each cascaded microring in the Tx,
and is coupled out at the drop port of a microring in the Rx, before sensed by the receiving
photodetector (PD). Process variations of the through/drop-port transmission spectra are
characterized as follows.

Through-Port Spectrum
We model the through-port transmission spectrum of microring #i with a Lorentzian
function–based equation, characterized by its resonance wavelength λr,i , extinction ratio
ERthru,i , quality factor Qthru,i , and a through-port loss αthru,i [88]:
!
1 − 1/ERthru,i
Tthru,i (λ) = αthru,i · 1 −
¡
¡
¢
¢2 .
1 + 2Qthru,i · λ − λr,i /λr,i
Ã

(6.1)

The through-port spectrum of an n-channel Tx/Rx is modeled as the product of the throughport spectrum of each cascaded microring:

Tn (λ) =

n
Y

Tthru,i (λ) = α ·

i =1

where α =

Qn

i =1 αthru,i .

n
Y
i =1

Ã

!
1 − 1/ERthru,i
1−
¡
¡
¢
¢2 ,
1 + 2Qthru,i · λ − λr,i /λr,i

(6.2)

Fig. 6.2a shows an example of the measured and fitted TRx spectra,

with variations observed in the resonance wavelengths, extinction ratios, quality factors, as
well as the overall through-port losses.
We adopt the process variation model for resonance wavelengths proposed in [225],
where each resonance wavelength is decomposed into the design value and three independent variation components, namely the global variation (GV), the local variation (LV), and
the Tx-Rx offset (TRxV). All of the three variation components are approximated by normal
distributions with zero mean, as shown in Fig. 6.2b. The loss factor α is also approximated
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Figure 6.2: (a) Measured and fitted spectra of a 5-channel transceiver, where FWHM denotes the full width at half maximum, and (b) variation characterization for resonance
wavelengths.

by a normal distribution with a mean of 0.68 and a standard deviation of 0.06.
Contrarily, location dependencies are observed in the process variations of ER and Q,
prohibiting them from being modeled with independent variation components. Instead, we
employ Virtual Probe (VP) [116, 119] to capture the spatial patterns from the measurement
data and predict the values at other locations as our synthetic data for ER and Q. Fig. 6.3
shows the application of VP on measured ER as an example.

Figure 6.3: Relative locations of measured ER (left) and predicted values for unmeasured
microrings by Virtual Probe (right).
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Drop-Port Spectrum
The drop-port transmission spectrum of microring #i is also modeled as a Lorentzian
function characterized by its resonance wavelength, extinction ratio, quality factor, and a
drop-port loss αdrop,i :

Tdrop,i (λ) = αdrop,i ·

1 − 1/ERdrop,i
¡
¢
¢2 .
1 + 2Qdrop,i · λ − λr,i /λr,i
¡

(6.3)

Process variations for each parameter are characterized using the same method described
in Section 6.2.2. Finally, synthetic data of transceivers with up to 30 channels are generated
and used, together with the measurement data, to evaluate our bidirectional tuning strategy.

6.3 Power Models and Assumptions
The total power consumption of a transceiver link for data communication includes
those consumed by the comb laser, resonance wavelength tuning, modulator drivers, receiver transimpedance amplifier (TIA), and serializer/deserializer (SerDes) circuitry. The
energy efficiency of the TRx is measured as the power consumption divided by the aggregated data rate, in the unit of pJ/b, for which the smaller the value the better.

6.3.1 Laser Power Budget
The QD comb laser is capable of generating a group of evenly-spaced frequency combs.
However, the optical power of each comb line is usually different [21]. A Gaussian-shaped
comb spectrum is assumed with a spectrum efficiency η = P usable /P total ≈ −3.2 dB [18], as
illustrated in Fig. 6.4. The optical power provided at the laser output should be high enough
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Figure 6.4: Illustration of the laser spectrum and power losses in a 5-channel transceiver.

so that the following power budget equation holds for any TRx channel:

P comb line ·

Y

PLi ⩾ P sensitivity .

(6.4)

i

Here, P comb line is the optical power of the laser comb line for a particular channel; PLi ∈ (0, 1)
denotes the various power losses along the TRx link, including the coupling loss, transmitter through-port loss (α in Eq. (6.2)), microring insertion loss, microring drop-port loss,
crosstalk penalty, etc (Fig. 6.4); P sensitivity is the receiver sensitivity requirement, of which
a relationship with the target data rate is given in [243]. The laser power budgets computed from Eq. (6.4) at various data rates show good consistency with both actual measurements [229, 245] and technology projections [21, 247].
Recent high-efficiency QD comb lasers have achieved up to 7–9 dBm per comb line at a
∼20 % wall-plug efficiency (WPE) [21]. It is noteworthy that the optical nonlinearities of the
microrings and the silicon waveguides limit the optical power that can be injected into the
transceiver [244]. In this chapter, any transceiver that requires over 5 dBm optical power per
channel or over 20 dBm optical power per waveguide is considered unusable.
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6.3.2 Microring Wavelength Tuning
The microring tuning power is computed according to the tuning direction of the channel. For thermal tuning, a tuner efficiency of 0.15 nm/mW is assumed [242]. For electrical
tuning, the EO effect model for carrier-injection microrings proposed in [88] is utilized to
convert the tuning distance into current. Then, the electrical tuning power can be computed based on the microring DC model [88]. Meanwhile, the degradations of ER and Q of
the microring can also be derived, and compensated by the increase of laser power budget
based on the inequality of Eq. (6.4) described in Section 6.3.1.

6.3.3 Power Models for Other Components
The power consumptions of the modulator drivers, receiver TIAs, and SerDes circuitry
mainly depend on the data rate per channel. In this chapter, lookup tables of power consumptions of these components are made for different data rates based on the values reported in [230].

6.4 Problem Formulation
Our bidirectional tuning strategy selects the carrier wavelengths for the TRx channels
to align to. The difference between the resonance wavelengths before and after tuning determines the degradations of ER and Q and, ultimately, the shape of the TRx spectra after
tuning. Therefore, given the spectrum-related parameters of a TRx before tuning, the overall
energy-per-bit consumption of the TRx after tuning can be seen as a function of the selected
carrier wavelengths:

³
´
Energy per bit = E ⃗
λcarrier .
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The pool of candidate carrier wavelengths is a set of comb lines provided by the QD comb
laser:

Combs = {λ1 , λ2 , ..., λL } ,

(6.6)

where L is the number of usable comb lines. For an n-channel transceiver, the overall
energy-per-bit value can only be computed once n carrier wavelengths are all determined.
The goal is then to find ⃗
x = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] where x i ∈ Z ∩ [1, L], such that

E

¡£
¤¢
λx1 , λx2 , ..., λxn is minimized.

The vector ⃗
x , with all integer elements, is in fact the indices of the laser comb lines that are
selected as carrier wavelengths. Our strategy preserves the order of TRx channels before and
after tuning by forcing x i < x i +1 during the optimization.
To shrink the size of the problem space, we set the lower and upper bounds of the candidate carrier wavelengths for each TRx channel, as shown in Fig. 6.5. For the i th channel,
the lower (upper) bound of its candidate carrier wavelengths lbi (ubi ) is the index of the
nearest laser comb line to the left (right) of both resonance wavelengths of the Tx and Rx
microrings. Finally, our bidirectional tuning strategy is formulated as an integer programCh.2 bound

Ch.3 bound

Ch.1 bound

Ch.4 bound

Comb lines

…
…

Tx channels

…

Rx channels

…
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6.5: Bounds of candidate carrier wavelengths for each TRx channel.
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→
−
−
→
ming problem of finding ⃗
x subject to a lower bound lb, an upper bound ub, and a linear
inequality constraint A⃗
x <⃗
b (Eq. (6.7)), with the goal of minimizing the overall energy per
bit E .
⃗
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(6.7)

The NP-completeness of integer programming problems has been proven in [255]. In
this chapter, we employ an implementation of the genetic algorithm in MATLAB [256] to
solve for the optimal wavelength tuning scheme.

6.5 Evaluation
6.5.1 Evaluation on Measurement Data
We first evaluate our bidirectional tuning strategy on the measurement data of 5-channel
transceivers. The tuning scheme given by our strategy is compared to all-electrical and allthermal tuning schemes, as shown in Figs. 6.6a&b. Due to severe degradations of ER and
Q and thus explosive increase in laser power budgets, all-electrical tuning results in fewer
usable transceivers (and thus a lower yield) and a higher energy-per-bit consumption compared to all-thermal tuning, especially at a higher data rate per channel. On the contrary,
our bidirectional tuning scheme does not compromise the yield of the TRx at any data rate
per channel compared to all-thermal tuning. As all-thermal tuning is essentially a special
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case of bidirectional tuning and is automatically chosen by our strategy when all other tuning schemes result in either worse energy-per-bit consumption or device failure, it serves as
the worst case of our bidirectional tuning strategy.
The application of our strategy on the measurement data also brings significant energyper-bit savings, as shown in Fig. 6.6b. For commonly used channel rates in the range of
5–10 Gb/s, which lead to relatively low energy-per-bit consumptions, our strategy (the right
bar of each 3-bar group) results in 32–53 % savings of overall energy per bit compared to allthermal tuning (the middle bar), with ∼90 % of measured transceivers identified to benefit
from bidirectional tuning.
Non-intuitively, our tuning strategy does not necessarily lead to a higher laser power
consumption compared to all-thermal tuning, despite some degradations of ER and Q induced by electrical tuning in selected channels. The reason lies in the non-uniform laser
power spectrum, where laser comb lines near the center inherently provide higher optical
power than that of the outer ones. Fig. 6.6c shows an example of bidirectional tuning opportunities identified by our strategy. Electrical tuning on channels 1 and 2 aligns them to
laser comb lines with higher optical power, with only minor degradations of ER and Q. It is
noteworthy that our bidirectional tuning strategy has no knowledge of the Gaussian-shaped
10
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laser spectrum, and should be able to capture such opportunities for other laser spectrum
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models (e.g., the flat-comb model in [18]).

6.5.2 Evaluation on Synthetic Data
We further evaluate our bidirectional tuning strategy on synthetic data of transceivers
with 5–30 channels. Synthetic spectra of 81 transceivers, based on the variation model derived from the measurement data, are generated for each configuration. Fig. 6.7 summarizes the energy-per-bit savings of our bidirectional tuning strategy over all-thermal tuning. Up to 56 % saving can be attained for 5-channel transceivers at 5–10 Gb/s per channel,
showing consistency with the simulation results on measured data. As the channel count
increases, the free spectrum range of the microring is packed with more channels, which
reduces the flexibility in carrier wavelength selection due to the inequality constraint expressed in Eq. (6.7) of Section 6.4. As a result, the attainable energy-per-bit saving of our
bidirectional tuning strategy decreases for transceivers with higher channel counts. However, ∼24 % energy-per-bit saving is still observed for 30-channel transceivers at 5 Gb/s per
channel when bidirectional tuning is applied.
The problem space of bidirectional tuning grows exponentially with the number of chan-

Energy-per-bit saving (%)

nels, and thus requires a longer time for the genetic algorithm to converge. One of the stop80
80
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Figure 6.7: Evaluation of energy-per-bit savings of bidirectional tuning vs. all-thermal tuning on synthetic data of 5–30-channel transceivers.
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ping criteria is the MaxStallGenerations, which sets the maximum number of generations
over which the best value of the objective function stalls before the algorithm terminates. In
Fig. 6.8, we explore the attainable energy-per-bit saving of our strategy and the computation
time of the algorithm for various channel counts and values for MaxStallGenerations. The
data rate is set at 7.5 Gb/s per channel. It is observed that a MaxStallGenerations of ∼10
is large enough to approximate the maximum energy-per-bit saving without incurring unnecessarily long computation time.
It is worth mentioning that in practice, thermal tuners are fabricated for every microring, and electrical tuning is essentially a DC bias applied through the driver. As the optimal tuning scheme can be computed once the transceiver is fabricated and measured,
our bidirectional tuning scheme does not increase the design complexity of the transceiver
compared to all-thermal tuning, nor does it require sophisticated runtime reconfiguration
support from the driving circuitry.
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Figure 6.8: Energy-per-bit savings vs. computation time for bidirectional tuning.
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6.6 Polynomial-Time Approximation
The computation of the optimal tuning scheme adds to the already long testing time,
for which any extra time cost, if nontrivial, should be minimized. In this section, we investigate a polynomial-time approximation method to shorten the computation time of our
bidirectional tuning strategy. Instead of computing all carrier wavelengths as a whole, our
approximation method simplifies the problem by assuming that wavelength tuning of an
individual channel has minor influence on its neighboring channels and thus determines
the carrier wavelength for each channel one at a time. Algorithm 6.1 outlines the main steps
¡ ¢
of the approximation method. The energy-per-bit computation takes O n 2 time, resulting
¡ ¢
in an overall time complexity of O n 3 for this method.
Note that the approximation method greedily selects the carrier wavelength for each
channel, which may lead to a local minimum. In order to explore a larger solution space,
Algorithm 6.1: A polynomial-time approximation method for bidirectional tuning.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

Input : resonance wavelengths of the Tx and Rx, candidate carrier wavelengths of the comb laser.
Output : an array of selected carrier wavelengths for TRx channels to align to.
Goal
: to minimize the overall energy per bit of the TRx.
// Initialization
→
−
−
→
Find lb and ub for all channels;
// Fig. 6.5
selectedWavelengths ← empty array;
// Indices of selected carrier wavelengths
// Selecting the carrier wavelength one channel at a time
for j ← 1 to n do
// n is the number of channels
E min ← +∞;
// Best energy per bit so far
→
−
−
→
for i ← lb j to ub j do
// Try each wavelength within the bounds for channel # j
Compute energy per bit E if comb line #i is selected for channel # j ;
if E ⩽ ε · E min then
E min ← E ;
// Update best energy per bit
Add i to selectedWavelengths;
if j < n then
// Update the bounds for the next channel
³→
´
→
−
−
lb j +1 ← max lb j +1 , i + 1 ;
³−
´
−
→
→
→
−
ub j +1 ← max ub j +1 , lb j +1 ;
Compute the link energy per bit based on the final selectedWavelength;
If worse than all-thermal tuning, use all-thermal tuning;
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we introduce a parameter ε which, intuitively, is the tendency of the algorithm to choose
thermal tuning over electrical tuning for a channel when both schemes have comparable
energy-per-bit consumptions. An ε smaller than 1 encourages the algorithm to consider
electrical tuning even if it is sub-optimal for a channel, yet to make room for subsequent
channels on its right which may actually benefit from electrical tuning.
Fig. 6.9 shows the energy-per-bit savings of the tuning schemes given by this approximation method compared to all-thermal tuning, evaluated on the measurement data of
5-channel transceivers at various data rates from 5–10 Gb/s per channel. The energy-perbit savings at optimal ε for this range of data rates are identified to be 28–48 %, which is quite
comparable to the 32–53 % savings derived by the genetic algorithm in Section 6.5.1. However, the average computation time for the tuning scheme of each TRx reduces drastically
compared to the GA method.
We further evaluate the approximation method on synthetic data of transceivers with
higher channel counts to explore the trade-off between the speedup and the attainable
energy-per-bit saving. A data rate of 7.5 Gb/s per channel is assumed in the experiments.
The computation time of the GA method is measured with a MaxStallGenerations of 10.

Energy-per-bit saving (%)

Table 6.1 lists the comparison between the approximation method and the GA method eval50
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Figure 6.9: Effect of ε on the energy-per-bit savings of the polynomial-time approximation method.
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Table 6.1: Polynomial-time approximation vs. genetic algorithm evaluated on synthetic
data at 7.5 Gb/s per channel for energy-per-bit saving and computation time per TRx.

# of channels
5
10
15
20
25
30

Computation time (s)

Energy-per-bit saving
Genetic algorithm

Approximation

Genetic algorithm

Approximation

51 %
43 %
39 %
31 %
26 %
17 %

46 %
37 %
35 %
27 %
23 %
15 %

12.817
67.362
101.195
190.273
108.929
310.796

0.107
0.304
0.495
0.893
1.027
2.805

Speedup
119 x
221 x
204 x
213 x
106 x
110 x

uated across a wide range of channel counts. As observed from the simulation results, the
polynomial-time approximation method is able to derive a tuning scheme over 100x faster
than the GA method, while losing only 2–6 percentage points of the attainable energy-perbit saving.

6.7 Concluding Remarks
To break the inherent bottleneck of energy-inefficient thermal tuners in microring-based
optical links, we propose a bidirectional tuning strategy for carrier-injection microringbased transceivers which incorporates a hybrid of both thermal and electrical tuning. Our
strategy determines the tuning direction of each TRx channel with the goal of minimizing
the overall energy-per-bit consumption. The potential degradations of ER and Q are well accounted for, thus incurring no compromise in signal integrity. By formulating our strategy
as an integer programming problem, we apply a genetic algorithm to solve for the optimal
tuning schemes under various system configurations. The derived schemes lead to significant savings of overall energy per bit for measured and synthetic data of transceivers with
various channel counts, based on commonly used data rates ranging from 5 to 10 Gb/s per
channel. We further explore a polynomial-time approximation method which speeds up the
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computation of bidirectional tuning schemes for over 100x, which adds negligible overhead
on device testing time while losing only minor percentage points of attainable energy-perbit savings.
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Chapter 7
Transceiver Grouping for Microring-Based
Optical Interconnects
Optical interconnects enabled by silicon microring–based transceivers offer great potential for short-reach data communication in future high-performance computing (HPC) systems. However, microring resonators (MRRs) are prone to process variations that harm both
the energy efficiency and the yield of the fabricated transceivers. Especially in the application scenario where a batch of transceivers are fabricated for assembling multiple optical
networks, how the transceivers are mixed and matched can directly impact the average energy efficiency and the yield of the networks assembled. In this chapter, we propose transceiver grouping for assembling communication networks from a pool of fabricated transceivers, aiming to optimize the network energy efficiency and the yield. We evaluate our
grouping algorithms by wafer-scale measurement data of microring-based transceivers, as
well as synthetic data generated based on an experimentally validated variation model. Our
experimental results demonstrate that the optimized grouping schemes achieve significant
improvement in the network energy efficiency and the yield across a wide range of network
configurations, compared to a baseline strategy that randomly groups the transceivers.
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7.1 Introduction
Optical interconnects are promising alternatives to electrical ones in modern HPC systems to accommodate traffic-intensive applications [1]. Silicon photonics has emerged as
a scalable and cost-effective enabler of the optical interconnects by taking advantage of a
CMOS-compatible fabrication process [13]. Silicon microring–based optical transceivers
are one of the most popular implementations that achieve dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) with a compact footprint [228,229]. Various conceptual designs and prototypes of optical network-on-chips (ONoCs) have been reported [257, 258, 259] to leverage
a microring-based architecture.
Despite great potential demonstrated, silicon microrings often suffer from significant
process variations due to fabrication imperfection. As a result, the optical links and networks comprising these imperfect devices must be actively tuned to compensate for the
process variations, for which the tuning power is non-trivial [230]. The variation issues become more prominent in the application scenario where a batch of transceivers are fabricated for assembling multiple optical networks. Specifically, some transceivers with straggling variation magnitudes may produce networks that either 1) demand excessive power
for variation compensation or 2) fail to support a target data rate, thus worsening the average energy efficiency, the product uniformity, and the yield of the networks assembled.
Nevertheless, network-level variation alleviation techniques that exploit wafer-scale fabrication of microring-based transceivers have been lacking. Techniques based on channel
shuffling [173, 174] and sub-channel redundancies [175, 176, 225] are proposed to reduce
the expected power for thermally tuning the resonance wavelengths of the microrings. A
hybrid strategy employing both thermal and electrical tuning is proposed in [226]. However, these techniques are limited to the link-level, rather than the network-level, and only
target a single pair of transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx). Considering wafer-scale fabrica106
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tion, an optimal pairing scheme for a batch of fabricated transceivers could further reduce
the average tuning power required for pairs formed from the batch [105]. Nevertheless, all
of the above techniques are restricted to the mitigation of the wavelength tuning power,
while the overall energy efficiency and the yield of the transceivers are also impacted by the
variations of other parameters, such as the extinction ratios and the quality factors of the
microrings. Moreover, none have encompassed the application scenario where the fabricated transceivers are used for assembling communication networks of multiple nodes.
We observe from wafer-scale measurement data of microring-based transceivers that,
due to the distinct variation profile of each transceiver (TRx), optical networks assembled
from different transceivers will have different energy efficiency. Therefore, when a batch of
fabricated transceivers are available for assembling several networks, there is an opportunity to group the transceivers in a way that the average energy efficiency of the networks
assembled is optimized. Meanwhile, it is also desirable, from the perspective of quality control, that the energy efficiency of the networks assembled is uniform. Moreover, some networks assembled may fail to support a target data rate, thus lowering the yield. Therefore,
the grouping of the transceivers should also be optimized for the objective of meeting the
target data rate. In this chapter, we propose transceiver grouping which mixes and matches
a pool of fabricated transceivers to assemble networks of equal size, aiming to optimize the
average energy efficiency, the uniformity, and the yield of the networks assembled.
We present two algorithms inspired by simulated annealing (SA) to address this multiobjective optimization problem. The proposed algorithms are evaluated by wafer-scale
measurement data of microring-based transceivers, as well as synthetic data generated by
an experimentally validated variation model. Our experimental results demonstrate that
the proposed grouping algorithms achieve significant improvement in all three objectives,
namely the average energy efficiency, the uniformity, and the yield of the networks assembled, compared to a baseline strategy that randomly groups the transceivers.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2, we review the background
of this chapter. In Section 7.3, we formulate transceiver grouping as an optimization problem and present our algorithms. In Section 7.4, we elaborate the measurement and the synthetic data of microring-based transceivers for evaluating our algorithms. We also introduce
the power models of the optical devices used in our simulations. In Section 7.5, we evaluate
our grouping algorithms for a wide range of network configurations. Finally, in Section 7.6,
we draw the conclusion of this chapter.

7.2 Background
7.2.1 Microring-Based Optical Interconnects
An optical network is a collection of optical links that provides data communication
among processing nodes. Fig. 7.1 illustrates an exemplar architecture of an optical network
with a generic ring topology [257], where silicon microring–based transceivers are utilized
to send and receive optical signals at each node. A silicon microring resonator is a highly
wavelength-selective device [25], whose transmission spectrum can be characterized by a
Lorentzian function:

T (λ) = 1 −

1 − 1/ER
1 + (2Q · (λ − λr )/λr )2

,

(7.1)

where λr , ER, and Q are the resonance wavelength, the extinction ratio, and the quality factor of the microring. A microring-based transceiver, as shown in Fig. 7.1, achieves DWDM by
deploying cascaded microring resonators alongside a shared waveguide. At the Tx side, applying voltages to the microring modulators can slightly shift their resonance wavelengths
to perform on-off keying (OOK) modulation of the optical signal. At the Rx side, corresponding microring filters can couple the signal out for detection. The overall transmission spec108
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of an optical network with a ring topology.

trum of a Tx/Rx can thus be modeled as

Tm (λ) =

m
Y
i =1

Ã
1−

1 − 1/ERi

!

¡
¢2 ,
1 + 2Qi · (λ − λr,i )/λr,i

(7.2)

where m is the number of DWDM channels. The cascaded microrings of a Tx/Rx are usually
designed with incremental radii to provide a set of evenly-spaced resonance dips. However,
as shown in Fig. 7.2, the fabricated transceivers often suffer from significant process variations that manifest themselves as the deviation of λr , ER, and Q from their design values.

7.2.2 Impact of Process Variations on Energy Efficiency
The energy efficiency of an optical network largely depends on the energy efficiency of
the links it comprises, which, in turn, is impacted by the process variations of the microrings. First of all, the resonance wavelengths of the Tx/Rx must be tuned and aligned to a
mutual set of carrier wavelengths. Besides, the variations of ER and Q affect the loss and
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Figure 7.2: Measured and fitted transmission spectra of a 24-channel TRx.

the crosstalk noise within the optical channel, which must be compensated by an increased
laser power to maintain a target data rate. As the variation magnitudes are different from device to device, optical networks comprising different transceivers will have different energy
efficiency. Therefore, when a batch of fabricated transceivers are available for assembling
such networks, how the transceivers are grouped can directly impact the energy efficiency
of each network assembled.

7.2.3 Optimization Objectives for Transceiver Grouping
In the study featured in this chapter, we focus on the application scenario where a pool
of fabricated transceivers are grouped to assemble several optical networks, as shown in
Fig. 7.3. We assume the networks to be assembled are of a multiple-reader-multiple-writer
(MWMR) architecture. For networks of other architectures, our proposed approach would
still apply except that some specifics need to be adjusted. As illustrated in Fig. 7.1, each
network node in MWMR has both write and read access to the optical ring bus achieved
by its Tx and Rx, respectively. With a proper arbitration scheme [260], any two nodes can
establish point-to-point communication without the need for relay nodes. Based on this
assumption, we propose the following optimization objectives for transceiver grouping.
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of transceiver grouping and its relationship with existing link-level
optimization techniques [173, 174, 175, 176, 225, 226].

Energy Efficiency
We propose to optimize the average energy efficiency of the networks assembled. We
first quantify the energy efficiency of an optical link as its power consumption divided by
its data rate. Measured in pJ/b, the smaller the value, the better the energy efficiency. Now,
consider a total of N transceivers to be grouped into G networks, each with n nodes (G ⩽
N /n). The energy efficiency of a network is thus a weighted sum of the energy efficiency of
all its links:

e=

n X
n
X

p i j · ϵi j ,

(7.3)

i =1 j =1
j ̸=i

where ϵi j is the energy efficiency of the unidirectional link from Tx #i to Rx # j (hereafter
link (i , j )), and p i j is the portion of the network traffic carried out by this link. The average
energy efficiency of all networks assembled is thus

E=



G
G X
n X
n

1 X
1 X

eg =
p i j · ϵg ,i j 

,
G g =1
G g =1 i =1 j =1
j ̸=i

where ϵg ,i j denotes the energy efficiency of link (i , j ) in the g th network.
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For a specific application, p i j can be recorded by executing the application within a
network simulator [186, 201] and can be different for each link. However, in this chapter,
we assume that the network traffic results from the execution of various applications and is
uniformly distributed to each link. Therefore, p i j is considered identical for all links.
Note that the microring tuning schemes proposed in [173,174,175,176,225,226] are dedicated to improving ϵi j of a specific link, as shown in Fig. 7.3. However, regardless of which
technique adopted at the link level, we can always apply transceiver grouping to further
optimize the average energy efficiency of the networks.

Product Uniformity
Product uniformity is another victim of the process variations, as the energy efficiency
can be vastly different for each network assembled. The authors of [100] suggest binning, a
widely adopted technique after the testing stage, to categorize the transceivers based on the
variation magnitudes. However, different bins may end up having different performance
specifications, such as the maximum data rate. On the contrary, our transceiver grouping can improve the uniformity of the energy efficiency of the networks assembled without
compromising the target data rate, thus delivering products with similar performance specifications. Specifically, we propose to reduce the standard deviation of the energy efficiency
across the networks assembled:
v
u G
u1 X¡
¢2
eg − E ,
σ=t
G g =1

(7.5)

where all networks still target the same data rate. The transceiver pairing technique proposed in [105] is a special case of our transceiver grouping with n = 2. However, our study
accounts for the overall energy efficiency for communication, in contrast to [105] that only
targets the microring tuning power. Moreover, we further introduce a third optimization
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objective for transceiver grouping, i.e., the network yield.

Network Yield
Apart from producing defective devices, the process variations could harm the yield in
a way that some networks assembled cannot support a target data rate. Specifically, due to
the optical nonlinearities of the silicon material, we assume a maximum optical power of
7 dBm per channel [244], which limits the highest data rate that an optical link can attain.
We then propose to optimize

Y =G

.¹N º
n

· 100 %,

(7.6)

where G is the number of networks determined capable of supporting the target data rate.
Note that in contrast to E and σ, Y is expected to be maximized.
As suggested by Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5), both E and σ can be computed from ϵi j . Therefore,
for N transceivers available for grouping, it is desirable to prepare a cost matrix E ∈ RN ×N so
that every possible ϵi j is computed beforehand for fast look-up. It is also noteworthy that
ϵi j is computed as the link power consumption divided by the target data rate. During the
computation of ϵi j , if the required optical power is found to exceed the maximum allowed
value, the link and the network to which it belongs should be marked as not supporting
the target data rate. The preparation of the cost matrix is detailed in Section 7.4.3 with a
description of the device power models involved.

7.3 Problem Formulation
Consider a complete directed graph with N vertices and N (N −1) directed edges, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4. Suppose that each vertex denotes a transceiver, and each edge is weighted
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Figure 7.4: Transceiver grouping as a graph partitioning problem.

by ϵi j , the energy efficiency of link (i , j ). Then, the objective of minimizing E , as suggested
by Eq. (7.4), can be converted to finding a partition of the graph into equally sized blocks
such that the sum of in-block edge weights is minimized. It is further equivalent to finding a partition of the graph with the maximum cut weights [261] with a balance constraint
on the sub-graphs [262]. The NP-completeness of the graph partitioning problem has been
proven [263], and several heuristic methods have been proposed for balanced partitioning [264, 265, 266]. However, the balance constraint in these algorithms is often formulated
as a penalty to the cost function and might not be strictly satisfied. Directly applying them
to transceiver grouping can result in groups of different sizes. Moreover, there exists no
algorithm for balanced partitioning with multiple objectives. Therefore, we develop our
customized heuristics for transceiver grouping.

7.3.1 Grouping Scheme Representation
To strictly enforce groups of equal size, we encode a grouping scheme of N transceivers
into a vector s, where s is a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , N }. Every n elements of s are automatically grouped. For example, a grouping scheme for 16 transceivers into four 4-node
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networks can be
·
s=

¸
6 3 16 11 7 14 8 5 15 1 2 4 13 9 10 12

.

(7.7)

It can be observed that any permutation of the elements within a group does not change the
grouping scheme. However, such a representation allows us to easily generate new schemes
by shuffling a current one:

£
¤
s ′ = . . . s u′ . . . s v′ . . . = shuffle (s) = [. . . s v . . . s u . . .] ,

(7.8)

where u and v are randomly chosen from two different groups.

7.3.2 Proposed Algorithms
Simulated Annealing
Heuristics based on simulated annealing [267] can take advantage of the shuffling operation to explore various grouping schemes. We first present an SA-based algorithm (outlined in Algorithm 7.1) that aims to minimize a unified cost function:

Z = E + w 1 · σ + w 2 · (1 − Y ).

(7.9)

Here, the objective E has a constant weight of 1, while the objectives σ and (1 − Y ) are
weighted by w 1 and w 2 , respectively. In other words, the energy efficiency of the networks
assembled is always an optimization target, while the significance of the uniformity and
the yield, as a second and a third optimization target, can be adjusted by the values of w 1
and w 2 . At each SA iteration, a new grouping scheme s ′ is generated by shuffling the current s, and its corresponding cost Z ′ is evaluated based on Eqs. (7.4)–(7.6) and Eq. (7.9).
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Algorithm 7.1: simulated annealing for transceiver grouping.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Input : cost matrix E N ×N , initial grouping s 0 , w 1 , and w 2 .
Output : optimal grouping s ∗ , E ∗ , σ∗ , and Y ∗ .
Goal
: to minimize Z = E + w 1 · σ + w 2 · (1 − Y ).
// Initialization
Set initial temperature T0 , cooling rate c, re-annealing interval i max , and rounds of annealing r max ;
r ← 1, s ← s 0 ;
Compute Z from current s;
// Eqs. (7.4)–(7.6) and Eq. (7.9)
Z ∗ ← Z , s ∗ ← s;
// Simulated annealing
while r ⩽ r max do
i ← 1, T ← T0 ;
while i ⩽ i max do
s ′ ← shuffle (s);
// Eq. (7.8)
Compute Z ′ from s ′ ;
// Eqs. (7.4)–(7.6) and Eq. (7.9)
if Z ′ < Z then
Z ← Z ′, s ← s′;
if Z ′ < Z ∗ then
Z ∗ ← Z ′, s∗ ← s′;
else
¡
¢
Z ← Z ′ , s ← s ′ with a probability of p = P Z , Z ′ , T ;

// Eq. (7.10)

i ← i + 1, T ← T · c;
r ← r + 1;

The algorithm decides whether to accept the new grouping scheme with a probability of
¡
¢
p = P Z , Z ′, T :

¡

′

¢

P Z, Z ,T =




1




Z′ < Z

1
1+exp((Z ′ −Z )/T )

,

(7.10)

′

Z ⩾Z

where T is the current temperature. When Z ′ is no better than Z , there is still a probability
between 0 and 1/2 to accept the new grouping scheme in order to avoid local minima.
The SA-based algorithm is seeded by an initial grouping scheme s 0 which is produced
by a greedy algorithm (outlined in Algorithm 7.2). At each iteration, the algorithm greedily
groups n transceivers for the best network energy efficiency determined by Eq. (7.3), until
⌊N /n⌋ groups are formed.
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Algorithm 7.2: Greedy algorithm for initial grouping scheme.
Input : cost matrix E N ×N , group size n.
Output : initial grouping s 0 .
// Initialization
1 s 0 ← empty array, ungrouped ← {1, 2, . . . , N };
// Greedy grouping
2 for g ← 1 to ⌊N /n⌋ do
3
e ∗ ← ∞, thisGroup ← empty array;
4
foreach i ∈ ungrouped do
5
forall j ∈ ungrouped \ {i } do
¡
¢
6
Find (n − 1) transceivers with the smallest ϵi j + ϵ j i , indexed by j i 1 , j i 2 , . . . , j i (n−1) ;
¤
£
// Eq. (7.3)
7
Compute e i for group i , j i 1 , j i 2 , . . . , j i (n−1) ;
8
if e i < e ∗ then
£
¤
9
e ∗ ← e i , thisGroup ← i , j i 1 , j i 2 , . . . , j i (n−1) ;
10
11

Append thisGroup to s 0 ; ©
ª
ungrouped ← ungrouped \ elements of thisGroup ;

Pareto Simulated Annealing
The SA-based algorithm allows the user to prioritize the three minimization targets,
namely E , σ, and (1 − Y ), by specifying w 1 and w 2 . However, it presents another challenge
to determine the proper values for w 1 and w 2 . A straightforward approach is to sweep w 1
and w 2 within a given range. Alternatively, one may employ another optimization solver
that takes w 1 and w 2 as input variables to explore their impact on the optimization results.
Nevertheless, both methods involve an execution of the SA-based algorithm for each pair
of w 1 and w 2 and thus can be time-consuming. To address this challenge, we further propose an algorithm based on Pareto simulated annealing (PSA) [268] to efficiently explore
the trade-off between E , σ, and Y . Without the need to specify w 1 and w 2 , the PSA-based
algorithm directly targets

Z = [z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ] = [E , σ, Y ]

(7.11)

to find a Pareto front of the three optimization objectives where improving any objective
will require sacrificing another. During the PSA iterations, a new solution (Z ′ ) is said to
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Algorithm 7.3: Pareto simulated annealing for transceiver grouping.

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Input : cost matrix E N ×N , initial grouping s 0 , population size n p , and weight adjustment factor a.
Output : a Pareto front of E , σ, and (1 − Y ).
// Initialization
Set initial temperature T0 , cooling rate c, re-annealing interval i max , and rounds of annealing r max ;
Generate a set S of n p grouping schemes by shuffling s 0 ;
// Eq. (7.8)
forall s ∈ S do
Compute Z from s and update the Pareto front F ;
// Eqs. (7.4)–(7.6) and Eq. (7.11)
r ← 1;
// Pareto simulated annealing
while r ⩽ r max do
i ← 1, T ← T0 , Γ ← [1/3, 1/3, 1/3];
while i ⩽ i max do
foreach s ∈ S do
s ′ ← shuffle (s);
Compute Z ′ from s ′ ;
if Z ′ dominates Z then
Update the Pareto front with Z ′ added;
s ← s′;
else
for i ← 1 to # of objectives do
if z i′ ≥ z i then
γi ← γi · a;
else
γi ← γi /a;

¡
¢
s ← s ′ and update the Pareto front with Z ′ with a probability of p = P Z , Z ′ , Γ, T ;
// Eq. (7.12)

21

22
23

// Eq. (7.8)
// Eqs. (7.4)–(7.6) and Eq. (7.11)

i ← i + 1, T ← T · c;
r ← r + 1;

dominate an old one (Z ) if all three objectives of Z ′ are improved compared to that of Z .
Accordingly, the rule for deciding whether to accept a new grouping scheme is modified
into

′

P Z , Z , Γ, T =
¡

¢




1




Z ′ dominates Z
,

¡P ¡1
¢ ¢
1+exp 3i =1 γi (z i′ −z i ) /T

(7.12)

otherwise

where Γ is a vector of weights associated with each optimization objective and automatically
updated during the optimization. The larger is the weight of an objective, the lower is the
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probability of accepting the new grouping scheme if it worsens the objective. At each PSA
iteration, multiple new schemes can be generated and evaluated in parallel. Algorithm 7.3
outlines the main steps of our PSA-based algorithm.

7.4 Data Preparation
We now introduce the measured and synthetic data of microring-based transceivers for
evaluating our algorithms. We also elaborate the computation of the cost matrix and the
device power models involved.

7.4.1 Measurement Data
We measured the transmission spectra of the 24-channel microring-based transceivers
fabricated by STMicroelectronics [231] on a 300 mm silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer. As
illustrated in Fig. 7.5, the transceivers are organized into 66 dies, each die consisting of
a transmitter and a receiver. The microrings in each Tx/Rx start with a 5 µm radius and
ramp-up to a 5.046 µm radius with a step size of 2 nm. The Rx spectra of two dies were not
measured correctly, as indicated in Fig. 7.5a. Thus, we have the measurement data of 64
fabricated transceivers for evaluating our grouping algorithms.

Figure 7.5: Organization of measured devices: (a) a wafer of 66 dies; (b) each die consisting
of one TRx; and (c) each Tx/Rx consisting of 24 microrings.
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7.4.2 Synthetic Data
To emulate situations where more transceivers are available for grouping, we generate
synthetic data of transceivers to evaluate our grouping algorithms. We first extract the resonance wavelength (λr ), the extinction ratio (ER), and the quality factor (Q) of each fabricated
microring by fitting Eq. (7.2) to the measured spectra (Fig. 7.2). Then, we effectively characterize the spatial variations of λr , ER, and Q by applying our well-established variation
modeling method [269]. Specifically, we attribute the location dependency of the variation
magnitude on a wafer to three systematic components, namely wafer-level, intra-die, and
inter-die components. This hierarchical method, detailed in [269], involves the usage of
1) robust regression [235] to fit the measurement data with several wafer-level basis functions, followed by 2) a spatial-frequency-domain analysis to extract the intra-die variation
patterns, and 3) low-rank tensor factorization [270] to extract the inter-die variation patterns. Finally, we fit the residuals from this hierarchical decomposition process with a normal distribution N (µ, σ) that is assumed spatially-stationary across the wafer. Fig. 7.6 visualizes the variation modeling process for λr as an example. The variations of ER and Q are
modeled in the same manner, and the results are summarized in Table 7.1.
Wafer-level

=

+

Variations of 𝜆! Leveling 43.03%

+
Radial 16.61%

Intra-die 5.12%

0.5

+

+

0

Inter-die 27.45% Residuals 7.79%

-0.5

𝒩 0,0.0407
Residual histogram

Figure 7.6: Wafer-scale variation characterization for λr , same process applied to ER and Q.
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Table 7.1: Summary of spatial variation decomposition.
Wafer-level

Test
item

Leveling

Radial

λr
ER
Q

43.03 %
0.04 %
1.59 %

16.61 %
1.60 %
2.31 %

Intra-die

Inter-die

Residual

Residual
distribution

5.12 %
32.67 %
29.47 %

27.45 %
18.61 %
21.72 %

7.79 %
47.08 %
44.91 %

N (0, 0.0407)
N (0, 0.0891)
N (0, 0.0940)

We generate wafer-level data for λr , ER, and Q following the variation model and synthesize them into transceiver spectra based on Eq. (7.2). To validate that our synthetic transceivers can closely resemble the fabricated ones in terms of power and energy estimation,
we simulate the microring tuning power and the communication energy efficiency for the
fabricated transceivers and ten wafers of synthetic transceivers. Fig. 7.7 plots the simulation
results in ascending order for a data rate of 30 Gb/s per channel, showing a considerable resemblance of the synthetic transceivers to the fabricated ones. The power models used in
these simulations are the same as those used for the computation of ϵi j and detailed in
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Figure 7.7: Synthetic data generation and validation.
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7.4.3 Cost Matrix
For N transceivers available for grouping, a cost matrix E ∈ RN ×N is computed where the
entry ϵi j is the energy efficiency of a unidirectional link from Tx #i to Rx # j at a given data
rate, i , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. We compute ϵi j as the power consumption of the link divided by the
aggregated data rate of all DWDM channels. The power consumption includes those of the
laser, microring wavelength tuning, and Tx/Rx driver circuitry. Therefore, we have

ϵi j =

P laser + P tuning + P driver
m · DR

,

(7.13)

where m is the number of DWDM channels, and DR is the target data rate per channel. The
power models and assumptions are listed in Table 7.2 and explained as follows.

Laser Power
We assume a quantum-dot (QD) comb laser [21] that can generate a group of evenlyspaced frequency combs to cover the free spectrum range (FSR) of the microrings. We further assume a Gaussian-shaped comb spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. 7.8, with a spectrum
efficiency η = P usable /P total ≈ −3.2 dB [18]. The optical power provided at the laser output
must be high enough so that the following power budget equation holds for any channel

Table 7.2: Models and assumptions for link power computation.
Laser
Wall-plug efficiency

20 % [21]

Data rate-dependent
P sensitivity
[243]

P driver

[230]

Microring losses
Passing
Insertion

0.2 dB
Drop-port
1 dB
Computed for a modulation distance of 0.2 nm

Waveguide losses
Coupling

1 dB [243]

Propagation
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Figure 7.8: Power losses in a microring-based optical link, plotted for five channels for
illustration purpose, including ① coupling loss and modulator passing loss; ② modulator
insertion loss; ③ coupling loss, propagation loss, and Rx drop-port loss; and ④ crosstalk
noise.

k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}:

P comb,k · PLk ⩾ P sensitivity .

(7.14)

Here, P comb,k is the optical power of the k th comb line; PLk ∈ (0, 1) is the overall power loss
of the k th channel, which is the product of several losses (listed in Fig. 7.8) as the light travels; P sensitivity is the sensitivity requirement of the receiver and is modeled as a function of
the data rate in [243]. The laser is characterized by the wall-plug efficiency (WPE) when
converting the electrical power into the optical power:
Ã
P laser · WPE =

m
X

!
P comb,k /η.

(7.15)

k=1

Based on Eqs. (7.14) and (7.15), the laser power consumption can be computed for various
data rates and is consistent with what reported in [21]. Note that if the required optical
power for Eq. (7.14) to hold exceeds the maximum power allowed (7 dBm as per [244]), the
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link is marked as not supporting the target data rate.

Microring Tuning
The P tuning term in Eq. (7.13) is the tuning power required to align the microring resonance wavelengths of Tx #i and Rx # j to a mutual set of laser comb lines. We assume that
thermal tuning is adopted to redshift the resonance wavelengths of the microrings with a
tuning efficiency of 0.15 nm/mW [242]. If some resonance wavelengths fall out of the usable laser range, channel shuffling [173, 174] is applied to utilize a neighboring mode for
alignment.

Driver Circuitry
We consider the modulator drivers, the receiver transimpedance amplifier (TIA), and
the serializer/deserializer (SerDes) circuitry as the main components of the driver circuitry
of an optical link, thus:

P driver = P mod + P TIA + P SerDes .

(7.16)

A decent analysis is provided in [230] that models the power of the driver circuitry as a function of the data rate. In this chapter, we made lookup tables for P driver at various data rates
for the computation of ϵi j .
Note that for network topologies other than the ring bus described in Section 7.2.3, one
can adjust Eq. (7.13) accordingly for computing ϵi j , which is the energy efficiency of a unidirectional link from Tx #i to Rx # j including relay nodes (if there are any), so that the transceiver grouping algorithms proposed in Section 7.3.2 can be directly applied without modification.
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7.5 Evaluation
We evaluate our SA- and PSA-based algorithms for transceiver grouping based on the
data of 64 measured transceivers and up to 256 synthetic transceivers for a wide range of
network configurations.

7.5.1 SA-based Grouping Algorithm
Effectiveness
We first present a few case studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of our SA-based algorithm (Algorithm 7.1). Fig. 7.9 shows an example for N = 16 and n = 2 at a target data
rate of 30 Gb/s per channel. Several grouping schemes are illustrated in the form of graphs,
including random grouping, local grouping, greedy grouping, and three grouping schemes
produced by the SA-based algorithm with different w 1 ’s and w 2 ’s. The nodes in each graph
represent the transceivers available for grouping (i.e., pairing when n = 2). The energy efficiency of each group (pair) is computed from the data of the first 16 measured transceivers.
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Greedy grouping
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Figure 7.9: Illustration of grouping schemes for N = 16 and n = 2 at a target data rate of
30 Gb/s per channel.
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The thinner an edge, the better the energy efficiency. A dashed line, however, indicates that
the link cannot support the target data rate.
We observe from Fig. 7.9 that, compared to a random grouping scheme, the local grouping scheme that groups neighboring transceivers on a wafer only achieves marginal improvement in E and σ. It might seem non-intuitive, as local grouping should mitigate the
impact of wafer-level variations. However, as suggested in Table 7.1, even transceivers that
are close to each other still suffer from significant inter-die variations. The observation justifies the need for more sophisticated grouping algorithms. We further observe that
• the greedy algorithm is able to achieve considerable improvement in E but not σ, as
the transceivers that lead to better energy efficiency are greedily grouped at earlier
steps, leaving the remaining ones grouped at later steps incurring significantly worse
energy efficiency;
• the SA-based algorithm, which starts the optimization by shuffling the greedy grouping scheme, can further improve E when w 1 = w 2 = 0, but may converge to a solution
with a low yield;
• the SA-based algorithm can also improve σ and Y by increasing their corresponding
weights, at the cost of less improvement in other objectives.
We then use the energy-yield curves to compare different grouping schemes for other
network configurations. Fig. 7.10 provides two more cases for N = 32 and 64, n = 4, at a
target data rate of 30 Gb/s per channel. Specifically, for each grouping scheme, we plot the
energy efficiency of all networks assembled in ascending order, so that the average energy
efficiency and the uniformity of the networks assembled can be visualized by the position
and the slope of a curve. On the other hand, the horizontal axis of the plot, i.e., the network
index g ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,G}, is normalized by ⌊N /n⌋. Then, as defined by Eq. (7.6), the network
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yield of a grouping scheme can thus be visualized by the x-coordinate of the ending point
of the corresponding curve, as indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7.10. The energyyield curves again verify that our SA-based algorithm, with a proper assignment of w 1 and
w 2 , can achieve significant improvement in the average energy efficiency and the yield of
the networks assembled, while drastically improving the uniformity compared to a random
grouping scheme.

Scalability
We further evaluate our SA-based algorithm for a variety of network configurations that
cover N ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}, n ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16}, and a target data rate ranging from 20 Gb/s
to 30 Gb/s per channel. We compute the improvement in E , σ, and Y achieved by our SAbased algorithm over random grouping. Note that the improvement in E and σ is measured
by the percentage of reduction compared to that of the random grouping scheme, while the
improvement in Y is measured by the arithmetic difference of the yields (a.k.a. percentage
point or p.p.) of the two grouping schemes. For example, improving the yield from 50 % to
80 % is considered as an increase of 30 percentage points, rather than a 60 % increase. Over127
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all, our SA-based algorithm with w 1 = 1 and w 2 = 2 achieves up to 25 % improvement in the
average energy efficiency of the networks assembled, up to 94 % reduction of the standard
deviation of the energy efficiency, and up to 75 percentage points increase of the network
yield, compared to a random grouping scheme for the network configurations evaluated.
Furthermore, we observe several trends from the evaluation results that are noteworthy:
• As shown in Fig. 7.11a, for a given network size (n) and a target data rate, the energy
efficiency improvement achieved by our SA-based algorithm increases with N , i.e.,
the total number of transceivers. In other words, with more transceivers available for
grouping, there is a greater opportunity to optimize the average energy efficiency of
the networks assembled.
• As shown in Fig. 7.11b, for a given number of transceivers available for grouping, the
reduction of the standard deviation of the energy efficiency, achieved by our SA-based
algorithm, is more significant for a larger n. In other words, when the networks to be
assembled are of a larger size, there is a greater opportunity to group the transceivers
in a way that the networks assembled have relatively similar energy efficiency.
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Figure 7.11: (a)–(c) Improvement achieved by our SA-based algorithm with w 1 = 1 and
w 2 = 2 over the random grouping scheme in energy efficiency, yield, and uniformity, evaluated for various network configurations, and (d) execution time of our SA-based algorithm
for various network configurations.
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• As shown in Fig. 7.11c, for a given number of transceivers available for grouping, the
yield improvement achieved by our SA-based algorithm is greater for a larger n and
a higher data rate. It was observed that the network yield resulted from a random
grouping scheme drastically decreases with the network size and the target data rate.
Especially for n = 16, none of the randomly assembled networks could support a target data rate of 30 Gb/s. Nevertheless, our SA-based algorithm can maintain a reasonably high yield for all network configurations evaluated.
The execution time of our SA-based algorithm is recorded for an initial temperature of
100, a cooling rate of 0.95, a re-annealing interval of (10 × N ) iterations, and 50 rounds of
annealing. Thus, each optimized grouping scheme is produced from a total of (500 × N )
annealing iterations. According to Fig. 7.12, this setting is empirically found adequate for
Eq. (7.9) to converge to a steady value. As shown in Fig. 7.11d, the execution time of our
SA-based algorithm grows polynomially with the number of transceivers and is largely independent of other network parameters. Limited within 40 s for N = 256, the execution time
of our SA-based algorithm is considered a small overhead to the test time of the fabricated
transceivers.
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7.5.2 PSA-based Grouping Algorithm
The SA-based algorithm requires a proper combination of w 1 and w 2 to be specified. To
avoid excessive trials only to determine the values for w 1 and w 2 , the SA-based algorithm is
best suited for situations where 1) either the uniformity or the yield of the networks assembled has an overriding priority over the other, so that having w 1 or w 2 equal to zero generally
works well; or 2) the proper values for w 1 and w 2 are already learned from past runs for the
network configuration of interest. For situations where the proper values for w 1 and w 2
are unknown, our PSA-based algorithm (Algorithm 7.3) can effectively and efficiently explore the trade-off between the three optimization objectives, namely the energy efficiency,
the uniformity, and the yield of the networks assembled. By giving a set of Pareto-optimal
solutions in a single run, our PSA-based algorithm allows one to select a desired grouping
scheme without the need to specify w 1 and w 2 . We compare our PSA-based algorithm to
two other methods that explore the same trade-off by varying the combination of w 1 and
w2:
1) To sweep w 1 and w 2 within a given range (hereafter the SWEEP method). For each
combination of w 1 and w 2 , the SA-based algorithm is called to optimize Eq. (7.9). The
Pareto front of E , σ, and Y is derived after the sweeping by eliminating the dominated
solutions.
2) To employ another optimization solver that takes w 1 and w 2 as input variables. In
this study, we modified an existing implementation of Multi-Objective Particle Swarm
Optimization [271] (hereafter the MOPSO method). In each generation, the MOPSO
method generates multiple combinations of w 1 and w 2 and calls the SA-based algorithm to optimize Eq. (7.9) for each combination. The Pareto front of E , σ, and Y is
updated at the end of each generation, and new combinations of w 1 and w 2 are generated for the next generation based on the current Pareto front.
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Effectiveness
For each network configuration, i.e., given N , n, and a target data rate, a Pareto front of
E , σ, and Y is explored by SWEEP, MOPSO, and our PSA-based algorithm with the following
settings, respectively:
SWEEP We sweep both w 1 and w 2 from 0.2 to 2 with a step size of 0.2. Thus, a total of 100
different combinations of w 1 and w 2 are explored. For each combination of w 1 and
w 2 , a grouping scheme is optimized through (500 × N ) SA iterations.
MOPSO We specify a population size of 10 for the MOPSO method, i.e., ten combinations
of w 1 and w 2 generated and evaluated in each generation. Thus, a total of 100 combinations of w 1 and w 2 are explored in 10 generations, each producing a grouping
scheme optimized through (500 × N ) SA iterations.
PSA We execute our PSA-based algorithm for (500 × N ) iterations with a population size
of 100, where each individual in the population is a candidate grouping scheme. In
other words, 100 grouping schemes are simultaneously optimized through (500 × N )
PSA iterations.
Fig. 7.13 shows the results for N = 32, 64, n = 4, and N = 128, 256, n = 8, at a target data rate
of 30 Gb/s per channel. Specifically, each plotted point corresponds to a grouping scheme,
whose E and σ can be read from its x- and y-coordinates, respectively. The value of Y is
color-coded from light yellow (lowest) to dark blue (highest). Therefore, a grouping scheme
is considered a better one if it is closer to the bottom left corner and darker in color. The
random, local, and greedy grouping schemes are also marked in each plot. We compare the
Pareto-optimal grouping schemes produced by SWEEP, MOPSO, and our PSA-based algorithm and make the following observations:
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• The yield of the networks assembled, as suggested by Eq. (7.6), can only take a few
discrete values. Thus, the Pareto front of E , σ, and Y appears as multiple curves that
correspond to different yield values. Taking Fig. 7.13a as an example, for a network
configuration of interest, one may pick a grouping scheme from the Pareto front by
first specifying an acceptable yield value, then selecting a grouping scheme on the
corresponding curve that reflects the desired trade-off between E and σ.
• In all four plots of Fig. 7.13, most of the Pareto-optimal solutions given by SWEEP and
MOPSO are overlaid by solutions given by our PSA-based algorithm. In other words,
our PSA-based algorithm can produce Pareto-optimal grouping schemes as good as
those identified by SWEEP and MOPSO.
• For N = 128 and 256, both SWEEP and MOPSO tend to produce grouping schemes
with a low yield. However, our PSA-based algorithm can still explore various grouping
schemes with a reasonably high yield.
• Our PSA-based algorithm can always identify multiple grouping schemes that are significantly better than the random grouping scheme in all three optimization objectives, namely E , σ, and Y .
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Efficiency
We define the efficiency of SWEEP, MOPSO, and our PSA-based algorithm as the number
of Pareto-optimal grouping schemes that can be produced in unit time. Using the settings
specified in Section 7.5.2, the number of candidate grouping schemes to be optimized by
each method was 100, while some of the optimized grouping schemes ended up not on the
Pareto front. Fig. 7.14 compares the efficiency of our PSA-based algorithm to that of SWEEP
and MOPSO for various network configurations, and the following observations are made:
• The MOPSO method brings a minor increase in the number of Pareto-optimal grouping schemes compared to the SWEEP method, at the cost of longer execution time
for the same amount of candidates evaluated. On average, the MOPSO method only
achieves 0.97x efficiency compared to the SWEEP method.
• Our PSA-based algorithm, compared to both SWEEP and MOPSO, can produce significantly more Pareto-optimal grouping schemes within a shorter execution time for all
network configurations evaluated. Overall, our PSA-based algorithm achieves 1.67x
to 9.30x improvement in terms of efficiency with an average of 3.13x, compared to the
SWEEP method.

Figure 7.14: Number of Pareto-optimal solutions, execution time, and efficiency comparison of SWEEP, MOPSO, and our PSA-based algorithm.
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In a nutshell, when a proper combination of w 1 and w 2 is unknown, our PSA-based
algorithm can explore a larger solution space with better efficiency compared to SWEEP
and MOPSO, producing more Pareto-optimal grouping schemes for selection.

7.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we target the application scenario where fabricated microring-based
transceivers are grouped for assembling optical networks of multiple nodes. We propose
two algorithms to mix and match the fabricated transceivers so that the three optimization
objectives, namely the average energy efficiency, the uniformity, and the yield of the networks assembled, are optimized. We evaluate our proposed algorithms by wafer-scale measurement data of microring-based transceivers, as well as synthetic data generated from an
experimentally validated variation model. Our first algorithm based on simulated annealing can achieve up to 25 % improvement in the average energy efficiency of the networks
assembled, up to 94 % reduction of the standard deviation of the energy efficiency, and up
to 75 percentage points increase of the network yield, compared to a baseline strategy that
randomly groups the transceivers. Moreover, our second algorithm based on Pareto simulated annealing can efficiently produce multiple Pareto-optimal grouping schemes that
significantly outperform the random grouping scheme in all three optimization objectives,
namely the energy efficiency, the uniformity, and the yield of the networks assembled.
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Chapter 8
T MALPS: Task Mapping–Assisted Laser
Power Scaling
Energy efficiency of an optical network-on-chip (ONoC) largely relies on an effective laser
power management strategy. Addressing the limitations of existing techniques, we propose
a Task Mapping–Assisted Laser Power Scaling (T MALPS) framework to optimize the energy
consumption and the application execution time of an ONoC. Through the combination
of task mapping exploration and runtime laser power reconfiguration applied to a wide
range of application benchmarks, our T MALPS framework achieves an average of 66 % saving of the energy-delay product, compared to a baseline scenario where the optimization
techniques are not applied. Significant improvement over existing techniques was also observed. The hardware overhead required to support our T MALPS framework is minimal with
intelligent reuse of existing on-chip hardware resource.

8.1 Introduction
The multi-processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) has been proposed for broad adoption
in modern high-performance computing (HPC) systems to accommodate traffic-intensive
applications [272]. With the network complexity in modern MPSoCs ever growing, the optical network-on-chip was proposed to provide better bandwidth and energy efficiency than
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that of all-electrical implementations [1]. However, such energy efficiency can be compromised if the laser power is not well managed. The authors of [207] propose to provide just
enough laser power for each optical channel depending on its quality. Nevertheless, their
solution lacks a reconfiguration mechanism under dynamic workloads. Recent advances in
on-chip laser designs, and thus the improved laser power controllability [18], bring about
traffic-adaptive reconfiguration strategies that switch the lasers ON and OFF at application
runtime [197, 198, 273]. Some of these strategies are reviewed in [199] and categorized as
coarse-grained (ON-OFF) strategies as the lasers have solely two configurable states. Due to
the large turn-on delay of the lasers [274], the energy saving obtained from the OFF state
may be counteracted by the energy wasted when switching the lasers back ON, and the application execution time may also be prolonged. To tackle this issue, a fine-grained strategy
is proposed in [199], a.k.a. Dynamic Laser Power Scaling (DLPS), which further introduces a

STANDBY state and an INTERMEDIATE state to the lasers in order to leverage a smaller switching delay. However, despite some improvement over the ON-OFF strategies observed for a few
application benchmarks, the effectiveness of the DLPS strategy is found minimal for many
other application benchmarks as they do not have favorable traffic patterns. This fundamental limitation of the DLPS strategy, to be further elaborated in Section 8.2.2, motivates
us to explore adjustments to the traffic patterns so that laser power reconfiguration techniques can be maximally exploited.
In this chapter, we propose our Task Mapping–Assisted Laser Power Scaling (T MALPS)
framework to jointly optimize the energy consumption and the application execution time
of an ONoC. Task mapping is the process of assigning tasks to the processing units available
on the MPSoC. Thus, different mapping schemes result in different traffic patterns during
application execution. Though well-studied for electrical network-on-chips (NoCs) [275,
276, 277], task mapping has only started to draw attention from ONoC researchers in recent
years. The authors of [278] propose an ONoC task mapping algorithm that optimizes the
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worst case crosstalk noise and optical loss and based on which, further optimizes the average laser power budget [279]. However, a minimum laser power budget does not necessarily
lead to a minimum energy consumption if the application execution time is lengthy under
that particular mapping scheme. Their energy computation method in [279] based on hop
counting is oversimplified. In this chapter, we employ validated simulators which resolve
task dependencies under arbitrary mapping schemes, and compute the energy consumption and latency of the optical network during application execution. The simulation results
indicate that our T MALPS framework helps eliminate unfavorable traffic patterns through
task mapping exploration, and thus significantly improves the effectiveness of runtime laser
power reconfiguration techniques. By jointly optimizing the energy consumption and the
application execution time of the ONoC, an average of 66 % saving of the energy-delay product is observed for a wide range of application benchmarks, compared to a baseline scenario
where the optimization techniques are not applied. Our T MALPS framework also demonstrates better scalability than previous techniques across the evaluated application benchmarks.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we introduce our target
ONoC architecture and the limitations of existing power reconfiguration strategies. In Section 8.3, we formulate the exploration of task mapping as an integer programming problem
and present our optimization framework. In Section 8.4, we summarize the optical power
models and the simulation setup employed in this study. In Section 8.5, we evaluate the
effectiveness and scalability of our T MALPS framework. And Finally, in Section 8.6, we draw
the conclusion of this chapter.
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8.2 Background
8.2.1 Optical Network-on-Chip
An ONoC is a collection of optical interconnects that perform on-chip data communication between the processing units of an MPSoC. Various ONoC architectures have been proposed [258], many of which incorporate sophisticated topologies to address specific design
considerations, such as higher link utilization, lower crosstalk noise, etc. In this chapter,
we target an ONoC architecture based on a generic optical ring bus [257] to demonstrate
our T MALPS framework. As illustrated in Fig. 8.1, the processing nodes of the MPSoC are
connected to an optical ring bus with a multiple-reader-multiple-writer (MWMR) architecture. Each node has both write and read access to the optical bus, achieved by silicon photonic microring modulators and filters [25], respectively. Wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM) is enabled at each node. Therefore, for a network with n nodes, each with m multiplexed channels, the total number of microring modulators/filters required is n · m.
In a typical MWMR configuration, all processing nodes are allowed to utilize all available
wavelengths in order to increase the utilization. A wavelength allocation scheme is thus
required to ensure mutual exclusion of the selected wavelengths. In this chapter, however,
we assume that mutual exclusion is always satisfied, and focus on the joint impact of task

Figure 8.1: Illustration of an MWMR ONoC architecture.
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mapping and runtime laser power reconfiguration. The models and assumptions for each
network component are detailed in Section 8.4.

8.2.2 Limitations of Existing Strategies
An ON-OFF strategy such as [197] switches the lasers OFF when there is no pending transmission. However, a non-trivial turn-on delay will be introduced when the laser is switched
back ON. As per [274], it can take as long as ∼10 ns for the laser to stabilize before any data
transmission should take place, deteriorating both the energy consumption and the application execution time of the ONoC. DLPS is proposed in [199] as an extension to the ON-

OFF strategy, where the laser can operate in one of the four modes, namely OFF, STANDBY,
INTERMEDIATE, and FULL-ON. In the STANDBY mode, the laser is biased slightly above the
threshold current to reduce the energy consumption yet maintain the capability of a fast
turn-on (assumed 1 ns in [199]). In the INTERMEDIATE mode, the laser provides just enough
optical power (between zero and the maximum supported) to accommodate the requested
data rate. The switching principle of the DLPS strategy is as follows:
• When traffic presents, the laser switches to either the INTERMEDIATE mode or the

FULL-ON mode.
• When no traffic presents, the laser switches to the STANDBY mode and stays for at most
t idle clock cycles before switching OFF, where t idle is a tunable parameter for different
applications.
Fig. 8.2 shows an example of the DLPS switching operations with t idle set to 5 clock cycles.
Under the DLPS strategy, the laser will not be switched OFF if the interval between two transmissions is smaller than t idle cycles, and thus the second transmission can start with a faster
switching.
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Figure 8.2: Example of DLPS [199] with t idle = 5.

While a larger t idle reduces the occurrences of ON-OFF switching, it also consumes energy
during the STANDBY period. A straightforward upper bound for t idle can be derived as

t idle ⩽ t max =

∆off · P on − ∆standby · P on
P standby

,

(8.1)

where ∆off and ∆standby are the laser turn-on delay from the OFF mode and the STANDBY
mode, respectively; P on and P standby are the power consumption of the FULL-ON mode and
the STANDBY mode, respectively. This inequality ensures that the energy consumption of
the STANDBY period is smaller than that of an OFF-ON switching. The authors of [199] notice
that the energy saving of the DLPS strategy is no better than that of the ON-OFF strategy
for many application benchmarks, due to that most of the transmission intervals in these
applications are greater than t max . In other words, it is simply better to switch the laser OFF
immediately after each transmission, rather than wait in the STANDBY mode for any period
of time.
The lack of access to adjusting the traffic patterns limits the effectiveness of the DLPS
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Figure 8.3: Illustration of task partition, grouping, and mapping.

strategy, which motivates our study to incorporate task mapping exploration to help resolve
this fundamental limitation.

8.3 Problem Formulation
8.3.1 Mapping Scheme Encoding
The execution of an application on multiple processing units involves several preliminary steps, as illustrated in Fig. 8.3. Task partition divides the application into a finite number of tasks. An optional task grouping step rejoins certain tasks into task groups, followed
by task mapping which assigns each task or task group to a processing unit. Each of these
steps affects the communication among tasks/task groups, and thus results in different traffic patterns during application execution. Note that in this chapter, we treat task grouping as
a special case of task mapping, where multiple tasks are mapped onto the same processing
unit.
For an application with T tasks, we encode its mapping scheme into a vector:

£
¤
M1×T = p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p T ,

(8.2)

where the integer p i ∈ [1, P ] is the processing unit to which task #i is assigned, and P is the
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total number of processing units. Consecutive tasks are allowed to be assigned to the same
processing unit. In such cases, the communication between the two tasks becomes internal
to the processing unit and is not carried out by the optical network.

8.3.2 Optimization Framework
In order to explore the impact of task mapping on the effectiveness of runtime laser
power reconfiguration strategies, we propose our T MALPS framework illustrated in Fig. 8.4.
Our framework takes the application-specific task mapping schemes as the input population. The figure of merit for each mapping scheme is evaluated by two metrics, namely the
system energy consumption and the application execution time. Here, instead of having
closed-form objective functions, both metrics are computed by simulating the application
under the mapping scheme being evaluated. Specifically, a network simulator integrated
with laser power reconfiguration features computes the network energy consumption and
the latency. The latency information is then fed into an architectural simulator which computes the energy consumption of the cores/cache hierarchies and the overall application
execution time. Finally, the overall system energy consumption and the application execution time are the two objectives both seeking to be optimized. The choice of simulators and
some implementation considerations are introduced in Section 8.4.3.
The fact that the input mapping schemes are vectors with all integer elements renders
our T MALPS a multi-objective integer programming problem. In this chapter, we modify
and employ a multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) solver [271] to identify
a Pareto front of the two objectives, where improvement in either one will require sacrificing the other. The solver also generates new mapping schemes for the next iteration of
optimization, where the best schemes in both the current and the past iterations affect how
far the new scheme deviates from the current one. Implementation details of the MOPSO
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Figure 8.4: T MALPS optimization framework.

solver can be found in [271] and are not further elaborated here.

8.4 Simulation Setup
8.4.1 Laser Turn-On Delay
In order to model the laser turn-on delay for various initial and final power states, we
build a SPICE-compatible [82] laser transient model based on coupled rate equations [22]
and calibrated it against the measured result of a fabricated laser diode reported in [214].
Fig. 8.5a shows a good match of the simulated and the measured laser output. Fig. 8.5b illustrates the laser turn-on delay for different initial and final power levels. It can be observed
that the turn-on delay from the STANDBY state to various final states can be limited within
sub-nanosecond, while the turn-on delay from zero bias can take up to ∼10 ns. Inverse proportionality is observed between the turn-on delay and the final power level, which is also
consistent with what reported in [274]. It is noteworthy that the actual delay incurred on the
data transmission also depends on the clock rate of the system. For example, the granularity of the control logics under a 1 GHz clock is 1 ns, which means that the data transmission
must be delayed by a full nanosecond even if the laser turn-on delay can be smaller than
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Figure 8.5: (a) Laser transient model, and (b) turn-on delay simulation where different
colors correspond to different final states.

that.

8.4.2 Optical Link Power
We consider an ONoC based on MWMR optical links introduced in Section 8.2.1. We
further assume 5-channel WDM for each node, and a maximum data rate of 20 Gb/s per
channel yielding a total of 100 Gb/s supported by each node. When a transmission is requested, a 5-channel optical link is activated between a writer and a reader, each channel
with a power consumption of:

P channel = P laser + P mod + 2P tuning + P TIA + P SerDes .

(8.3)

Here, P mod , P TIA , and P SerDes are the power consumptions of the modulator driver, the
receiver transimpedance amplifier (TIA), and the serializer/deserializer (SerDes) circuitry,
which largely depend on the data rate. A decent analysis of such dependency is given
in [230]. P tuning is required for two microrings (a modulator and a filter) to align their resonance wavelengths to the laser wavelength. Low-power tuning techniques are proposed
in [105, 173, 176, 225, 226], while a recent method reported in [226], evaluated on measured
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Figure 8.6: (a) Power models and (b) power vs. data rate for an optical channel.

process variations, is adopted for the computation of P tuning in this chapter.
P laser is the electrical power consumed by the laser diode. It subjects to a wall-plug efficiency (WPE) to convert the electrical power into the optical power, which in turn must be
high enough to overcome the power losses (PL) along the optical link, and eventually suffice
the receiver sensitivity:

P optical ·

Y

PLi ⩾ P sensitivity

(8.4)

i

Here, P optical = P laser · WPE. P sensitivity is another data rate–dependent term, for which a reasonable model is provided in [243] with respect to various bit error rate (BER) requirements.
A summary of the power models featured in this chapter for optical components is given in
Fig. 8.6a, and based on which, the computed power consumption per channel w.r.t. different data rates are plotted in Fig. 8.6b.
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Table 8.1: Architectural configurations for evaluating T MALPS.
Instruction set architecture
CPU frequency
L1 I/D cache size
L2 cache size
Cache line size
Cache coherency protocol
Technology node
(proc. die/mem. die)

ARM

alpha

1 GHz
1 GHz
32 kB/core
64 kB/core
512 kB/core
2 MB/core
32 b
64 b
Directory-based MSI_MOSI
40 nm/40 nm

180 nm/90 nm

8.4.3 Simulator Choice
In our study featured in this chapter, the laser turn-on delay is variable throughout the
application execution. To the best of our knowledge, such feature is not supported by any
readily available network simulators. Therefore, we implemente our in-house network simulator to compute the energy and the latency of the ONoC. For a fair comparison, we validate our network simulator with parameters identical to those reported in [199], and are
able to match their results. We then configure our network simulator with the parameters
listed in Section 8.4.2 and interface the network latency result to the architectural simulator. We employ JADE [186] as our architectural simulator as it supports customized task
mapping. Table 8.1 lists its configurations.

8.5 Evaluation
We evaluate our T MALPS framework on a 64-node ONoC based on the MWMR architecture introduced in Section 8.2.1. Twelve application benchmarks are obtained from the
COSMIC Multiprocessor Benchmark Suite [201]. The applications are already partitioned
into fine-grained tasks, as summarized in Table 8.2. Each application comes with a default
task mapping scheme based on load balancing. Detailed descriptions of the applications
can be found in [201].
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Table 8.2: Application benchmarks used for evaluating T MALPS.
Synthetic application benchmarks
Type
Uniform
Hotspot

# of tasks
128
128

# of communications
496
960

Realistic application benchmarks
Name
Cifar-10
FaceRecgonition
RS-encoder
RS-decoder
HPCG
Snap
FFT
Ultrasound
RayTracing
MolecularDynamics

# of tasks
33
33
141
526
2912
2299
15 360
567
25 576
4334

# of communications
50
50
140
789
18 323
20 844
24 064
44 746
45 468
194 419

The solutions given by our T MALPS framework are compared to three other strategies.
The baseline strategy does not include runtime laser power reconfiguration, and uses the
default task mapping scheme. A simple ON-OFF strategy and the DLPS strategy [199] are also
included for comparison, both using the default task mapping scheme as well.

8.5.1 Case Study on RS-encoder
We first show a case study on the RS-encoder application to demonstrate the interpretation of the simulation results. The application task graph is profiled under the ARM instruction set architecture.

The Pareto Front
The output from our T MALPS framework is a Pareto front of the system energy consumption and the application execution time. In Fig. 8.7, we normalize both metrics by the baseline strategy to show the improvement/overhead of various solutions. For RS-encoder, the
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Figure 8.7: Pareto front of system energy reduction and execution time reduction for
RS-encoder given by our T MALPS framework.

simple ON-OFF strategy results in a large execution time overhead without providing any energy saving, due to the frequent ON-OFF switching of the lasers. The DLPS strategy achieves
considerable energy saving at the cost of a small execution time overhead by leveraging
the STANDBY mode. Our T MALPS framework identifies a Pareto front (black dots) among all
evaluated mapping schemes (blue shade). As the DLPS solution with the default mapping
scheme is among the initial population fed into our optimizer, any new solution, if adopted
by the Pareto front, is guaranteed to outperform the DLPS strategy in at least one of the two
metrics.

Impact of Task Mapping Exploration
Among the T MALPS solutions in Fig. 8.7, three special cases are highlighted. Solution ①
achieves the highest energy saving (69 %) at the cost of 34 % longer execution time. Solution ② reduces the execution time by 16 % while achieving less energy saving, nevertheless,
still better than the baseline strategy in both metrics. Solution ③ is one of our T MALPS solutions that outperform the DLPS strategy in both metrics.
In Fig. 8.8a, the system energy consumption and the execution time of these solutions
are plotted w.r.t. different t idle values. It can be observed that the curves experience several
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Figure 8.8: Task mapping exploration improves DLPS effectiveness by eliminating unfavorable transmissions.

abrupt drops at t idle = 1, 9, 17, and 25, for both the DLPS and our T MALPS solutions. By referencing Fig. 8.8b, we notice that these values correspond to the major bars in the histogram
of possible transmission intervals for the RS-encoder application. As soon as t idle reaches
one of these critical values, those transmissions with the corresponding interval begin to
take advantage of the STANDBY mode without the need to switch OFF the laser.
The circled bar in Fig. 8.8b indicates that there are transmissions with an interval of
36 clock cycles in the DLPS solution. However, the DLPS energy curve does not drop at
t idle = 36. This means that the energy consumption of 36 STANDBY cycles already exceeds
that of an OFF-ON switching. While the optimal t idle is still 25 cycles for the RS-encoder, these
transmissions with an interval of 36 cycles are always suffering from the OFF-ON switching
penalty, and thus counteract the effectiveness of the DLPS strategy. By changing the task
mapping scheme of the RS-encoder application, our T MALPS solution ③ is able to eliminate
such unfavorable transmissions, and thus provide a better optimization result compared to
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the DLPS strategy in both optimization targets. Our T MALPS framework also explores other
task mapping schemes and provides a set of solutions with different emphasis. A solution
with either lower energy consumption or shorter execution time can be identified based on
the specific priority of a user.

8.5.2 Evaluation on Other Benchmarks
We evaluate our T MALPS framework across a wide range of application models that are
profiled under two instruction set architectures (ISAs), namely ARM and alpha. For each
application, we report the normalized energy-delay product (EDP) of different strategies,
which are computed as the product of the system energy consumption and the application
execution time normalized by that of the baseline strategy. Among the multiple Pareto solutions given by our T MALPS framework, the one with the smallest EDP is chosen to be the
representative solution.

Overall EDP Comparison
Fig. 8.9 summarizes the EDP comparison between our T MALPS framework and other
strategies. Despite slight differences in some numbers, identical patterns were observed for
both ISAs, that our T MALPS solution yields the lowest EDP in 23 out of 24 configurations.
Overall, an average of 66 % reduction of EDP can be achieved by our T MALPS framework for
the twelve application benchmarks, compared to the baseline strategy where neither task
mapping exploration nor laser power reconfiguration is involved.

Complementary Behavior of ON-OFF and DLPS
An interesting observation arises when analyzing the second and the third bar of each
group. For illustration purpose, we reorder the application benchmarks in Fig. 8.9 in a way
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Figure 8.9: Evaluation of our T MALPS framework on 12 application benchmarks profiled
under 2 ISAs.

that for the first half of the twelve benchmarks, the ON-OFF strategy performs worse than
the baseline. As previously discussed, these applications are traffic intensive for which too
frequently switching the lasers OFF could compromise the energy efficiency and the application execution time. The DLPS strategy, on the other hand, performs reasonably well on
these applications, as bursty transmissions benefit from the STANDBY mode. For the second
half of the benchmarks, the simple ON-OFF strategy works considerably well, which indicates
longer intervals between transmissions. Consequently, the improvement of the DLPS strategy over the ON-OFF strategy is quite limited, especially for RS-decoder, HPCG, Snap, and
RayTracing. That being said, our T MALPS framework is scalable enough to further optimize
the EDP in both scenarios.

Curse of Dimensionality
For an ONoC with P processing units and an application with T tasks, Eq. (8.2) suggests an exponential searching space of O(P T ). Although our T MALPS framework employs
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a metaheuristic optimizer which does not require an exhaustive search, an adequate number of iterations should the optimizer run, otherwise, the optimality of the solutions can
be impaired. However, the two objectives in our T MALPS framework are evaluated by the
execution of multiple simulators, which renders the problem evaluation-expensive for applications with a large number of communications. This limitation starts to surface when
evaluated on the MolecularDynamics application, where our T MALPS framework failed to
bring improvement over the DLPS strategy under the alpha ISA. In future work, other optimizers should be explored to tackle high-dimensional, evaluation-expensive problems. A
hybrid of multiple optimizers may help further enhance the scalability of T MALPS. Alternatively, an online task mapping algorithm for ONoCs is also worth investigation.

8.5.3 Hardware Overhead
The hardware overhead required to support our T MALPS framework mainly comes from
idle time tracking. Fortunately, devices on modern MPSoCs are typically controlled by finite state machines, which means that a multiple-bit STATE register already exists and can
be reused to indicate the device idle time. The STATE register itself only reflects the instantaneous state of the device. In order to extract time information, the authors of [280] propose a simple hardware modification to map the multi-bit STATE register into a single-bit
busy/idle indicator. The indicator is periodically polled by the processor running a power
management software. The indicator sets to busy whenever there are pending tasks; it resets to idle only when the STATE register shows idle AND a polling signal has been received.
Under such logic, if polling of the indicator returns idle, the device must have stayed in the
idle state for at least one polling period. The implementation of the busy/idle indicator only
requires several tens of logic gates, as reported in [280]. By setting the polling period to t idle
in this study, we are able to keep track of the transmitters that have been idle for threshold
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cycles and trigger the turn-off signal.

8.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we propose T MALPS, a Task Mapping–Assisted Laser Power Scaling framework for optical network-on-chips. Our T MALPS framework combines task mapping exploration and runtime laser power reconfiguration to optimize the energy consumption and
the application execution time of the ONoC. Simulation results across various application
benchmarks show that our T MALPS framework is able to achieve an average of 66 % saving
of the system energy-delay product. With the assistance from task mapping exploration, our
T MALPS framework scales well to many situations where previous techniques fail to bring
improvement. The hardware overhead required to support our T MALPS framework can be
well-controlled with intelligent use of software-level techniques and existing registers accessible to on-chip devices.
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P OLESTAR: Power Level Scaling with
Traffic-Adaptive Reconfiguration
Silicon microring–based optical interconnects offer great potential for high-bandwidth data
communication in future data centers and high-performance computing (HPC) systems.
However, a lack of effective runtime power management strategies for optical links, especially during idle or low-utilization periods, is devastating to the energy efficiency and the
energy proportionality of the network. In this chapter, we propose P OLESTAR, i.e., POwer
LEvel Scaling with Traffic-Adaptive Reconfiguration, for microring-based optical interconnects. P OLESTAR offers a collection of runtime reconfiguration strategies targeting the power
states of the lasers and the microring tuning circuitry. The reconfiguration mechanism of
the power states is traffic-adaptive for exploiting the trade-off between energy saving and
application execution time. The evaluation of P OLESTAR with production data-center traces
demonstrates over 85 % reduction in pJ/b consumption and significant improvements in
energy proportionality metrics for optical links and networks, notably outperforming existing strategies.
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9.1 Introduction
The recent explosive growth of data-driven artificial intelligence (AI) applications has
triggered the convergence between data centers and HPC systems in terms of performance
requirements [281]. As the computational capability continuously improves through hardware parallelism and specialization, the bottleneck of system performance is gradually shifting from computation to communication [3]. According to the latest technology projections, the bandwidth capacity provisioned for intra–data center/HPC interconnects has exceeded hundreds of Gb/s, a data rate at which traditional electrical interconnects become
uneconomical [4, 31]. As a result, optical interconnects are expected to replace electrical
ones in both data centers and HPC systems with a growing trend toward shorter reach [1].
Silicon photonics is considered a scalable and cost-effective technology for implementing optical interconnects with a CMOS-compatible fabrication process [13]. In particular,
optical links based on quantum-dot (QD) comb lasers [21] and silicon microring resonators
(MRRs) [25] have drawn increasing attention for achieving dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) within compact footprints [29]. Innovations at device, link, and system
levels have been reported to advocate microring-based interconnect solutions for future
data centers and HPC systems [282, 283, 284].
Unlike the bandwidth capacity for which technologies beyond 1 Tb/s are already under
active investigation [6, 7], the energy issues of microring-based optical interconnects have
long remained challenging [285]. Despite recent advances in device design [33, 34, 35] and
link-level power mitigation techniques [105, 173, 174, 225, 226, 286, 287] that are pushing the
best-case energy efficiency of an individual link toward ∼1 pJ/b, the effective energy efficiency of an interconnected network is often far from this optimum due to traffic dynamics [36]. Moreover, failure to properly manage the link power during idle or low-utilization
periods is devastating to the energy proportionality of the network [37]. Given these is156
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sues, the following major contributors to the energy consumption of microring-based optical interconnects must be addressed by system-level reconfiguration strategies at application runtime:
Static power consumed by the continuous-wave (CW) lasers and the microring tuning circuitry can take up over 80 % of the link power consumption, according to a recent
analysis of microring-based DWDM links [32]. The static power is inevitable as long
as the link remains on, even if it is not transmitting data. Due to the burstiness of traffic in data centers and HPC systems, the interconnects can often stay idle for relatively
long periods [38]. As a result, both the lasers and the microring tuning circuitry need
runtime power reconfiguration to avoid excessive waste of energy during idle periods.
Bandwidth overprovisioning is a common practice in data centers and HPC systems [288].
This naïve strategy aims to avoid data-starved computation nodes by deploying optical links that can accommodate the peak bandwidth requirement at the cost of higher
communication power [289]. However, as the laser power drastically increases at
higher data rates, the optimal energy-per-bit consumption of an optical link often
occurs at a data rate slower than the peak [243]. Meanwhile, the skewed (spatially
non-uniform) traffic patterns in data centers and HPC systems [39] often result in underutilized links in certain parts of the network. Therefore, it is unwise to always use
the maximum data rate for all network activities.
Inspired by the dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) techniques that are commonly adopted by the computational hardware (e.g., CPUs and GPUs) [290], runtime reconfiguration of power states can also be applied to the lasers and the microring tuning
circuitry to save energy. However, special considerations must be taken regarding the reconfiguration delay of the optical components, such as the turn-on delay of the lasers [274]
and the stabilization time of microring tuning [291]. The reconfiguration delay harms the
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application execution time and incurs extra energy consumption that could offset the energy saving. Therefore, the reconfiguration strategies must be adaptive to the runtime traffic
patterns to avoid unnecessary changes of the power states to the maximum extent.
Given such design considerations, we propose P OLESTAR, i.e., POwer LEvel Scaling with
Traffic-Adaptive Reconfiguration, for microring-based optical interconnects in data centers
and HPC systems. To be elaborated in Section 9.3, P OLESTAR offers a collection of runtime
power reconfiguration strategies designed around the following objectives:
1) reducing the energy consumption of idle links by switching the lasers and the microring tuning circuitry to off or some low-power states;
2) improving the energy efficiency of active links by using an intermediate (as opposed
to the maximum) data rate for select network activities; and
3) minimizing the overhead to the application execution time by making the reconfiguration mechanism of the power states traffic-adaptive.
We evaluate the effectiveness of P OLESTAR for representative network topologies with an
event-driven simulator modified from [194] and [292]. The network in simulation is driven
by production data center traces from Alibaba, Inc., containing task execution details of
∼4000 machines over eight days [293]. The simulation results demonstrate a 72 % to 87 % reduction in pJ/b consumption and significant improvements in energy proportionality metrics for optical links and networks, notably outperforming existing strategies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, we provide an overview of
microring-based optical interconnects and their energy issues, as well as a brief discussion
of related work. In Section 9.3, we present the detailed design of P OLESTAR and analyze
the motivation for each power reconfiguration strategy featured in it. In Section 9.4, we
describe the simulation setup for evaluating the effectiveness of P OLESTAR. In Section 9.5,
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we demonstrate the evaluation of P OLESTAR with production data-center traces. And finally,
in Section 9.6, we draw the conclusion of this chapter.

9.2 Background
9.2.1 Overview of Microring-Based Optical Interconnects
The communication links in data centers and HPC systems connect the computation
nodes to their entry-point routers and the routers among themselves. As of today, optical
links have dominated the interconnects above the rack-to-rack level and started to penetrate the intra-rack regime [4]. Silicon microring–based optical interconnects are made up
of active links enabled by optical transceivers. As illustrated in Fig. 9.1, a microring-based
optical transceiver (TRx) achieves DWDM communication by deploying cascaded microrings along a shared waveguide. At the transmitter (Tx) side, each microring modulator
modulates a specific wavelength at its resonance. At the receiver (Rx) side, a corresponding microring filter couples the signal out for detection. Concurrent transmission of multiple channels has demonstrated an aggregated data rate of 400 Gb/s [5], and technologies
toward 1 Tb/s are under active investigation [6].
Monitoring photodetector

Microring modulator
…

Comb laser

Tx
Rx

Grating coupler

Silicon waveguide
…

Receiving photodetector

Microring filter

Optical fiber

Figure 9.1: Illustration of a silicon microring–based optical transceiver.
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9.2.2 Energy Issues of Microring-Based Optical Interconnects
Energy Efficiency
The energy efficiency of optical interconnects is usually measured in pJ/b. However,
in most literature, this metric is computed as mW/ (Gb/s), reflecting the power required to
attain a target data rate, which has a unit equivalent to pJ/b as Watt = J/s. In this chapter,
we refer to the above power-oriented metric as the nominal energy efficiency to distinguish
it from the effective energy efficiency, the latter measuring the actual energy consumption
associated with data movement.
The nominal energy efficiency of a microring-based optical link heavily relies on the
power consumption of three components, namely the laser, the microring tuning circuitry,
and the electrical driver circuitry:

E nom =

P laser + P tuning + P driver
m · DR

.

(9.1)

Here, m is the number of DWDM channels, and DR is the target data rate per channel. Due
to the process variations that deviate the resonance wavelengths of the microrings from
their design values [269], P tuning is required to thermally tune the microrings and align the
Tx/Rx channels to a mutual set of carrier wavelengths. As analyses show that the tuning
power can take over half of the link power consumption [32], many link-level optimization
techniques were proposed to improve the nominal energy efficiency of optical links by reducing the tuning power [105, 173, 174, 225, 226, 286, 287].
The effective energy efficiency, on the other hand, measures the actual energy consumed
by the optical interconnects to transfer a total number of bits during the entire timespan of
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application execution:

E eff =

Energy consumption
.
# of bits transferred

(9.2)

In the presence of traffic dynamics, an optical link without proper power management may
still consume energy when it is idle. As a result, the effective energy efficiency of an optical
network can be orders of magnitude worse than the nominal energy efficiency of individual
links [4]. Several techniques were proposed to reconfigure the laser power at application
runtime [197, 198, 199, 294]. However, these techniques target the optical network-on-chip
(ONoC) [8], where the traffic patterns are significantly different from off-chip scenarios. For
ONoCs, the inter-arrival time between two data transmission requests usually ranges from
nanoseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds [200, 201], much smaller than the thermal time
constants of microring tuning (∼1 µs to ∼1 ms) [202, 203, 204]. Thus, power reconfiguration
for the microring tuning circuitry was deemed unnecessary for ONoCs. However, for data
centers and HPC systems where the links can often stay idle for milliseconds to seconds [38],
such reconfiguration capability becomes imperative for the effective energy efficiency of the
optical interconnects.

Energy Proportionality
The energy proportionality of data-center/HPC interconnects is also becoming more
critical as the computation nodes become more energy-proportional over the years [295].
As illustrated in Fig. 9.2, the energy proportionality can be measured by various metrics,
such as the idle-to-peak ratio (IPR) [296]:

IPR = P idle /P peak ,
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Figure 9.2: Illustration of energy proportionality metrics.

and the energy proportionality error (EPE) [297]:
1

Z
EPE =

0

|P (u) − u| du,

(9.4)

where u ∈ [0, 1] is the utilization of the network, and P (u) ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized network
power as a function of the utilization level. The energy proportionality of the optical interconnects also relies on proper management of the link power during idle or low-utilization
periods.

9.2.3 Scope of This chapter
Our P OLESTAR strategies aim to improve the effective energy efficiency and the energy
proportionality of the optical interconnects for data-center/HPC applications by reconfiguring the power states of the lasers and the microring tuning circuitry on the fly. Note that
another line of work on energy-efficient optical interconnects focuses on connectivity reconfiguration, which lets busy links borrow bandwidth from idle ones to reduce the need
for bandwidth overprovisioning [205, 206]. P OLESTAR is orthogonal to and can be applied
on top of these techniques because power reconfiguration of optical devices is always applicable as long as traffic dynamics exist.
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9.3 Strategy Design and Motivation Analysis
P OLESTAR features a collection of power reconfiguration strategies for optical interconnects designed with the following questions in mind:
1) What are the power states that a link can switch to when it becomes idle?
2) What data rate should be assigned when a data transmission request is received?
3) How can the reconfiguration mechanism of the power states adapt to the traffic patterns that are spatially non-uniform and constantly changing?
We thus elaborate on the design of our P OLESTAR strategies in three steps.

9.3.1 Power Reconfiguration for Idle Links
Due to the turn-on delay of the lasers and the microring tuning circuitry, it is unwise to
immediately turn off all the components of an optical link as soon as it becomes idle, in case
there is an upcoming transmission request shortly after. P OLESTAR extends the laser power
scaling concept proposed in [199] into a fine-grained power reconfiguration strategy that
includes both the lasers and the microring tuning circuitry. As summarized in Table 9.1 and
illustrated in Fig. 9.3, besides ON and OFF, two additional states are introduced to the optical
link, namely READY and STANDBY. The switching between the power states depends on how
long the link has remained idle, where two threshold values, t 1 and t 2 , come into play:
• When the link becomes idle, it is first switched to the READY state from the ON state by
reducing the laser bias current to its threshold. At this state, the laser consumes significantly less power with only spontaneous emission and maintains the capability of
a fast turn-on. The reconfiguration delay from READY to ON is roughly proportional
to the differential carrier lifetime of the laser and in the order of several nanoseconds [274].
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Table 9.1: Available power states for idle links.
Idle time

Power state

0
(0, t 1 ]
(t 1 , t 2 ]
(t 2 , +∞)

ON
READY
STANDBY
OFF

Laser bias

MRR tuning

Turn-on delay

> I th
∼ I th
0
0

On
On
On
Off

Small
Medium
Large

Figure 9.3: Power state reconfiguration for idle links (not drawn to scale for illustration
purpose). ∆ denotes the idle time since the last transmission.

• When the link has remained idle for longer than t 1 , it is then switched to the STANDBY
state by turning the laser bias off. The reconfiguration delay from STANDBY to ON is
roughly proportional to the total carrier lifetime of the laser and up to ∼100 ns [18].
• When the link has remained idle for longer than t 2 (t 2 ⩾ t 1 ), it is finally switched to
the OFF state by suspending the microring tuning circuitry. The reconfiguration delay
from OFF to ON is dominated by the thermal time constants of microring tuning (up to
∼1 ms [202, 203, 204]).
It is further assumed that during the reconfiguration delay, the link consumes the same
power as that of the final state but cannot transmit data. Note that in this chapter, the time
required for clock recovery and frame synchronization is not counted toward the reconfiguration delay. In contrast to traditional electrical interconnects that maintain synchro164
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nization between two connected ports by filling idle periods with repetitive patterns, optical interconnects for data centers and HPC systems usually employ burst-mode receivers to
perform synchronization of clock and data amid bursty traffic [298]. Such receiver technologies prepend some carefully designed preamble bits to the data packets and can achieve fast
synchronization of clock and data within several nanoseconds [299, 300]. The synchronization time is considered as a small overhead to the packet transfer time independent of the
initial power state of the optical link.
As shown in Fig. 9.3, the state transition profile of a link during the idle period is determined by the relationship between ∆ (i.e., the idle time since the last transmission) and the
values of t 1 and t 2 . If t 1 = t 2 = 0, the strategy reduces to simple ON-OFF reconfiguration that
switches the link off as soon as it becomes idle. While positive t 1 and t 2 could benefit some
transmissions with reduced turn-on delay, both thresholds cannot be infinitely large as the

READY and STANDBY states themselves also consume energy. Therefore, t 1 and t 2 should
be made adjustable at application runtime for the constantly changing ∆, in other words,
traffic-adaptive. Section 9.3.3 will further elaborate on this design objective.

9.3.2 Power Reconfiguration for Active Links
Besides providing multiple power states for idle links, P OLESTAR also features two strategies that take effect when a link receives a data transmission request and becomes active.
The first strategy seeks to improve the link energy efficiency by using an intermediate data
rate (as opposed to the maximum supported) for select network activities. As illustrated in
Fig. 9.4, due to the highly nonlinear growth of laser power consumption at higher data rates,
the optimal pJ/b of an optical link could occur at a data rate slower than the peak, which we
denote by DRopt . (The power models for the optical link will be revisited in Section 9.4.3.) In
this chapter, we propose to use DRopt for transmitting control messages (whose volume is
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Figure 9.4: (a) Power consumption and (b) nominal energy efficiency of an optical link as
functions of the data rate per channel.

Figure 9.5: Illustration of delayed wake-up of downstream links for a network activity
traversing multiple links.

usually orders of magnitude smaller than the actual data) and data that do not serve as the
input to any pending tasks. According to our observation from the Alibaba cluster traces,
these messages can take up over 25 % of all network activities, offering a reasonable opportunity for energy optimization.
Another strategy accounts for the scenario where a network activity traverses multiple
links. This is common for data-center/HPC interconnects as the network topology is usually
hierarchical rather than point-to-point. As illustrated in Fig. 9.5, when a data transmission
request is received, instead of immediately waking up all the links en route, P OLESTAR wakes
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up a downstream link with a delay d computed as
Ã
d i = max 0,

iX
−1

!
s/DR j − δi ,

(9.5)

j =1

where i denotes the sequential position of the target link en route, s denotes the data size,
DR j denotes the data rate assigned to the data by link # j , and δi denotes the reconfiguration
delay corresponding to the current power state of link #i . Eq. (9.5) ensures that only the
reconfiguration delay of the first link will affect the overall communication time, and those
of the downstream links can be already in the ON state by the time the data arrives.

9.3.3 Making the Reconfiguration Mechanism Traffic-Adaptive
As the traffic patterns vary from link to link and changes with time, P OLESTAR features a
mechanism that adjusts the values of the idle thresholds, t 1 and t 2 , at application runtime.
Referring to Fig. 9.3, an upper bound for t 1 can be calculated from

P READY · t 1 + P ON · δREADY ⩽ P STANDBY · t 1 + P ON · δSTANDBY ,

(9.6)

which gives

t 1 ⩽ t 1,max =

P ON (δSTANDBY − δREADY )
,
P READY − P STANDBY

(9.7)

where P ∗ is the link power consumption of state ∗, and δ∗ is the turn-on delay of the link
from state ∗. In other words, for an idle time ∆ greater than t 1,max , it is rather less energyconsuming to skip the READY state and directly use the STANDBY state for the entire idle
period, despite a larger turn-on delay. Similarly, an upper bound for t 2 can be calculated
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from

P READY · t 1 + P STANDBY (t 2 − t 1 ) + P ON · δSTANDBY ⩽ P ON · δOFF ,

(9.8)

P ON (δOFF − δSTANDBY ) − (P READY − P STANDBY ) t 1
.
P STANDBY

(9.9)

which gives

t 2 ⩽ t 2,max =

For an idle time ∆ greater than t 2,max , it becomes less energy-consuming if the link remains

OFF for the entire idle period despite the even larger OFF-ON delay.
An ideal mechanism is expected to predict the next ∆ and adjust the idle thresholds to
ensure that

¡
¤
 ∆ ⩽ t 1 ⩽ t 1,max , if ∆ ∈ 0, t 1,max ,


t 1 = 0,

¡
¢
if ∆ ∈ t 1,max , +∞ ;

(9.10a)
(9.10b)

and

¡
¤
 ∆ ⩽ t 2 ⩽ t 2,max , if ∆ ∈ 0, t 2,max ,


t 2 = 0,

¡
¢
if ∆ ∈ t 2,max , +∞ .

(9.11a)
(9.11b)

However, it is impossible to predict the exact length of an upcoming idle period. Moreover,
as the runtime adjustment of t 1 and t 2 is local to each link, it is desirable that the implementation could be done at the router level with simple hardware logic and require no centralized management or sophisticated software support. To this end, we propose a simplified
mechanism for the runtime adjustment of the idle thresholds. Taking the adjustment of
t 1 as an example (the adjustment of t 2 follows the same principle), we define that an idle
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period ∆ is

 in-range,


¡
¤
if ∆ ∈ 0, t 1,max ;

¡
¢
out-of-range, if ∆ ∈ t 1,max , +∞ .

(9.12a)
(9.12b)

Then, by recording this piece of information for historic idle periods, the simplified mechanism predicts whether the next ∆ will be in-range or not, instead of predicting its exact
length. The mapping of ∆ into binary states enables us to explore simple digital logic for adjusting the idle thresholds, inspired by the extensively-studied branch prediction strategies
in the computer architecture domain [301]. Specifically, in this chapter, we compare two
types of implementations for adjusting t 1 and t 2 based on the prediction of ∆ range:
One-level idle threshold adjustment Inspired by the existing one-level branch prediction
techniques [301], the one-level adjustment mechanism for idle thresholds maintains
an n-bit saturating up-down counter. If the last recorded idle period (denoted by ∆last )
is in-range (Eq. (9.12a)), the counter increases by one (and saturates at (2n − 1)); otherwise, the counter decreases by one (and saturates at 0). Then, the idle thresholds, t 1
and t 2 , are updated based on the following criteria:
1) If the counter is greater than (2n − 1)/2, an operation called match is performed:

£
¤
 t 1 ← min max (t 1 , ∆last ) , t 1,max ,

(9.13a)

£
¤
t 2 ← min max (t 2 , ∆last ) , t 2,max ;

(9.13b)



2) otherwise, if the counter is smaller than (2n − 1)/2, an operation called reset is
performed:

t 1 , t 2 ← 0.

(9.14)

The one-level idle threshold adjustment mechanism based on the n-bit counter can
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Figure 9.6: State diagrams of the one-level idle threshold adjustment mechanism using (a) a 1-bit saturating counter and (b) a 2-bit saturating counter, where I: ∆last in-range (Eq. (9.12a)); O: ∆last out-of-range (Eq. (9.12b)); M: match operation (Eqs. (9.13a)
and (9.13b)); and R: reset operation (Eqs. (9.14)).

be represented by finite-state machines. Fig. 9.6 shows the cases for n = 1 and n = 2,
which are analogous to the 1-bit and 2-bit branch predictors described in [301].
Two-level idle threshold adjustment Inspired by the existing two-level branch prediction
techniques [302], a two-level adjustment mechanism for idle thresholds is also implemented for comparison. As illustrated in Fig. 9.7, the first level of the adjustment
mechanism is a k-bit range history register for historic ∆’s. A “1” indicates that the
recorded ∆ was in-range (Eq. (9.12a)), while a “0” indicates out-of-range (Eq. (9.12b)).
The range history of the past k idle periods forms an index to address the pattern table,
the second level of the adjustment mechanism. In this chapter, each entry of the pattern table is an n-bit saturating up-down counter as described in Fig. 9.6. In total, the
two-level adjustment mechanism maintains a k-bit shift register and 2k n-bit counters. According to [302], as each counter is updated when a unique historic pattern
occurs, the 2-level mechanism is beneficial if the patterns are temporally correlated.
Note that another source of hardware overhead is for keeping track of the length of each
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Figure 9.7: Illustration of the 2-level idle threshold adjustment mechanism, where M denotes the match operation (Eqs. (9.13a) and (9.13b)) and R denotes the reset operation
(Eqs. (9.14)).

idle period ∆. Hardware-assisted techniques, such as the 1-bit busy/idle register proposed
in [280], is able to extract this information with several logic gates per link. A comparison
of the runtime adjustment mechanisms for the idle thresholds is conducted in Section 9.5,
together with the evaluation of our P OLESTAR strategies for various network configurations.

9.4 Simulation Setup
9.4.1 Overview of the Simulation Environment
Dataset
Among various public datasets of data-center/HPC workloads [38], we opted for the
traces recorded on a production cluster of Alibaba, Inc. [293] to evaluate our P OLESTAR
strategies. The Alibaba traces, published in 2018, contain execution details of ∼1.3 billion
tasks on ∼4000 machines over eight days. Besides its recentness and large size, another
reason for choosing the Alibaba traces is the inclusion of task dependency information. As
illustrated in Fig. 9.8a, a group of dependent tasks (often referred to as a job or a workflow)
can be characterized by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) describing the inter-task data de-
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Figure 9.8: (a) DAG representation of a job containing multiple tasks and data dependencies and (b) temporal distribution of jobs in the Alibaba traces.

pendencies. A task is assumed to generate a single piece of output data, which may serve
as the input data to multiple child tasks. A task can also depend on the output of multiple
parent tasks. As the tasks are distributed to different computation nodes, the data dependencies among the tasks result in communication patterns across the network. As shown in
Fig. 9.8b, an average of 80 % of the jobs in the Alibaba traces are dependent ones. The task
dependency information enables us to investigate the impact of P OLESTAR on application
execution time because we can identify the tasks that are subsequently affected by changing
the communication.

Simulator
For replaying the Alibaba traces and simulating our P OLESTAR strategies in operation, we
employed two open-source tools, namely WREHCN [292], a library for workflow management, and SimGrid [194], a matured simulation framework for distributed computing platforms. WREHCN features a DAG processing engine which we tweaked to parse the Alibaba
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traces and generate simulation entities recognizable by SimGrid. Then, SimGrid, modified
and implemented with our P OLESTAR strategies, simulates the task execution and the network communication.

9.4.2 Trace Preprocessing and Simulator Calibration
Synthetic Data Size
The Alibaba traces do not include statistics on the data size or communication time. Instead, only the execution time of each task is recorded. To this end, we generate synthetic
data sizes associated with the inter-task data dependencies. Specifically, we denote the execution time of task Ti (Fig. 9.8a) by t exec,i and assume that it consists of two parts: 1) the
time spent waiting for data communication from its parent tasks, t comm,i ; and 2) the time
spent on actual computation, t comp,i . We then define a parameter ρ, which we refer to as
the communication-to-computation ratio, and thus
ρ
t exec,i ,
1+ρ
1
t exec,i .
=
1+ρ

t comm,i =

(9.15)

t comp,i

(9.16)

The SimGrid simulator can strictly enforce t comp,i for each task in the simulation, but t comm,i
has to be simulated based on the data size information. According to the observation of a
linear relationship between the input data size and the computation time for various datacenter applications [303], we denote the size of data Di (Fig. 9.8a) by s i and further assume
that

si = a ·

X

¯ ¯
t exec, j / ¯P j ¯ + b,

j ∈Ci
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where Ci is the set of child tasks of task Ti , and P j is the set of parent tasks of task T j . Finally,
we find proper values for a and b by solving

°
°2
min °t̂ comm − t comm ° ,
a,b

(9.18)

where t̂ comm is the simulated values of the communication time for all tasks by replaying
the traces in SimGrid, and t comm is the expected values computed from Eq. (9.15).
In this chapter, we assume ρ = 0.5 by default, as it was observed in [304] that the time
spent on data communication is roughly half of that spent on computation. However, we
also vary the value of ρ between 0.2 and 5 to account for broader scenarios.

Simulator Calibration
We calibrate the simulator by minimizing Eq. (9.18) assuming ρ = 0.5. As each evaluation of the function being minimized requires a simulation run, the optimization process is
considered evaluation-expensive. Thus, we employed an implementation of the Bayesian
optimization algorithm [305] based on Gaussian process models [306] to explore proper values for a and b in Eq. (9.18). As shown in Fig. 9.9a, the optimal values for a and b are found
to be 209 MB/s and 56 KB, respectively. Fig. 9.9b shows the cumulative number of finished
tasks in an hour by replaying the Alibaba traces in the SimGrid simulator. The simulation
results with and without the data size information are both compared to the ground truth
as recorded in the traces. The close match between the simulated curve and the recorded
one indicates that our simulator is well-calibrated, and the method for generating synthetic
data sizes for the Alibaba traces is justified. For ρ = 0.5, the synthetic data sizes generated
for the packets in one trace hour range from 237 KB to 10.2 GB with a median of 216 MB. The
idle time between transmissions simulated for all optical links in the 64-node Fat-Tree cluster has a long-tailed distribution with a median of 43 µs and a maximum of 302 s, indicating
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Figure 9.9: Data size generation and simulator calibration: (a) finding proper values for a
and b in Eq. (9.17) by optimizing Eq. (9.18); (b) simulated vs. recorded task execution with
and without data size information.
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Figure 9.10: Cumulative distributions of data sizes w.r.t. different values of ρ.

traffic burstiness.
The data size information for other values of ρ is generated in the same manner. Fig. 9.10
shows the cumulative distributions of data sizes generated for the Alibaba traces w.r.t. different values of ρ. The overall range and shape of the distributions are comparable to other
communication traces used in system-level studies of optical interconnects [206].

9.4.3 Network Configuration
Topology
The network topologies for data centers and HPC systems can be categorized as direct
or indirect. In direct topologies, every router has computation nodes directly connected
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to it, while in indirect topologies, some routers are not exposed to the computation nodes
and only connect to other routers [4]. In this chapter, we evaluate our P OLESTAR strategies for one representative topology from each category. For indirect topologies, we choose
Fat-Tree, which has been widely adopted in many real-world clusters. For direct topologies,
we choose Dragonfly, which is promising for future high-throughput data-center/HPC networks [307]. While both topologies have been implemented in the SimGrid simulator, as
described in [308], we added a property to the link implementation specifying whether it is
electrical or optical. We further configure the links above the first-level routers as optical,
which are the reconfiguration targets of P OLESTAR.

Power Models
We assume the pairing of a 24-channel comb laser (reported in [283]) and a 24-channel
microring-based transceiver (reported in [269]) to form an optical link with a maximum data
rate of 30 Gb/s per channel. As Eq. (9.1) in Section 9.2.2 has mentioned, the computation
of link energy relies on models for the power of the laser (P laser ), the microring tuning circuitry (P tuning ), and the electrical driver circuitry (P driver ). The power models employed in
this chapter are summarized in Table 9.2 and further explained as follows.

Table 9.2: Power models for optical links.
Laser efficiency
Wall-plug efficiency

5 % [283]

Spectrum efficiency

-3.2 dB [18]

Data rate dependency
P sensitivity
[243]

P driver

[230]

Microring
Passing loss
Insertion loss

0.2 dB [287]
0.5 dB [287]

Drop-port loss
Tuning efficiency

1 dB [287]
0.15 nm/mW [242]

Waveguide
Coupling loss

1 dB [243]

Propagation loss

1 dB/cm [243]
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Laser We assume a Gaussian-shaped optical spectrum of the comb laser with a spectrum efficiency η = P usable /P total ≈ −3.2 dB [18]. The optical power at the laser output must
be high enough so that the following power budget equation holds for any channel k ∈
{1, 2, · · · , m}:

P comb,k · αk ⩾ P sensitivity .

(9.19)

Here, m is the number of DWDM channels; P comb,k is the optical power of the kth comb
line; αk ∈ (0, 1) is the accumulated loss of optical power as the light travels along channel
k, including the waveguide coupling loss, propagation loss, microring passing loss, insertion loss, and drop-port loss [243, 287]; and P sensitivity is the sensitivity requirement of the
receiver, which is a function of the data rate [243]. The laser subjects to a wall-plug efficiency (WPE) when converting electrical power into optical power, and then the spectrum
efficiency (η) that accounts for the usable portion of the comb lines:

P laser · WPE · η =

m
X

P comb,k .

(9.20)

k=1

Based on Eqs. (9.19) and (9.20), the laser power consumption can be computed for various
data rates, as seen in Fig. 9.4a.

Microring tuning The microring tuning power is estimated from the variation distribution
of the resonance wavelengths measured from a wafer fabricated with 66 24-channel transceivers [269]. The transceivers have a channel spacing of ∼0.35 nm (∼61 GHz in the O-band)
and are designed to support up to 30 Gb/s per channel. For lower data rates, we assume the
same channel spacing (0.35 nm) despite that denser channels may be used. As a results, the
microring tuning power is considered independent of the data rate in this chapter. Fig. 9.4a
shows the modeled tuning power assuming a thermal tuning efficiency of 0.15 nm/mW.
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Electrical driver The power models for the electrical driving circuitry, including the modulator drivers at the Tx side and the transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) at the Rx side, are
taken from [230], both depending on the target data rate. Note that in this chapter, the serializer/deserializer (SerDes) circuitry is considered part of the computation nodes rather
than the link drivers. Thereforbe, its power consumption is not included in the link power.
Similar assumptions are found in other literature, such as [32].

Reconfiguration Delay
The reconfiguration delay, described in Section 9.3.1, is a key parameter affecting the
trade-off between energy saving and application execution time. In this chapter, we consider four corner cases corresponding to the fast/slow stabilization of the laser/microring
tuning [18, 202, 203, 204, 274], as summarized in Table 9.3.

9.5 Evaluation
9.5.1 Comparison of Idle Threshold Adjustment Mechanisms
As reasoned in Section 9.3.3, the capability to adjust the idle thresholds, t 1 and t 2 , adaptively to the runtime traffic patterns is vital to the effectiveness of the P OLESTAR strategies.
Therefore, we first compare the two adjustment mechanisms, namely the one-level and the
two-level idle threshold adjustment, in terms of their traffic adaptability. As indicated by

Table 9.3: Corner cases for the reconfiguration delay.
Corner
Delay

READY-ON
STANDBY-ON
OFF-ON

FF

FS

SF

SS

Assumed 1/10 of STANDBY-ON delay
10 ns
10 ns
100 ns
100 ns
1 µs
1 ms
1 µs
1 ms
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Eqs. (9.13a)–(9.14), the adjustment operations for the idle thresholds, namely to match or to
reset, are determined based on the historic patterns of idle periods. In our experiments, we
compare the operations predicted by both the one-level and the two-level mechanisms to
the ground truth theoretically derived from Eqs. (9.10a)–(9.11b) based on the actual length
of the upcoming idle period. The prediction accuracy of both mechanisms is calculated as
we simulate the Alibaba traces in the SimGrid simulator. Also added for comparison are two
static strategies that do not adjust the idle thresholds at application runtime: 1) the ON-OFF
strategy that switches the link off as soon as it becomes idle, corresponding to t 1 = t 2 = 0;
and 2) a static strategy that always has t 1 = t 1,max and t 2 = t 2,max .
Fig. 9.11 shows the comparison of the prediction accuracy for adjusting t 1 , calculated
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Figure 9.11: Prediction accuracy comparison for various idle threshold adjustment mechanisms and settings.
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employed by both the one-level and the two-level idle threshold adjustment mechanisms, n
is varied from 1 to 4; for the k-bit register employed by the two-level mechanism, k is varied
from 2 to 8. The following observations are made:
• Overall, the two-level idle threshold adjustment mechanism with k = 2 and n = 1
achieves the best prediction accuracy of ∼86 % and the steepest learning curve (fastest
learning rate).
• The one-level idle threshold adjustment mechanism with n = 2 achieves a prediction accuracy that is comparable to the two-level mechanism in the long term and incurs less hardware overhead as described in Section 9.3.3. The trade-off is the slightly
slower learning rate compared to the two-level mechanism with k = 2 and n = 1.
• The prediction accuracy of the two static strategies is complement to each other, reflecting the the average portion of the idle periods that are in-range/out-of-range
(Eqs. (9.12a) and (9.12b)). Both the one-level and the two-level mechanisms with
proper settings outperform the static strategies, justifying the necessity of runtime
traffic-adaptive adjustment for the idle thresholds.
• Further increasing k beyond 4 and n beyond 2 is unnecessary due to the degraded
prediction accuracy and learning rate, as well as the increased hardware overhead.
The evaluation of the adjustment mechanisms for t 2 reaches the same conclusion, and consistency is observed for various links in the simulated network. In the following experiments, we opt for the one-level idle threshold adjustment mechanism with n = 2 due to its
simpler implementation with negligible performance loss.
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9.5.2 Case Study for Strategy Effectiveness
We then conduct a case study of our P OLESTAR strategies for a simulated Fat-Tree cluster with 64 nodes to evaluate its effectiveness in energy optimization. The SS corner in Table 9.3 is assumed for conservativeness. A one-hour segment of the Alibaba traces is used
for stressing the network with the job arrival rate down-sampled to match the 64 nodes.

Improvement of Effective Energy Efficiency
The effective energy efficiency can be calculated for the overall network or for each individual link, using Eq. (9.2). In Fig. 9.12a, we first show the improvement of effective pJ/b of
the network achieved by different strategies compared to a baseline scenario where the links
are always kept on. Among existing strategies [197,198,199,294] that only consider the laser
power as a tuning knob, we include the Dynamic Laser Power Scaling (DLPS) strategy [199]
for comparison. Note that DLPS also proposes to use an intermediate data rate for transmissions that can finish within a clock cycle. However, such transmissions are not observed
in the Alibaba traces where the data size is significantly larger than the on-chip scenario discussed in [199]. As observed in Fig. 9.12a, P OLESTAR is able to reduce the effective pJ/b of the
network by ∼85 % when all of its featured strategies are enabled (the rightmost bar), notably
outperforming DLPS (the leftmost bar). This indicates the necessity of extending the power
reconfiguration mechanism to include the microring tuning circuitry in data-center/HPC
interconnects. Among the P OLESTAR strategies, the power reconfiguration for idle links contributes the most energy saving (∼57 %), followed by the delayed wake-up (∼20 %), and finally the intermediate data rate (∼8 %). The second bar corresponds to the ON-OFF strategy
where t 1 = t 2 = 0. The fact that each data transmission must start with an OFF-ON delay results in considerably less energy saving. The third bar corresponds to the static case where
t 1 = t 1,max and t 2 = t 2,max . The lack of traffic adaptability for the idle thresholds also results
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(c) trade-off between energy saving and application execution time.

in slightly less energy saving compared to P OLESTAR at full play.
In Fig. 9.12b, we plot the effective pJ/b for each individual link in ascending order for
different reconfiguration strategies. Even though the links in the network are identical and
share the same nominal energy efficiency, their effective pJ/b could be vastly different due
to the unbalanced traffic patterns across the network. For the baseline and the DLPS strategy where the links are never turned off, it is especially devastating to the effective pJ/b
of the low-utilization links due to the small number of bits transmitted. The flattest curve
in Fig. 9.12b belongs to P OLESTAR with all features enabled, indicating that the P OLESTAR
strategies are particularly effective for managing the energy of idle and low-utilization links.
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Overhead to Application Execution Time
Fig. 9.12c demonstrates the trade-off between energy saving and application execution
time observed in this case study. The horizontal axis is again the saving of effective pJ/b
of the network for each strategy compared. The vertical axis plots the overhead to the execution time of all jobs, where the cross signs indicate the mean values. Intuitively, the
DLPS strategy incurs the smallest overhead as it only involves laser reconfiguration. However, the energy saving achieved by DLPS is far from ideal. Our P OLESTAR strategies, on
the other hand, can significantly improve the energy saving while still keeping the overhead
to the application execution time manageable. Notably, P OLESTAR with traffic adaptability
enabled (④ in Fig. 9.12c) can limit the average overhead of execution time within 0.18 %,
outperforming the two strategies with static t 1 and t 2 (② and ③) in both energy saving and
application execution time.
Despite that the worst reconfiguration delay in this case study is 1 ms for restarting the
microring tuning circuitry, the average overhead to the transfer time of individual data packets is simulated to be 0.11 ms with the introduction of the READY and STANDBY states, which
translates to 0.46 % of the 24 ms average transfer time of data packets. The overhead to
the execution time of a job in percentage terms is even smaller because the job execution
time often contains the computation time of a few largest tasks. As a communication-tocomputation ratio (ρ) of 0.5 is assumed in this case study, the simulated average overhead
to job execution time for P OLESTAR further reduces to 0.18 % when task computation time
is taken into consideration.

Improvement of Energy Proportionality
Similar to the effective energy efficiency, the energy proportionality can also be computed for either the overall network or each individual link. For the network, its utiliza183
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tion rate at a specific time is calculated as the sum of bandwidth capacity requested by the
active links over the total bandwidth capacity supported by the network. The power consumption of the network comes from the active links, as well as the idle links that are in

READY/STANDBY states or in state transition. Fig. 9.13 plots all of the utilization-power pairs
observed during the simulation of the 64-node Fat-Tree network with our P OLESTAR strategies. An averaging curve is also drawn as the energy proportionality curve for the overall
network, which is significantly closer to an ideal energy-proportional curve compared to
the baseline scenario that always keeps the links on.
As for the energy proportionality of an individual link, we calculate its average power
consumption for a specific utilization rate as the accumulated energy divided by the total
time spent at that utilization rate. For example, the average idle power of a link is computed as the energy consumed during its idle periods, including the energy consumption of
the READY and STANDBY states, as well as those consumed during state transition. We compute the idle-to-peak power ratio, as defined in Section 9.2.2, for all links in the simulated
network, which demonstrates an average of ∼82 % improvement compared to the baseline
scenario that always keeps the links on.

Figure 9.13: Energy proportionality curve for the overall network with P OLESTAR, averaged
from the simulated utilization-power pairs.
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9.5.3 Scalability Analyses
We further evaluate the scalability of the P OLESTAR strategies for a broader range of network configurations.

Network Loads
Different hours in the traces As shown in Fig. 9.8b, the workloads in data centers can drastically fluctuate with time. Therefore, we evaluate the P OLESTAR strategies for 24 consecutive trace hours with other assumptions unchanged. As shown in Fig. 9.14a, the improvement of network energy efficiency achieved by P OLESTAR also fluctuates with the workloads.
The reduction in energy saving at higher workloads could be explained by the increased
link utilization. As the load balancing mechanism of the computation infrastructure tends
to schedule tasks uniformly across the nodes, the traffic patterns resulted from task execution also becomes more spatially uniform under higher workloads. In other words, there
are less idle links in the network, which means less opportunities for idle power reconfiguration. Moreover, the increased link utilization also reduces the opportunities for using the
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Figure 9.14: Evaluation of P OLESTAR strategies for (a) different hours in the traces, showing fluctuations of attainable energy saving with workloads; and (b) different values for ρ,
showing increased energy saving as well as execution time overhead with ρ.
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network pJ/b for the worst case, demonstrating a considerable scalability for network loads.

Communication-to-computation ratio (ρ) Data centers and HPC systems running different applications could have different traffic characteristics. As some applications are
computational-intensive while others are communication-bounded, we also vary parameter ρ, the communication-to-computation ratio defined in Section 9.4.2, to study its impact
on the P OLESTAR strategies. Fig. 9.14b plots the trade-off between the attainable energy
saving and the execution time overhead w.r.t. different values for ρ. The horizontal axis is
saving of effective pJ/b of the network. The vertical axis plots the overhead to the execution
time of all jobs, where the cross signs indicate the mean values. As can be observed, applying P OLESTAR for applications with a larger ρ could lead to greater energy saving at the
cost of larger overhead to application execution time. Overall, our P OLESTAR strategies scale
well across a wide range of ρ by achieving at least 83 % of energy saving with less than 0.8 %
overhead to the application execution time.

Corner Cases for the Reconfiguration Delay
To account for potential advances in device design in the near future, we also evaluate
P OLESTAR for various technology corners mentioned in Table 9.3. As summarized and observed in Table 9.4, P OLESTAR can achieve even greater energy saving compared to the SS
corner evaluated in the previous sections by using microrings with faster thermal time constants. Further reducing the laser turn-on delay, on the other hand, has limited impact on
the effectiveness of P OLESTAR strategies, as the laser turn-on delay is already small enough
compared to most communication transactions in the traces. This motivates future effort
on device design for data-center/HPC interconnects to focus on reducing the stabilization
time required for microring tuning.
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Table 9.4: Energy improvement of P OLESTAR at four technology corners.
Corner
Effective pJ/b improvement

FF

FS

SF

SS

87.45 %

84.78 %

87.86 %

85.02 %

Aggregated Data Rate
We further investigate the impact of the aggregated data rate on the effectiveness of
P OLESTAR strategies. Without changing the workloads, we vary the aggregated data rate
of each optical link in the simulated network from 180 Gb/s to 1.44 Tb/s. As the power
models for the optical links are based on the assumption of a 24-channel comb laser and
a 24-channel microring-based transceiver with a per-channel data rate up to 30 Gb/s (refer
to Section 9.4.3), for an aggregated data rate r lower than 720 Gb/s, we assume that each
link employs a single of pair transceivers with a per-channel data rate of r /24. For an aggregated data rate beyond 720 Gb/s, multiple pairs of transceivers are used for composing a
single link. We simulate a one-hour segment of the Alibaba traces with the above settings.
Fig. 9.15 summarizes the simulated execution time of the traces and the effective energy efficiency of the network with and without P OLESTAR strategies. The following observations
are made:
• The prolonged execution time of the one-hour traces at lower aggregated data rates
indicate that the overprovisioning of bandwidth capacity for the peak requirement
is necessary to some extent; otherwise the task execution time may be bounded by
the communication due to congested links. However, further increasing the bandwidth capacity beyond a certain point is unworthy as the task execution time becomes
computation-bounded.
• Despite that the microring-based DWDM links can incorporate additional channels
to increase the aggregated data rate without changing the nominal energy efficiency
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Figure 9.15: Impact of the aggregated data rate on network energy efficiency and task execution time.

(Eq. 9.1), the effective energy efficiency of the network quickly deteriorates with the
aggregated data rate, if without power reconfiguration strategies, due to the poorlymanaged idle power that is more prominent at higher data rates. Our P OLESTAR strategies, on the other hand, can keep the effective energy efficiency of the network relatively constant, thus providing extra room for bandwidth provisioning.

Topology
Finally, we evaluate the scalability of P OLESTAR for both the Fat-Tree and the Dragonfly
topologies in a simulated network with up to 256 nodes. Further increasing the number of
nodes requires excessive memory space during simulation, which is beyond the capability
of our server. Table 9.5 summarizes the simulated results for energy saving. It is first observed that the energy saving achieved by P OLESTAR for the Dragonfly topology is slightly
smaller than that for the Fat-Tree topology. A possible reason is that the Dragonfly topology
strongly relies on a grouped structure where intra-group links are assumed to be electrical. Therefore, for the same network size, the Dragonfly topology contains less optical links,
thus offering less opportunities for reconfiguration. Another observation is the increase of
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Table 9.5: Energy improvement of P OLESTAR for different topologies and network sizes.
# of nodes

64

128

256

Fat-Tree
Dragonfly

85.02 %
82.77 %

86.18 %
83.01 %

87.24 %
83.89 %

achievable energy saving with the network size, possibly due to the lower utilization of links
in larger networks. Overall, the effectiveness of P OLESTAR strategies on various network
topologies and sizes remains significant.

9.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we proposed P OLESTAR, i.e., POwer LEvel Scaling with Traffic-Adaptive
Reconfiguration, for microring-based optical interconnects. Featuring a collection of runtime reconfiguration strategies that target the power states of the lasers and the microring
tuning circuitry, P OLESTAR demonstrates remarkable effectiveness for improving the energy efficiency and energy proportionality of underutilized data-center/HPC interconnects.
Through traffic-adaptive adjustment of the reconfiguration mechanism, P OLESTAR achieves
a reasonable balance between energy saving and application execution time. Good scalability across topologies, network loads, and potential advances in optical device design is
also observed. P OLESTAR is extensible by incorporating more reconfiguration strategies and
improving existing ones. With future work targeting better traffic prediction techniques and
the possible inclusion of runtime traffic scheduling, P OLESTAR paves a promising way to the
energy-efficient and energy-proportional optical interconnects for future data-center/HPC
applications.
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10.1 Dissertation Conclusions
Despite mass deployment in the long-haul telecom regime for decades, optical interconnects for short-reach datacom applications are still being actively explored. Issues that
accompany the fast-growing complexity of system integration must be effectively addressed
before any broad adoption can take place. Energy efficiency is the main driving force for
optical interconnects to replace electrical ones with ever-decreasing distances, thus drawing particular research attention to its optimization. The solutions proposed in this dissertation address the challenges that manifest in three levels, namely the device, link, and
system, for the design and optimization of energy-efficient optical interconnects. The target challenges include 1) inadequate support from electronic-photonic design automation
(EPDA) methodologies that are indispensable for the development of design optimization
techniques, 2) oversimplified characterization of process variations, resulting in variation
alleviation techniques with limited effectiveness, and 3) the lack of runtime reconfiguration strategies for the optical interconnects under traffic dynamics, leading to unoptimized
energy efficiency. To this end, this dissertation makes the following contributions.
At the device level, compact models are developed for key components of the optical in-
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terconnects, including lasers and modulators of multiple types, and extensively validated by
measurement data of fabricated devices and circuits. A novel hierarchical model is also proposed for characterizing the spatial variation patterns of microring resonators (MRRs), developed based on the measurement data of a record number of fabricated microrings. The
enriched library of device-level models enables accurate circuit-level simulation of optical
links and variation-aware estimation of the link power budget, serving as the fundamentals
of the optimization techniques proposed at the link and system levels.
At the link level, three techniques are proposed for improving the energy efficiency of the
optical interconnects under wafer-scale process variations. The techniques explore, respectively, 1) sub-channel redundancy of laser comb lines, 2) a hybrid mechanism combining
electrical and thermal tuning, and 3) optimal grouping of a batch of fabricated transceivers,
achieving significant reductions in the nominal energy efficiency (NEE) of optical links.
At the system level, traffic dynamics are addressed by two strategies that reconfigure the
power states of the optical interconnects at application runtime. The two strategies incorporate assistance from 1) traffic pattern adjustment achieved by task mapping exploration,
and 2) traffic adaptability enabled by idle period prediction, respectively, and demonstrate
substantial improvements in the effective energy efficiency (EEE) with minimal overhead to
application execution time, notably outperforming existing strategies.
In summary, this dissertation presents a feasible framework for cross-level optimization
of optical interconnects, paving the way to the quality design of variation-aware runtimereconfigurable optical interconnects with optimized energy efficiency.

10.2 Possible Future Directions
Despite what have been achieved, there are still missing pieces in all three levels, namely
the device, link, and system, that need to be incorporated for a holistic cross-level optimiza192
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tion framework for optical interconnects.
At the device level, it is desirable to develop more models for photonic devices featuring
the latest technology advances, preferably to include more photonic-specific information
to the model description (e.g., phase, noise, and chirp) and capture more physical-level effects. It is also worth investigating the source of the spatial variation patterns of photonic
manufacturing for process optimization, as well as the temporal variation patterns if more
fabrication data become available. Moreover, thermal variations should be characterized
and modeled for enabling runtime thermal management and optimization of photonic integrated systems.
At the link level, an interesting direction is the co-optimization of the photonic devices with their electronic driving circuitry, such as the CMOS drivers for directly-modulated
lasers (DMLs), external modulators, and thermal tuners, to account for both process and
thermal variations. It is also desirable to have hardware prototypes of the optimization techniques proposed at the link level for evaluating their implementation overhead. In terms
of the algorithms for solving the link-level optimization problems, it is worth investigating
customized heuristics with greater efficiency, as many of the problems are formulated as
NP-complete.
At the system level, a possible future direction is to investigate the impact of runtime
traffic scheduling on the effectiveness of the power reconfiguration strategies. It is also
worth looking into other runtime reconfiguration targets besides the power states, such as
the link bandwidth and the wavelength allocation scheme. Moreover, as the increasinglypopular distributed machine learning framework deploying more training tasks to edge devices, moving the performance bottleneck of central servers from computation to communication, it becomes an interesting topic to investigate the usage of optical interconnects
for eliminating the communication bottleneck of emerging machine learning applications
in future heterogeneous computation infrastructures.
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Additionally, with the developed methodologies for the modeling and simulation of photonic devices, circuits, and systems, it is worth looking into novel applications of integrated
photonics for other functionalities besides communication, such as optical processors and
storage, as well as optical accelerators for computational-intensive machine learning tasks.
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